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qVr	 dt	 q = dynamic pressure
niz at	 Vr = relative velocity	 -
at = total angle of attack








Altitude Vehicle altitude above the reference
ellipsoid measured along the geocentric
position vector.
Angle of Attack, Pitch Angle between the pitch plane component of
the relative velocity vector and the longi-
tudinal axis of the vehicle, measured
positive nose up.
Apogee Altitude Apogee height of the osculating conic above 	 {
the reference ellipsoid, referenced to the
equatorial radius,6378166 meters.
Attitude Command Eulerian angle command,derived by the
guidance system and transmitted to the
control system,.
^.,	 Attitude Error Difference between the vehicle attitude
(pitch, yaw and roll Eulerian angles) and
the vehicle, attitude command.
Axial Force Component of the resultant aerodynamic
force along the vehicle longitudinal axis
(X axis of PASCS 8a), measured positive
toward the tail of the vehicle,
Descending Node Argument Angle measured in the equatorial plane
between the orbit descending node and the
space fixed launch meridian defined at
Guidance Reference Release.
i
Drag Component of the resultant aerodynamic
force along the relative velocity vector,	 ^-
' measured positive opposite to the velocity
vector.
Dynamic Pressure Z x (Density) x (Relative Velocity)2
z
t
DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS (GONT D)
l
Earth Fixed Position Position vector/components in an earth-fixed
pad-centered plumbline coordinate system.
The Xe axis is coincident with the reference
ellipsoid normal, positive upward.
	 The Ze axis
is parallel to the earth-fixed aiming azimuth
and is positive downrange.	 The Ye axis com-
pletes a right handed system. 	 (PASCS 10)
Earth Fixed Cross Range Ye component of PASCS 10 position vector.
Earth Fixed Flight Path Angle Angle between the earth fixed velocity vector
and the earth fixed geocentric position vector
(PASCS 11), measured positive downrange from
the position vector.
' Earth Fixed Velocity Velocity vector/components in PASCS 10.
Earth Fixed Velocity Magnitude
2	 2
Xe	 +	 Ye-	 +	 Ze
Eccentricity Eccentricity of the osculating conic.
Flight Azimuth Angle defining orientation of the space fixed
coordinate system downrange axis, Zs, at ?
Guidance Reference Release, measured positive
east of north in plane normal to the space
fixed Xs axis.
Geocentric Declination Angle between the geocentric radius vector and
the true equatorial plane, measured positive
north of the equator.
Geodetic Latitude Angle between the _reference ellipsoid normal
through the point of interest and the true i
equatorial plane, measured positive north of
{ the equator.
' Ground Range Surface distance from launch site to the sub-
vehicle point, positive east (0 0 - 1800),.
Inclination` Angle between the instantaneous flight plane
and the equatorial plane.
N Inertial Range Angle Angle between the instantaneous space fixed
Y
" position vector and the 'space fixed position










































DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS (CONTtD)
Longitude Angle between the Greenwich meridian plane
and the projection of the geocentric posi-
tion vector in the equatorial plane, measured
positive east of Greenwich.
Longitudinal Acceleration That part of the total measurable acceleration
directed along the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle.
Mach Number (Relative Velocity)	 -	 (Local Speed of Sound)
Mass Mass of the vehicle.
Navigation Coordinate System This system is identical to PASCS 13 with ideal
navigation.
Normal Force Component of the resultant aerodynamic force
normal to the vehicle X axis, and in the X-Z
plane (PASCS 8a), measured positive toward
Position I.
Perigee Altitude Perigee height of the osculating conic above
reference 	 referenced to the l
equatorial radius,6378166meters
Period Period of the osculating conic.
Pitch, Yaw, Roll (Inertial) Eulerian angles of vehicle attitude measured
with respect to the space fixed coordinate
system.	 Vehicle attitude is defined by the
ordered rotation of pitch, yaw, and roll,
respectively.	 (See illustration)
Radius ^Xs2	 +	 YS 	 +	 Zs 
Range Surface distance from launch site to the sub-`
vehicle point, positive east (0 0 - 1801 ). .<
Relative Vehicle Attitude Pitch, yaw and roll angles of the vehicle in
an earth relative system.	 The roll axis is
the projection of the velocity vector in the
local horizontal plane; the yaw axis is in the
` local vertical plane, positive toward the
center of the earth;, the pitch axis completes
aright handed system. 	 Vehicle attitude is




+ "r DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS (CONT'D)
Relative Velocity Velocity relative to the atmosphere (includes
wind velocity).
_,
Semi-Major Axis Length, of the chord in the orbit plane
F connecting the apogee and the perigee of the	 e
osculating conic.
Space Fixed Position Position vector components in a spaced fixed,-
earth centered, plumbline coordinate system
defined at Guidance Reference Release. 	 The
Xs axis is parallel to the reference ellip-
soid normal which passes through the launch
wr,; site.	 The Zs axis is parallel to, and pose-.
jR tive in the same direction as, the earth-fixed
firing azimuth.	 The Ys axis completes the
right handed system.	 This is Project Apollo
Standard Coordinate System 13. 	 (PASCS 13.)
'^. Space Fixed Cross Range Ys component of PASCS 13 position vector.
r Space Fixed Flight Path Angle Angle between the space fixed velocity vector
and the radius vector (PASCS 13), measured
positive downrange from radius vector.
" Space Fixed Velocity Velocity vector/components in PASCS 13.
Space Fixed Velocity Magnitude %s	 +	 Ys	 +Ls




I Thrust Total effective thrust magnitude,
+	 +FTX2	 .	 FTY2	 FTZ2 ,z
s
True Anomaly Angular displacement of the vehicle C.G. from







The angle between the velocity vector pro-
jection . on the earths surface and true north.













The Apollo Soyuz Test Project (ASTP) results from a joint US/USSR
Agreement made May 24, 1972, for cooperation in the peaceful ex-
ploration and utilization of space. 	 The ASTP involves the rendez-
vous and docking of an Apollo type spacecraft with a Soyuz type
spacecraft while in earth orbit.	 Its primary objective is to test
the technical requirements and the solutions for a compatible ren-
dezvous and docking system for future manned spacecraft.
	 This will
lend experience in conducting joint flights by US and USSR space-
craft, including, in case of necessity, rendering aid in emergency
situations.
The nominal mission sequence begins with the launch of the Soyuz
spacecraft (2 cosmonauts) into a 125 NM circular orbit with an in-
clination of 51.6 0 to the equator. 	 The Apollo spacecraft (3 astro-
nauts) follows about 7.5 hours later into a low earth orbit,,
81 x 90 NM, at an inclination of 51.6'.
After orbit insertion, the Apollo spacecraft will separate, turn
around to extract the docking module
	 from the SLA, and begin a
series of maneuvers to rendezvous and dock withthe Soyuz.
	 Docked
duration for the nominal mission is planned for approximately two
days.	 During this time the astronauts and cosmonauts will perform
joint activities, including exchange of crewmen to both spacecraft.
After final separation, the two spacecraft will continue in orbit
for approximately one to two more days, to conduct various other
experiments4	 The planned mission duration for the Apollo spacecraft
is 5 days plus 3 hours; for the Soyuz, 4 days plus 2.5 hours.
	 The





Three trajectory simulations are documented in this report: 	 a typical
launch window opening, a typical planar case, and a typical launch
window closing case. 	 The distinguishing characteristics and the tar-
9 et conditions are tabulated below.
Launch	 Target
Azimuth	 Node	 Inclination	 Orbit
''




50.690	 158.115	 51.575	 81 x 91
•n
Typical Planar Case	 42.900	 156.015	 51.575	 81 x 100
Typical Launch Window
Closing	 36.144	 154.188	 51.575	 81 x 90
Subsequent to the generation of these trajectories, the decision was
made to target the vehicle for an 81 x 90 nautical mile orbit for all
q.; launch opportunities.	 This would increase the performance margins on
the opening and planar cases by approximately 10 and 100 pounds,
r respectively.
4 These trajectories were simulated using the 209 mass and propulsion
data which were generated for a winter launch. 	 Since ASTP is sched-
uled for a summer launch, the performance will be slightly higher
than is shown in this report.
AN
Figures IA, 1C, and lE depict the contrast in the inertial yaw atti-
tude and yaw attitude command for the typical launch window opening,
-
typical planar case 	 and typical launch window closing, respectively.YP	 P	 ^	 YP•	 ^^	 P	 Y•  ^!
Figures 2C through 16C are shown for the planar case only, but are










"SA-209 Launch Vehicle Preoperational Flight Trajectory,"
S&E-AERO-MFP-47-72,, April 7, 1972.





Apollo Soyuz Test Project Targets; Telecon - Ken Young to
James L. Crafts, September 15 1972,
„ry	 4.	 ASTP Mission Summary, Presentation by R. E. Beaman, August
I 1972.




APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IB STAGE END CONDITIONS OFFLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING
rj
Flight Time:	 OECO + 1. 379 seconds	 143.00 (sec)
i Radius:	 -	 6432203. (m)F
Altitude:	 59035. (M)
Space Fixed Velocity;	 2339.38 (m/s)
a Space Fixed Path Angles	 66.360 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:,	 57.939 (deg)
r Earth Fixed Flight Azimuths	 51.011 (deg)
Geocentric Declination: 	 28.849 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude:	 29.012 (deg)
Longitude:(Pos. East)	 -80.081 (deg)
SPACE :FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
Xs	 _	 6431054.	 (M)
Ys	 _ '	 55619.	 (m)
Zs	 =	 108097.	 (m)
xs	 899.97	 (m /s)
Ys	 =	 256.78	 (m/s)
F Zs	 _	 2144.02	 (m/s)
a VEHICLE ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE RATE
Pitch Attitude Angle:	 -63.758 (deg)"




Pitch Rate:	 -0.010 (deg/s)
Yaw Rate	 0.015 (deg /s) 	.'
Roll Rate:





APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING








Space Fixed Flight Path Angie:	 90.009 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:52.810 (deg )
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 51.099 (deg)
Geocentric Declination;	 38. 720 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude:	 38.908 (deg)
Longitude:
	 (Pos. East)	 -65. 553 (deg)
Inclination:
	 51.571 (deg)
Descending Node Argument: 	 153.103 (deg)
Inertial Range Angle:	 17.845 (deg)
1 Mass;	 30:589. (kg)









Xs	 _	 -2359.94	 (m/s)
n
f Ys	 -	 -1052.02	 (m/s)
Zs 	 7372.72	 _(xn/s)
t
VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
j ^ Pitch Attitude Angle	 _- 99.637 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle	 = -	 -17.247 (deg)
j Roll Attitude Angle	 =	 -0.712 (deg)
iOSCULATING CONIC- PARAMETERS
Perigee Altitude	 =	 144.`18 (km)
'' =­Apogee  Altitude	 =	 150. 36 (km)
Eccentricity	 =	 .00047
Semi-Major Axis	 =	 6525.44 (km)
-
4









' APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
A S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING
Flight Time:	 Orbit Insertion	 601.11 (sec)
Radius:	 6:528184. (m)
s	 " Altitude:	 158562. (m)
Space Fixed Velocity:	 7819.66- (m/ s )
Space Fixed Flight Path Angle: 	 90.001 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 53.244 (deg)




Geodetic Latitude:	 39.321 (deg)
Longitude:	 (Pos. East)	 -64.890 (deg)
Inclination:	 51.576 (deg)
Descending Node Argument:	 158.117 (deg)
Inertial Range Angle; 	 18.526 (deg)
Mass:	 30514. (kg)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
Xs	 _	 6193603.	 (m)
Ys	 -	 -7994.	 (m)








Zs 	 7350.73	 (m /s)
VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
Pitch Attitude Angle	 =	 -99. 635 	"(deg)'
Yaw Attitude Angle	 =	 -17.257 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle	 _	 -0.764 (deg)
,s
OSCULATING CONIC PARAMETERS -	
Fff
L "Perigee Altitude	 _`	 149.96 (km)
O1'"Apogee Altitude	 _	 16 9.01 (km)
Eccentricity'	 _	 .00145
T`Semi-Major Axis--
	 _	 6537.63 (km)'
True Anomaly	 =	 359. 73 (deg)
Period	 _	 87.68 (min)<







APOLLO SOYU2 TEST PROJECT
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
t TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING
FLIGHT TIME PROGRAM TIME
(SEC) (SEC) i
r




0.20 (0.00) Lift-off Signal; Initiate Time Base One
59.77 ---	 1 Mach One
74.40 --- Maximum Dynamic Pressure
132.00 (131.80)1 Tilt `Arrest
135.62 (0.00)2 Level Sensor Activation; Initiate Time
Base Two
" 138.62 (3.00)2 Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)
141.62 (0.00)3 Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECD); Initiate
Time Base Three
142.72 (1.10)3 Ignite Ullage Rockets
142.92 (1.30)3 Separation Signal
143.00 --- S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
144.32 (2.70)3 S-IVB J-2 Engine Start Command
'. 147.72 --- 90 Percent J-2 Thrust Level
150.72 --- Termination of Ullage Burn
_ 154,92 (13.30)3 Jettison Ullage Rockets
i: 166.14 --- Dynamic.Pressure = 1 PSF
.;f 3:166.62 - LES Jettison
%'c171.75 (30.00)3 IGM Initiation
469.72 (328.10)3 EMR Shift ..Command 7
591.11 --- Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS)
-591.31 (0.00)4 Inertial Attitude Freeze, Initiate
-
- Time Base Four
601.11 Orbit Insertion (0I)
E LES Jettison was simulated at TB	 + 25 sec, IGM Initiation 5 sec
later.	 In future documents, these values will be 5>sec later to
account for dispersions in time at which dynamic pressure reaches x











APGLLO S0a„2 TtST PRUJELI
TYPICAL LAUNCH	 WINDO*	 0YEi4I 1.G
S-1 8 STAbE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LuN61TUD1NAL DYNAMIC
7111E 1TOIALI ALCELLH ATIO(i PNe]SURL
1SEC) IKG1 (N) (N1 (M/5EC21 1N /M21	 1
l) 17.2. 594674. 3: 0. •G00 L•
2) •CC 58b24 7142169. 262. 12.145 1.
l0•^u 559814. 7394516.- !1924+ 13.120 Sli,•
2U v 20 531215. 74575ud• 44,16. 130976 "49d.
3U94,J Sa247-t• 7561067. 945180 14.b76 6569.	 .
40.04, 413691. 7666447, 1:53bau. 15.9U7 1td7S.
5G • io 449882.	 ! 782116U. 23892.5* 17.059 "u/600
3) 59.1/ 916743. 7945692. 655866. 17•Su6 tb144.
6u 060 416L79. 7948216• 666568• 17.314 cn277.
730.IUI 387128• nu8219o.- oSS174• 17.196 3ty 15 -
4) 74.4u 374369• 81J4364. 570163. "J-214 32Yo<a
83 • 6'u 358161. bld7J5l. 479204. 21.524 41Y6"=.
%o 9asbu 329300. 624474J. 314470. 24.482 "4"78.
l:,u • 14 3.:US6u. aZ61614. 173280. 26.911 1523%•
110 0 1ju 27.18x6. 624Y36S. 87356. .1.r•ull 0p"i► •
12u • U rj 2'1,131'1• 8215696• 211469. 64.666 4353 •
13J•OU 214692+ 81618SU• -474". j60,)Us t143.
5) 132.Q4 249239• b147196. -77uu- 68.979 106"0
6) 135.62 199UG2• bI16484. 13938. 4u.a58 1464.
7) 1`30.62 194566. bu7669S. -21481• 42•SCi7 1176•
140 • G4 188213• 41282SU• -21185+ "a•V47 1035-
$) 141.02 Iei5432. 35725.13• -22LiJ8• 190385 b86.
9) 142.72 1.84799. 2471315. -20342• 1.447 %b2+
10) 142.92 ld4684. 23bQ64. -19927. 1.492 764•
11) 143•oL 184671• 242846. -197679 1.4"Z 7579





6) LSA, Initiate Time Base Two
7) IECO
8) DECO, Initiate Time Base Three
9) Ignite Ullage Rockets
10) Separation Signal
11)	 - S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
A091. MACH PITCH ANGLE
No. OF ATTACK
K G-M/M2-KAD1 (OETi1




99161 9 020 -1.383
3147249 633 -0535
1220305 9 051 *074
3497888. 923 0246
8072623. 1.OU •137'
012443 9:1 l.ul 0133
1g62 a89 1.36 -0073
19678014• 1.56
-0183
255963 8 7• 1.85
-91108
36 9 111 6 3. 2.40 -•217




623298 6 2• Soul
-3.1U3
627 825 9 8 • 5.2D -3.285
634991789 5.64 -2•S64
690164319 6.04 +1.677




64 6 490 9 6 . 6036 -.S32




APOLLO SOY U Z TL51	 PROJtC)
TYPICAL. LAUNCH NINDuK OFLNIN(3
S-lb STAuE	 f LIG11T UAIA
FLIGhf ----- SPACE FIXED ----- --- SPACE FIALU	 PUSLLIUN	 A,4U VELUCITY	 rEtTUR 'COAYUNENjS ^^-
IIME RADIUS VLLOCITY', PATH ANGLE A ! UA UY UZ
I.SELI (T) ,I (k/S1 iUEQ) (lay (M) (M) ( M /SI (M/5) (M/S)
• 17•do 6373379. liijb +57 9u.uu0 6373353• 13ycZ• -I 	 SBj. *Uu 258.83 316•)2
O DD 6373379. 41,8.57 94.uco 6373349. 18351• -5944• -•45 258.64 316.26
ID0Lib 6373520. 4ij9"952 6$.853 6373485. euy3b. -17b1• 2d.TI 258.43 316.36
2G •:(i1, 6373996. 416.59 bU.739 6373952. 13521. 3Y3• 65.06 25d.2b 320.175
3L I'CU 6374887. 436.77 75.662' 63748s3• 261u3• 3655• 111034 258011 334.23
4 0•LG 6376275. 473•b7 69.449 63762L60 2868'/• 7119. 164.68 258.db 360.76
50 . 06 6378238. S30•L8 64.558 637biS2• 3128]. 1L922• 22b.75 ZGU928 402.83
59.77 6380786 6L4.61 bl.u84 638L672. 338329 15131• 289.b6 261.43 461.71
609616 630LS07. 61.6.52, 61.026 6380739. 3369.2• 15Z3b• ZVI-J2 261.46 463030
70 9 iu p 0384IC9. 74J10lL; 59.120 6383973. 36515. 2u15u• 356.61 26392.2 543.20
799,9L, 6385764. 1751.73, 5b9578 6385613. 37676. jjZ737. 38b.27 263.05 587.13
6L*L.L_ 6388077. 024060 58.155 63819L3. 39154 • 2619b. 43U.7Y 264 . 45 651.44
c	 90•(,18 63928310 179090 Sd.117 639z66b. 4,1796. 3.5393• b1 L.17 263+64 793993
l4usuG 6J984L,4. 117	 }Ld 59.2;;0 6390111. 414 42.7. 421°1c+• 5940.9b 161.6`/ 975.24
IIu • 0(i 6404828. 1396.01 6j.h82 6444436. 17u51• S302S• 673992 [61.96 1194018
125, • 01 64121.24• 166u•33 62.236 6411681- 49666. 66136• (56.67 260.95 1455924
13C0 UG 64203;,2. 1470.21 64.662 6411562• SZ162. 822940 b3/014 cb9-24 1764.57
I32•Lb 6922043.- 243d.45 640440 6421252. b21d5. bS892• o51.79 gs8.b2 1632o@7
135 .62 6425289•. 2166953 65.1,13 6424JVS• 53.221. ?2769. 881.38 258.01 1462926
1381.62 64280690 2c7tl•50 65.595 6422,)78. 54495• 9bd249 902.51 257.31 2074.07
140 •,JL' 6429368. 21w04,,; 65.825 6428319• b4o49• 1ul'2U10 Ylu•3d 257.37 1106.76
141'*62- 643U9,)6. 2337.65 60.1_^^ 6424809. 55[66• 1'ubi510 VIU.uV 236.80 2137.84
142 . 72 6431945. 234u•u3 66..106 64366069 a5b4Y. IU75i17. 901,441 106.80 2143.69
142 0°9 2 6432133. 243V*S6 66.345 693u9d7@ S56uL. 167936. 9UU.6$ 456 . ,/a 2143.93




APULLU SUNZ TnST PRuJLCT
TYPICAL LAUi4Ch	 t.ISDUA OPENI,ra
S - 1 t3 HA	 FLIG TS 7 v E	 i J ATA
FLIGriT: - - - - - - LANTH FIRED
--•-- ---- EAKTH FIXQU PU51T)ON NNO	 VC1.0L1TY VECTUN COMPuNENTS - - - -
TIME,- PO51TIJW VELOCITY PATH ANGLt X Y Z 0A u  OZ
(SEL) (M) t"/S) IJEG) loll (M) 1r{) 119/5) 1M /S) IM/5)
-t 7.2J 93. . ,U N/A Y::,. u• u. •uU - •uJ -•00
.U,.; 9n• .t:i. N/A. 9)j• -U• v.. .ulr .Uu -•00
lJ • uu 231. 2-1.01 .4L'u 131• -1. -u• 2y. o1 -•14 -.US
20-UU 7^7. 67.13 3-i63 3u/. -3. Y+ bl.u4 •-17 3a 44
3^•
	 u 16,12. 113. 9n B•661 Sb99. -6. 1u3• 111.62 -•,t7 17.34
4il •EU 3u 13. 471.91 1'4.759 2Yd7. -d. 376• 166.32 •Lb 43.51
it.; •	 ; Gwz,6. X41.13 2L,-575 yy31. 2• l'u25• 12/.05 1.61 8b•1U	 -
59.77 1791. .320.02 26.241 7194. 13. 2127. 191.t)4 2•I1 143.41
nU.,lu 7865. s2/.83 16•.133 Ino2+ t4. 2161• 244.,2 1.75 144.98
/J • UG lIS3/. 424.2u 61.970 1.'0269 b9. 31id6. :16u.u9 4.52 224.20
r'	 74•'iu' 13472`. 41-4.89 34.33& 11Yhd0 e1[. bua /. 191.16 y•11 167.78
~	 8-:•aJ 16203. 547.28. 37-34b 1 -196. 3S. 3i7 5.76 331.66
I7•U: 223^S. 1u4.21 42.516 1SbSL. 167. 1u7 il . 516.16 5.13 4/3.12
1U.. • Lu 7996b. -680.10 47•'456 25124- 215• 10336• b9d.66 4.51 653.35
IAu • .,lt d9Sb6. 11	 /.51 51-748 31^)3b0 26U• Zjy2b. 684.98 4.48 871•u5
IZu • LL) 51527. 1i67.8b b5-556 3bu1i5. 3,;b. 3QbY9. 769.64 4.45 1130.75
130-i L, 6bki b• 1672.94 bt:•994- 46Y 2t) 34b. 467,;5• db3.b/ 4.16 1438.62
132 . 6L 69513. 1739.9S 59.644 4805:;• 350. It96bu• t17u.36 4•ub 1506.61
13b-62 7SB45. I867.ui 6	 •768 S10y9. 311. SS344• Vou.z7 3.96 163b.44
138.01' 61436• ly7d•u2.bl•579 54 byc.. 3bc• 611417• f10.19 3 .66 1746.75
i4C • Lu 84y98. 2,:,6.36 aI.9U7 6508z_• 3d8• 6Cb45• 931.tiq 3-b6 1779.28
141 . 03 b72b,6. 2u35 .9S 62.178 5739`/. 374. 61,762. 931.01 3.94 1810.19
142 . 12 b9465. k,37.75 h2•519 5641b• 398. 6//bB. 112'/.44 4.u/ IdIb•99
142 . 42 b41361. 1,3!•17 02+563 Sb0Ua. 349. bbIdI. 926.69 4•u1 1816.23




°"U`a	 k'	 "qN	 k h1t+i..1	 ^ 'S5	 '•Y.^''.: ^,, 	 dk?..f ....«	 ...1.	 .^	 si... w.v t.	 .<ne.si.	 .n..	 a....w x..... 	 ...._x-.+:.
1
I _"j `




APOLLO SO Y UL Tt51	 rtiUJLC
PYPICAL LAUa:CH AINUUN	 OYEN'11vu
5-18 STAut. FLIGHT	 UATA
FLIbHT AL,TIILU'E kANGE RELATIVE YELOCIIY YECTOtt AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GLOCtNTRI C bcOutTIC
Ti eoL ytLUCITY SHALE	 F1at,7 EARTH FIXLU (FU -S.	 EAST) OtCLINATION LAIITUUL(StCI lKm (,Kri) (:h/S1 1^i Gi 1U^G) lo[G) IUtG 1 (Otbl	 +,
7.2^ •J^t •LU i .c,u Su•u,.i; N/A -aL.6X1 26-166 X8.627
• iS1 •L9u - . u.iu 1.19 9c • uy N/A -dU.611 ld • 466 t8. 627
-	 IG.uu .231 1 e9.65 b9.978 39.397 -6b.621 e d . 4 6 6 48.627
24- f; •7U7 •u11 67.11 o9.6Y1 44•i,d5 -o,v•6ZI Zb.466 2.7
30-ou 1.399 •1•;7 111.b7 ba•Yt7 18.691
-ba.6cu 46.466 1.8.628
140	 „ 1.1871 •4	 2 174.44 b6.4uZ 5J•S34 -bc,.61a Xb.468 Xd•o3t)
51t•yu 4.952 1.,,33 13Y•44 o3.6.vY 51.4,8 -bu.613 18.472 edo633
59.77 7	 •i9S 1.138 318..iu dJ•2o,t 61.5[1 -dU•6L4 X8.476 18.639
6t•U:, Is563 Z+lIli 324. 2,j o3.1d1 SI-S11 -dL•664 ,;8-q78 18.640




 4,1 17.485! 5•.j 3;j 459.1u 74.9j5 51.610 -d0. 5b„ 1o.4Y4 48.656
8 u.0 14.dLu o•7.31 5.31.66 72.6.7 51.545 -dU.$67 4dssd4 ed-665
9:	 •,;, 1Y-562 1u•135 694.03 w4-Ib4 51	 1IS -d,,.535 cb-a16 ld•68d
ILQ -Jci 2a. 1451 16.417 8)%.14 a3•oi3 us7 -bu.41.fl Zb•b5d 18.719
l.i • 1J 31.,334' 1 3•bn4 ludY.o6 o1• 24b S4•S17 -84.431 c5.6i+J 18.162
12 'l) • 3w 3ds89b 33•/03 lg43•uL` ol.„67 bij•YS8 -bu-351 Lo•-656 18.819
13u•.;J 47.u96 4o•4.11 165,u.a9 'ay ► 3:)u SL.Ybd °dJ•2b1 Xd•71tl 'ea -d9I
13d-ui 48.e141 1Y•3vu 11jY.14 411.,,i6 bJ•9'6U -d). 2Z8 cd.745 ed.Y07
135 • x2 51•1,9Fs 51.9u9 L647.b9 b5.53;; zu•569 -de. 163 X8.776 18.939
139 . 62 5'i•b87 6.•L
	 u 1Y56•bd Sd-1sU 978 -aU•143 c8.o1;5 X8..968
14	 • J:3 b6.19Li 61-J16 19nS.Lo 53.iae Su•9d6 -oj•lX4 lu .bltl X8.981
I'41 • o2' 57.734 66.17! 1eoIa.18 /.9y"/ b	 .9Y9 -dL+141 Zd-b35 18.1?98
142.72 s11.'77a b7 tz-ii 1jIb.! 9 57.9x8 b1 1,w9 -a L'. L. 2b•b46 19sL09
1'f 2.92'' 5d.965- 67.6.3 2617 . 36 57 . 9x9 51.011 - 8;1 • Cb2 ;d . b4b 19•i,ll
143 . 0 S9-:;3!; 0.737 L- 1 7.s,,, 57.9 j9 bI-u4l - iju. j3oI C8.d49 29.1112
r ;f
t TABLE 8A
APOLLO SuYUZ TE 5T PROJECT
TYPICAL LAU11CH WINDQ* OPENI144
5-16 STAGE FLIGHT DATAFLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE A7'7)TUUE RATE VLH1CLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH TAN RULL tITCH YA6 ROLL(5EC) 1'DEG1 (DEG) (DEG) (DE6/S) (DEG /5) (DEG/5) (DEG) (.DEG) (UEG)
-17.20 UOii .1100 -39.310
-.Gu3 •OU2 •UU2 000u .UOU •000
.GO --9049 904U -39.276
-.(,03 .u62 •UO2 -0049 •u9U 9034




-•pu0 1.004 +283 0161 -49323L.uu
-7.733 .013 -10.740 -.441 •uu5 1.000 •341 •143 -9930
4ii•G0 -12.365 .021 -10+741 -.496
-•UU6 1900L •439 *lUU -031
50.00 -17.7iu
-.160 -057 -$49
-.ut4 0946 .455 x•155 -4654	 I59977
-23.227 -.SOB
-.003 -.556 ­012 .0 U1 •397 r.5a






-•043 - 0 UU1 9535 -9650 1002
74.90
-31.714 -.671 Oulu
-96131 .(3't5 •UL1 .619 -9671 0006
86.00 -35.323
-.5211 0004 -+678 •U26
-.u62 +671 *0520 .001
9L -1C -42.$45
-.C85 •UO2 -,770 0036 •UU3 0661 e•085 •001100.00 -47.930
-9012 OD09 -.but
-•6jj3 0001 0436
- 0 012 •009
110.6(1 --52.619
- 0 46 •y_6,17 -.49b 0002 0000 •439 -.U46 9017	 z1200 DG -57.566 -01066 90'14 -.469
-•1)i:2 9400 •444 -*069 0013
130.61. -62.34b -.164 0610 -0'169 -.U42
-.Del, •41x6 ••164 0009
1 3 2.00 -63.267 -•'169 •uD9 -•470
-9662
-.uCu 6425 00169 .008135.62
-63.819
-•172' •'u07 .056
-0001 -06:1;3 -910 18172 9007138.62
-63.792'
-.172 .005 -.t,13 •001 L, L,
-•079 -•172 •005
14L0G'G -63.769 -.128 0uD4 .t 15 ,US4
-•DLI -9077 -0128 0004
1 4 1062 . -63.762
-•077 96303. .u15 .U69 -0001:
-•G50 ••077 •Ou3
149.72
-63:756 -.ju69 0404 -.i►u5 .u12 •UD3	 : -•043 W0069 9004
142.92 •63.757
-.066 •004 -0064 •014 •UU4 -0045 -00066 0004
143. GO -63.766 -.065 0005 -.LIS •D15 .004 -•tl4e -.O6y •005
i T
IAdLL 9A
APOLLO SOYUZ 1'EziT PROJtCT
TYPICAL LAUwcii wiNOO $ OPENIi'•q
5-48 STAc•E -Fi.IGHT L;A'TA
fL'l4H7 HA55	 - rHRUST UkAU LONGITUDINAL OYNaM1C CENTkAL PITCh ATT. PITCH ANGLE
TIME I TOTAL I ACCELEKAIIUN PKESSJRE RANGE ANGLE CUMrAND OF	 ATTACK
(bECI (KG I (N1_ I1.) (M/521 IN/M21 (4E(1 Or (3) 1UEG)
1) I4l.u.! 138804. '+ ui+75• 33L6. 0260 756 • 1 .1 t8 '263 . 712 -•51'
2) 144.32 1388..4.- 39965• 2b319 .26o .645. 1.153 -63.712 -02b
3); !47.72 138542.: etj4LaK• 1977.: 5.79c 424. 1.216 -63.712 -•1788
4)" iSU•72 1'378481. 666856i 1394• 69279 3C1. 1.272 -63.711 .939
5) 04942 136831,. I^19172:9 661.. 7.443- 185• 1.352 •63.712 2.342
I6u0Ci3 135533. 1.•19337'. 497. 7.51b 101. 1.451; -*3.712 3.403
6)', 166.14 131167• 1v 19793. 256. 7.771 48. 1.i./I -63.712 4.719
7)` 166.62 13;,6 41 1419713• 243. 7.6„4 40. 1.5c" -63.712 4.bb7
1 1 4; • o0 129891. IL21336. 165+. 7.920 3u. 1.647 -63.712 5.59U
$) 171.75 1.28461. 1v26161. 139. 7.987 24.- 1.663 -63.712 50958
Ib6•la, 126432. 11,23228.- (^3. 6 O9j b., 1.851 •56.311 14.342
1 91•L' u 123974. 1.2336b. 32. 6-230 !• 2.U60. - 07.2bl 15.d/D
20:6.0;1 121518• 1,-23'138. 11. 6.4Zt 1. 2.275 -589336 16.612
210•.,6 419665. 1_212119 5. b.577 U• 2.495 -59.220 11.338
2260LU 116614• 1620447. 2. b.751 u. 2.712 -6U•243 17•d88
4-1 114168. 1418423. y. o.9Zu U. 2.959 T61.1Ulf 164570
214	(j 1'_11721. 1:179d4. 1• u. 3.193 -6[.193 19.UUZ
25 109281:. ru16536. . 3.439 -63.063 !9•S14
26i•Cu 10663d. 1.16512. 1• 9.514 •,. 3.691 -64.066 19.087
27C..,G Jit 4 39i. 1-11894•' u. 9.751 u0 3.94y -65.299 19.961
28d•G:. 1v1944, 1L.16571', u. 9.991 U• 4.215 -66.272 2u•111
29 1,.;, 99494. 1:17727. u. 11:.229 U. 40LfEli -07.315 2U.125
30U.iu:, 97L46 116664. 47o is 4.776 -68.44ti 20•[54
31Fw 9461.2. 1..17254. ^. 1 L ,75j 40 5.JS8 -69.3aS 2U•367
32u•4d' 92159. 1L16S15. u. 11.C3U' u. 5.355 -70.439 2U•352
33b:i.L 89716. 14,17336. +• 11.339 u. 5.660 -71.431 ZU9348
344..$U 87266. 1.18955. U. 11.0o 40 S.974 -72.719 2U•U69
35L.u6' 64817. 1_1747u. U. 11.99 6.297 --73.759 19x623
361,.uu 82372. i-.16661'• 40s 12.34 J . 6.6c9 -74.721 l9•a87
37 t:. Li 79927. 1;,155617,. U• 12.7ua .i'• 6.971 x75.764 19.431
38U.Ct: 77477. 1L1b962.. ... 13.IS4 u. 7.322 -76.913 19.764
39v•L0 75029. 1.;139,65. U. 13.514 .i. 71685 -7b•U12 169617
4(JL,.OL 72567. 1,.13822. L. 13.967 ui 6.4,56 -789960 1b.415
41 G.Ciu' 7i; 14 y . 1.,13540. + . 14.449 U. 8.442 - bagOb5 18.012
42L.Lii 677[,2. 1u133i,1. L. I 8•8s6 -61.24,4 17.5b5
1) S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
2) S-IVB Start Command
3)' J-2 90 Percent Thrust
4) Termination of Ullage Burn
5) Jettison Ullage Rockets
6) Dynamic Pressure	 1 PSF
7) LES Jettison
8) IGM Initiation
-.._..._ h«	 ^"s=:c., adz.......-_z....^s..-^:t.^=;.,-.-..,_,,.._.,«,.+...^_.«_-.-,..u,.s^... ns._.^..	 ., ,.,,._.. -^..,.«..^•..,^w:..u^_.^ ...
	 .	 ,'y,
TAULL 9A (Continued)
APOLLO SGYL2 TLST PRUJLCT
TYPICAL LAUNCH	 (11ND0Vi-OPENING
S-4B STA(,E	 FL1Ghl	 UATA
FL 16117 MASS TiiRUST ORAL LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC	 - CENTRAL_ PITCrl	 Arr. PITCH ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACLELERAtION PRESSURE RANGE AN6LE CUMMAND OF ATTACK
(SEC) (KG) (N1 1+41 (M/62) (N/M,6 (DEG) lUcG1 (DEG)
43v.1)0 65259. Iu16529. 0. 15.577 u. 9.246 -Sb20317 179066
441;.(i G 62809. 1C 17444. u 16.199 v 99667 -63.5t7 16.421
45i^.	 v 60364.> 1uI3580. L. 16.791 U. 1U0 101 7840569 15.-64
96JLU 57Y2U.1 11.13339. U. 17.495 tJ• 1U.549 +65.7U2 15.311
47U.4U 55522. 1L12726. G. 16.2ia 4- 11.611 -86.636 14.751
9) 47u.25 55466. 912754. ,. 16.456 .1. 1 .u13 -86*864 149737
4841-Lu 53415. 888999. 39 1 	 81 u. 11.4811 467.979 14.242
4 9 0.0) 51366• (156b64v J." 16.72,4 u. 11.9/8 -69r013 1397d7
b0U•Lu 49368. 858732. u. 17.416 4. 12.401 -90.041 13.276	 l
510-Lo 47252. 858559. 40 1b.16Y 1:. 13-ULU -91.146 12.678
°52t;.CU 45199. 8!t 8380. 1). 18.991 Up 13.5.14 +92.322 11 •972
53u•Du 43145. 6Sd179. U. 19.69;1' t1. 14. Ulf -939491 11.27$
540.00 41092• 857962.: L. 20.879" Us 14.651 -949701 10+567
553.60 39u32. 861o75. 6. 22.061 u. 15.235 -96.047 99798
56({ D y 36973. 858674. L•. 23.224 U. 15.638 -979233 9-1U6
57Lj.aa 34919. 858;137.' u'. 24.57/ u. 16.461 -990590 7.845
580.uu 321167. 857623. J. 26.u90 4. 17.I:iS -99.622 7.466
59<a.uJ 3.1816. 1356714. LT. 27	 dui, u. 17.771 -99.499 d-699
10) 591 .1 1 35589. &i6568. 6. 20.0.:'1 U• 17'-tl46 -99.499 d- 143
600.00 3L.517. 0. U. -.uu.+ u. 18.45i -99.499, d-/S6
11) 661.1`1 30514. 0.. 9 '•UU'.1 11. 18.526 .99.635 0-b34
9) EMR Shift
10) Guidance Cutoff Signal
11) Orbit Insertion
lAoc	 IDA i•.
APOLLO SOYuL	 (SST 	 t'ltUJcC'(
TYPICAL LAUrCn 4 IND44 OPE.VIN%.
5 -46 : STAQE FLIGHT ua(a
FLIGHT --- --	 SP^CE'FIXED	 - ---- --- 5PACc FIAEu	 NJbITIU14 AjiD V E L u C I r Y 	 4LLTUR C0MP Uri ENFS ---
IIMt hAU 'IUS YcLUCITY PAIR ANGLE Y [ Ue LY U1
I' SEC. I li	 ) irf/SI (OEG) It^l 111 (M1 lol/S1 (M/5) IM/51
143.60 643221u• 2039.37 66.361 6431u61+ 5562.!• 1u8111• dyy•y4 256.7d 2144.01
!44.32 6433441• 2034+63 66.621 -643[241• 55y6U• 11094.1• b81 .36 256.69 2144.11
147.72 6436,541• 23269lu 679289 643o2u4- b6o3t. I1tl236• b56.8'f 256.61 2148.13 r
15i1t72 6439209• 2034.2: 67.851 6431793• b7o,)2• 1[47U^1. 636.,l 156.97 2164916 k
154.92 6442856. 2349.d1 ba.6,,7' 64ItIIv8• S8081• 103849. I U 9 . 4 9 256.6U 2191.00
16(`,•00 6447137• 2J6r•b3 69.198 6440246. 59481• 145052• 171.dt 2b5.b9 2223.86 y
166.14 6452133. 2:s9.,,o7„ 7f..55G 6449845• 615nu• 15862x• 734.60 205.04 2264.30
1166 9 62 645252u• 2097. d7 70.632. 645„243• 616749 159y281 136.53 254.91 1267.56
I709 LC 6455174. 241'3.09 71.193 645169:• b25d3. 1676,T0• 716.56 254.42 2290.54
171-.675 6956528. 2421.69 71.480` 64539390 62y70. 1.71634• 70b.bl 254.12 2302.57
x'.
16G•LL 2461•1346 79651167.'. 72+130 6459562• 150065. 65d.Y1 251.03 2358.26
19u m L-l; 646982L. 2olu485 74..,17 6465961• 67563. 214774• bdo.7U 147.41) 2423.36 7_..
2C0 9 bo o47653b!. 2463.0'1 75.256 6471735. 704.12. 239391• -	 556.13 242. Z8 2490.3° 4
210 • Lv. 6482668. 2615.63 16.44e 6477uu2. 72466. 2645138• SO-23 236.41 2559.16 u
22u+LL 6486818. 2678.90 T7.581 64618dj. 7413d. 29U53 I. 456.22 229.b1 2629.75 F	 _
230 • Lo 6494393. 2741.26 78.661 64bolb6• 77Luu• 31718b. 4U't.89 222.46 2702.05
lhi • v; 64996u1. 20;6*66 79.683 b46i97o• 79184. 344S7d• 553.41 214.21 2776927 }
.5u^CC 6SL4446. 2	 75.63 b-.^•o56 649x252• tlIL82. 172/2u• dJi.4L 205.12 2052.42
26^J•LC 6666942.' 2'v 47tii9' al .S73 6496'Ls. ts3L83• 4U16330 24'1.14 195.U1 2930.56
'r••...'
210,•6 4 bb 12,,91. 3.,223.22: 62.440 6490231• b517v. 431340• 196.36 183. Y4 3011*22
c b 0 • ir15 bb1-696;,. 31„1•19 63.259' 6491431- b0t,9- 46ld6S. 141.ys 171.d7 3094.13
210 • uU b52U317. 3164.69r 64.w29 65G14y1• 68611. 493231• 80.94 1Sd.69 3179.49
3 L0 • uL 4523`536•` 347(,•72' 04.149 651,17;,8• 40129. 525463• 34. t5 14'1.3d 3267.35 r,.
310-LL 6526366. 3j6L•13. 65.424 65u17/4• 91496• 55d5b6• -21.16 128.86 3357.59
32L'• LL 6521895. 3455.16 66. 50 65;,12b3• 927 LL. SY2624. -17.26 112. U7 3'!50.48
33(;466 bS3lIZ6. 3g49•dL 66.433 65;,.,22,6• 93733• 627bu4• +134.25 94. u0 3546.01
34DoLL 6533	 69. 305:.•69 b7. 171 6494593• 94577• 663650• - 19[.lU 74.62 3644.87 r'
350.01 o5319732- 3/55.66 67.o72 64963iy. 95c1u• 7uu5:120 •251.33 53.7d 3746.85
A6()'.uu 6536125. 3064.55 66.133 6493566. 95647. 7,3a$U30 -311.:2 31.47 3451.64
370.;;6 6S37259. 3V7/.6u d8.547 649'j144• y5d440 7'77S6u• -371.46 7.58 396u•07
3 6 0'• 6v b538147• 4,,9;•13 db.923 64601:,2• 45794. d17717`. 4435.bu -17!.46 4071.97
390.Lt, 05.36862. 4,17.69 899264	 - 6481428. Y54aws 859U13• +49Y•11 -45.09 4187.71
4 %fi • C61 6539235. 4444.46 x9.567 647olu4. 94086. 401481. ?565927 -74.06 4306.89
4109 0 0 6b3Y465., 4476.41: 69.031 647,,11d. 93192. 945165. -631.33 -104.97 44317.27

























APULLO SUTUZ TEST P(tOJECT-
tYPICAL LAUNCH	 r,INDUW OPENIro6
S-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT -	 - SPACE FIXED - -'SPACE FIAEU	 PU5IT10N A ND VELUCir y VECTOR
TIME RADIUS 4LLUC'1TY PATH ANGLE A / t DX
1SEC) (M) lr/51; (UE6 (M) FM/50
43D • GG 6539372• 4f57.{t4 9U.257 645oUd7• 91228• 1636343• x772.13
440•(;0 6539085. 4yL'7.6u 90.418 644oCU29 89315_. 1683938• -845.15
450 • •,0	 : 6538663. 5(,63.19 90.597 6439176• 8761b. 1132942• P92U.Sb
146p•11D 6538127. 5126.27 9L.641 6427583• 64311• 1183408• -99tl935
47U • G4 6537561• Ss46.9$ 9u•743 64'1`ZL;J• 8116tl. 1235398. -107®•b3
`,.-	 4Jp•25 6537485. 5Itul•16 9[1.7L'S 6416936• blub3• 1236718• -!656.89
48p•G0 6,536779." 5'b 46.63 9u.bLS 64ti/991• 77594• 1288b4b• -1163956
49D.@p 6535999. 5i(,6.S6 9u.t8D 6395921+ 73596. 1343661• -125(7.99
5U0 0 G0 6535837. Sb71•u6 Ys.y22 634c962+ 691570 1399899• -1341,U2
510 . 0.0 6534070• 61,4[.63 9u•Y33 636 o9U. 642'12• 1457615• -1434.62
520 • UD- 6533678. 6422.56 98.917 6354271• 5bb22. 151687L• -1530.50
530 . 00` 653209p., 641t..•93' 91.672 6^3b467• 62b63. 157773U• '1636.82
540 . 40' 6531137. 6/,b•79 96.660 632164L•	 - 46432• 164U268. -03S•43
550 . 60 653u256. 6617.96- 9L. .7 63647429 39193- 1704567• -1845•U5
560 . 00 65.29482. 7938.64 9,,.577 62847194 31'11U• 1770722- -1960.55
570 . 00, 6528855. 7!171.61 9L,•'+23 6264514• 22938. 183882x -2Utl1.44
58p•(,L' 65284u3. 7.I9.31" 91,.268 62'(4047. 13720• 1908984., -2214.39
-59p•Gu 65281qu. 7762.26 9(,.L39 622:,261• 3706. 1981316• -2345.13
591 . 11: 6528187. 7012.37 9;,.wa9 62.176b`T• 2b,46- 1989456• -2359094
6528185 • 7`ajY-67 91y•`..LI 6196367• -6628. 2054976. -244U•21































APOLLO.su y uz -[cST PRUJtLT
TYPICAL LAUNCH	 AINDUA	 OPEIVIhu
5-48 STAGE PLIGHT	 DATA
FLIGr17 ----- cAIr1H	 FIXED -'--- ---- EARIM	 FIXtu ?b51TlUN AND	 VELOCITY VECTOR COMPUNENTS ---.
11ML, PUSITIUN, VE"LUC1'IY PATI,	 ANGLt k Y Z DA DY OZ
(SEC) tfi) fM/S1 (DEG) 1M1 lrt) I 	 1 11a/S) 1M/S1 1M/SI
143 • DG v1}1y24. 2	 36.94 62056L, 58679. 4L0• 6627U. 921.uu 4•U2 1816932
14462 92634. 3531.44 62.869 S9089. 405• 7067(1. 9Uv.69 4.lU 1816937
f47-72 99327. 2u2I-82 63.619 62929- 419. 76848. 677.91 4.17 1820.31
15072 IC5233• 2L27.57 64.276 6503d. If J4. 82332. bSY.8,1 5.21 1836922
154+92 113545. 2u41.24 65.171 69#196,' 467. 901UO• 834.43 5.55 1862989'
167*- 123668. 2CSV.16 66.229, 732549 465. 94637. BU4•II G•65 1695.59
I66.14 136U37. x„82.52; 67.477" 7bp79. 5[1•" 111398. /61,79 5.83 1935.81
166.62 137j20• 2,184.51 67.574' 7845,• 523• 112336. 764.76 5•d4 1939.06
170•i3i1 143886. 2;,9d.B^i 68+241 dj199Y. 543. 11b92U• 745.44 $.89 1961.95
'	 171015 147464• 2106.48 68•SH2 82195. 563. 122364, 736.39 5091 1973.94
160 0 L;L 164Su7. 2-143.80 7..•U73 88171• -6	 0. I388bI. 694.66 4.93 2029943 i
190.E+7 185568. 2:19..96 710-666 94n44. 6.id. 159496. 64..58 2.58 2094030 )'
200•uo 2j,7CY7. 2241.66 73.083 1G1L'43. 649. 180779. 596.05 -.51 2161.19
21G • uU 22	 124. 2296.;34 74.495 Ip0I64. 646. z0272b. 54b .3t; -If 92U 2229992
'	
00	
e2U•tu 2bi676. 2354.37 75.836 112UU9. 564. 125379• Suu.55 -8.46 2300.53 n
23G • Lu 274792. - 2415.77 77-IC6 1_16776. 41359 [48745• 45,e.bv -13934 2372+96
240-uL 296456. 1481.68' 78.30 121.61. 2'r4. 272844. 404.60 -18.95 2447.39
i51;•L6l 322825.` 2544 9b 79.4015' 124o6b. 14. 197699. 356.ZU -25920 2523984
260' • -0 347811• 262; .7I 6(•,513' 128185. -213. x23328. 307.67 -32.4#1 2602938 w.
2!0'+#1#1 373491. 2690.29 tll•6[7 131c14. -5/7• 349756. 15ro.78 -40.34 2683.54
28ii • UL, .399900• 2775.39 02.461 I.3459- -1Lt3. 377Lu:/. [19.32 '49. 1U 2767.05
2900Gp 4271175.' 2656.14 63.343 1354640 -1502[ 40SL1i59 15Y947 -58979 2853912
360OUL 455653• 2944.64 814.166 136547. -42426 434078. lu9ou5 -69.41 294198U
310.iuu 483872• 3uj'1.61 84.931 537,183. -2963. 46395U. 5b.u5 -81 •U5 3032.97 ..
320 0 GB 513568. 312b.32 85.639 137iui. -38,40. 494747• "6.52 -93.70 3126.91
330.60 5441bU'• 322b.74 66.295 137511. -48j2• 516497• -45.78 -1u7•54 3223.62
34G9tru 6'75749. 3327 .Su 66.8.96 1;36/'y,;. -5961. 559231• -9n.73 -122051 3323.77
350-Lo 60b31Y. 3433.41 67.453 1,35632• -72d5 :92983. -152+91 -138.51 3927920
360.6L 641931• 3543.32 d7.96i 133/27• -8756•' b27786. -211+96 -155.05 3533.77
I
170- W., 67662,8. 3657.44 d'8992u 131j7,• -Ib4i47. o6367L- l26a093 -174.52 3643.73
38U•Gi7 7124b4. 377e.2u 88.632 12b4+7. -12261. IOL073. e32u.9u -194.59 3757951
390•bJ" 744462• -3899081, d9.2[4 -129Y470 -143,,3• 738834. -377.34 -215.97 3875.30
4000U y 787694•" '4027 .432 b9•533 120657• -16576. 776191• -43d.Y4 -238.93 3996969
410.00 o27263- 416.,.117 69.819 116166• -19U06. d187d3. -499.84 -263.52 4122.46
420.•6U' d6bu4l• 429Y.65 90.466 IluoSS. -ll6bi. 860656. -562.,37 -269.77 4252.89
r
i
TAhLE II 	 (Continued)
APOLLO SUYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH 61NOUW OPENlN6
5-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLI6riT ----- 'cARTH	 FIXED ----- 'EARTH FIXEO'POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS --+
TIME	 !' POSITION VELOCITY PATH'ANGLE A Y Z DX OY DI
ISEC1 (M) (M/S) IUEG1, (F1) IMJ (M) (HIS  IM/51 (M/51
430 . 80 910266. 4444,.23 951.275 1Uy911• -248689 9038b8• -6Z6063 -317.82 4358934
'140- WO 953943. 4595.51 93.446 98417• -262150 948443• -691.78 -347.64 4529965
'fSD*LC, 999136. 4753.113 90.583 91L49. -318510 ' 9944680 -761.10 -379.80- 4676930
46USCO 1,045911• 4917.48 9;,•682 831ABBO -35818• 1041990. -831+46 -414902 4828995
470sbo 1094344• 5„69.511 90•746 744119 -4U13Y• 1u91U7U. -904.30 -4511960 4988921
470.25 .1095574. 503:.77' 9;,•747 74185. -4.0252• 1092318• :906.16 -451.51 4992914
480.00 1144371. 5242.58 9U.852 64984. ^44807s 1141646. -9dJ.00 -483.18 5127914
4909 LU 1195925. 541;1.51, 9Z,a929- 5'(772• -49e099 1193631• -lubi.37 -517963 5270984
500 • &0 1249068. 5567.20 90.972 43749• -551679 1247Ud2* -114J.49 -554.31 5420923
51G • O;t 1!303871. 5741,.19 9y•983 316930 -61,905. 1302057• -1228.32 -593.64 6575972
^.	 520.00 1360408• 5921.15 90.964 19173• -670499 IJ586190 -1316.34 -635965 5737.86
5 30 • U0 1416762. 611u.77 %-915 5255. -73627. 1416839.' -1407.88 -680.53 5907*30
540.uU 1479022• 63[,9.88 9U9838 -8Y9b. -BL6690 1476793. -1503.40 '728.33 6084973
5 50 9 I+t, 1541289- 6526.29 9;,•732 -24528., -8b2U5s 1538568. -1603.54' -779.24 6271982
566 • L'0 161j5.678. 6742.40 9-a•603 -41UBb. -96264. 1602263• -1709.15 -633?12 6468975
570 . 00' 1672304. 6970962 9ielf4l -58727. -1048 6 48 1667978• -1819.77 -891959 6675964
580 . 00 1741291. 7725.41 940279 -77525. -114115• 1735816. -194U.U3 -955820 6894923
590 0 ir0` 1812791• 7489+59 9U•L41 -975329 -124Cuos 18,05913. -2061951 -1022 . 36 7127934
591 . 11 162686(y. 7519.84 9u.(;IU -99019. - 125 1	 5• 1b1381I -2075.04 -1030 9 03 71S4910
6G0 • UO_ 1885938. 7i27-L7 9L•u01 -11601as -134250. 1&374099 -215U911 -1024 . 46 7140933
.6011'l
I






a APOLLO SUYUZ Ttjl
	
NkuJLCT
TYPICAL 'LAUNC'H JoINDU1,	 GPENI1vta
S-48	 STA(3L FLiUHl	 UAIA




	 FI'XLU tf'OS.	 EAST) DtCLINATIUN LATITUDE
(Stc) tKMI (Kh1 tN/51 (DEG1 (Dr-GI (DEG) tUEG) tUEGI
143-CC 59 .6 4i2 67.151, 1L 16.97 57.9.19 bI.yll
-80.081 28.649 29•U12
1'14.32 61;.178 74.116 241u•y4' b7 I.Ue4 -eJ.L61 14.662 19.025
141.72 63.388 70' •2i,5 19b3.45 57.ti12 r1.60.d
-04•is14 28.496 29.U6D
1 ,5072 66.i,66 61•ajj7 190b.93_ 579yaI Sl.Ivb -79.910 2b.927 c9.u90
154.92 69027 69.250 1UO2.15 87.914 51. 146 -19.yv9 28.970 19.133
16U • CJ 74.;,24 9b.o28 ZLIV.72 57.8:,2' 514186 -79.834 29.U23 29.187
166.14 79.441 tIC-179 4UN2.7U 57.7at 51.236 -19.742 29.x88 29.252
leb•62 79.429 111.101 2L44.65 57.714 51.240 -79.734 19.093 29.157
I 7•.C, 82-09n 117-b63 2058.72 57.732 51.2o6 -79.602 19.130 29.293
171.75 83.455 11L.y37 1066.18 57.711 51.288 -19.655 19.149 29.313
I$Li-cj4 89.665. 137.123 1:1 u3. 14- 87.5'13 SIa315 -79.525 19.24t) 19.404
I9C•OL 96.b11 157.198 2'149. b7 57.440 5I*319 -790363 29.353 19.518	 ¢
200 • :0 143'•568,. 117&.088 2tuU.42 57.279 ,1.331 -79.195 19.970 29.635
21b0LL 1u1s•937 1SF9-5,16 2:b4.55 57.114 518325 -19.&12 29*590 29.756
c	 22L- L,C: 115.927' 121'•40j 2311..31 b6.948 51.314 -14.8144 29.714 29.b80
23L-Cu IZI*543 14'i*.c62' ,72 .47 56.70,, 51.296 - 7U.66U 19.042 30.UU8'
24L • LL 126.793 c67'.822 Z43b.19 S6.6L'9 51.272 -/8.470 19.974 30.141
250 • C: t31.abS c92•LU4 kSuo.J2 56.417 51.243 -76.274 3U+118 30.277
2'6L • 8u 136.224 1a.9jv- 2577.92 S6.262 ,1+247 -76.072 su•25G 30.418	 C
271.-	 : 14u.420 d92,o26 2653.4,, 56,,o4
.14. 395 30•_563	 ...	 -
28U•06 144.278 o690i2.; si131.,13 SS•ya7 51.114 -77.648 34•54b 30.713290•04 14i.8ob ry6.1t1411_ 1615.16' %35. 7.0 b1 .;j76 -77.426 34.699 30.668
300 • uG 1.51.011 114•x1,4 29Oi.69 S5•b4b !31 -i" 24 -77.IV7 34.bb8 31•u28
310'•00 I Gs. 9 t)1 453.671 21491-54 55.34,8 50.914 -7e.96u 3I 4-23 31.193
3iJ • uV 156.487 403.64Z JLbb._25 is. Iu7 tP6-912 -76.7.16 11.193 31.363
33U•Lu 150.77o' X14.557 3182.67 a5 .u.. 8 SV•dS3 -78.463 31.368 31.539
34C04;4 161,.779 S46.452 3484.45 54.bf9 bL97y3 -70.753 31.549 31.721
35u•OL 162 • SL5 579.365 339u.38 54 . 6	 4 SL • 734 -75 . 933
.1l•736 31.909
36U •
 Lc, 103.962 o13.333 3SLu.33 ta4.'4ou bE,•674 -15.655 ,11.930
l
320103
370 . 4'6 165:163 o46 ..i93 3614.46 b4+3x8 5V.614 -75.367 32.130 329303
380.(,1; 166.121 ae4.bd6 3733.29 54.1.19 50.555 -7 f^.07G 32.337 02.511
390 . 1.4 166.849 72.1.957 3656.y2 b3. 915 So. .5u0 "74.761 320556 32.725
40G 0 00 167.358 /6i, t.6 39b4.98 33•b15 54.4146 -74.444 32.771 32.947
M1G•00 181+66S oUt,.yIy 4ilb.2u 53.459 511.394 -74.11$ 33•vL0 33.176





FLIahT ALTITUDE RA11GE RELATIVE VELOCITY VLCTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC
MIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED	 EARTH FIXEO (P05. EAST) DECLINATION
(SECI (KMI (KM') (M/S) (DEG 1 (DEG) (DEG) (DEGI
430•G'0 167.737 a84.1443 41to1.5D 63.364 SO -30 -73.421 33.'f81
440 . 44 167.537 Y28.132 4b5268u S3.Z25 50.264 -73.CS5 33.734
-',4500UU 167.2uo 973.621 -47161.35 53.GY4 SUO231 -72.676 339996
460.40 166.764 1.26.673 -4b7ii.a1 52.$69 50.2U3 -72.263 34.267
47C•tG 166.236 IL699360 Sc,46.84 S2.bb1 b6•162 -71.875 34.548
470.25 166.222 Iu7u9i99 SU51.11 62.850 50.182 -71.864 34.555
480610 165.615 1119.032 5199.88 S2.7Y7 SO6211 -71.452 34.837
490+Cu 164.89L 1171•t19 5358676 b2.75C 50.247 -71.014 359136
N	 500•LL 164.ti84 1k24.787 5b24.4u b2.711 506289, -76.!561 35.443
b1U-CL 163.232 ][79@dw5 SbY7+34 52.677 50•336 -7u.G92 35.759
520 • iuc 162.35b IJ36.547 bb78.23 b2+661 50.396 -696666 36.086
53C•Gu 161.487 I395.L95 6U67.77 52.6x4 56.452 -69.102 369422
544.LL 161J.658 14S5	 537 6266.80 51.62.8 bG•52'4 -66.579 36.768
55G•6 il 1596906 lbi7.974 :6477.12 52.635 50.610 -68:035 379126
66U • CL- 159•.264 1582•!18 0699.11 b2.664 _	 SU-712 -87.'169 37.494
57U•D0 1580775 Ib49+Z82 6Y33-21 $2.693 50.822 -66.880 37.875
SSU.uG 1586465 171u.393 7181.86 52.734 50.939 -66.266 38.268
59(i .0u 158.4uu 17856994 7445.69 52.801 51•Ud2
-650626 38x674
591.11 158.413 1/9691,73 7476.12 S2.616 510r,Y9 -65.553 38.720
6UG•uG 156.546 1+03.235_ 1482.93 53.195 51•5u9 -64.963 39.(188


























APGLLO SOU4 TtSI FROJLCT
TYPICAL LAUrvCM	 WoINLUn UI'EW1.0a
5-4B STAbE FLIGHT UAIA
FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE,ANGLt VEh1CLE AiT1TUQL RATE VLHILLE ATTITUDE ERRpR
T31IE PITCH YAiv ROLL 1, 11C1f IAN RULL PITCH YAA ROLL
(bEC) (DEG) (UE(. (uEG) (uEC/5)- (DtG /5) (DEu/5) ILEta) 1DL(, IDEG) E.
143.60' -63.75b
-.t:oS 0645- -.4iL 0015 •Jlf4 -•046 -•U6S 0005
144.32' -63.824 .625 •U19 -.4.62 •134 •017 -+112 •U25 •019
147.72 -64.184 u.is25 .136 -.L4L •255 0066 -•471 1.025 0135
156. 7 2` -63.13.7 .751 •158 .175 -•315 -•U9b -'0173 •752 9157
154.92 =o3.466 - .3.3U
- •288 .LL6 -.Oba -.1u4 .297 •.330 -0269
16a,•[:L -63.566 -.277 -•291 - •t 19 iul8 -Su2b .117 -02.17 -9291
16o.i4 -63.636 -.348
- -
	 Z' -.L-:b -+021 OU87 •075 •.y4b -0302
Y
k
160.62 -63.641 -.359 -•262 -.tip - •020 •U7b •072 - •356 - .262
176.0, -63.662 -.413 - •!05 -.0tu9 -.UU9 •u17 .(651 ♦•413 -0106
1x71.75 -63.678 -.423 -.496 -.LI:; -•OL3 -•.i[,b 0034 -0423 -•098r
1eu.Gti- -56.9a2 -1.925 •552 7 .iill -•672 - •416 •572
19ti•6u -57.2+1 -2,365 -9391 -'.t,67 -.L'54 -•U6o .041 --376 -0392
20u•iQ -58.228 -2.90 -•31'1 -.13w -0C314 1 •U39 •109 x.391 -0316
a	 21L.Uu -59.161 -3.288 •133 -.L8/ -.J40' 0043 •USU 7.403 0130 r
220.6:. -60.199 -1.6!.6 .49L -*L9b -•U41 •037 •041 -.402 +467 it
23L.i.0 -61-J,4 -4.121 •693 -0L8Y -.046 -•049 •DSe -•411 .beg
24u•0ti -62.394 --.538'- •144 -	 uJ3 - .634 -.065 •0'x7 -•429 .137
2'Su.C,w
-03.ju9 -S.L17 -.3613
-.0 BY -0649 -.U51 •055 -•42U -.372
26G•Gv -63.914 -5.483 -•685 -.1 Us -.U44 •U31 •074 -+434 -0692
270-Ca -6'b.265 -x.658 -.448 -.I ,u3 -•046 .631 •046 -•43U -0452
2eJ • ii:7 -66.261 -6.35U •106 -.bill -cu47 9,,31 •072 -.448 -.113
29C;oZu -07.3o-4 .7b5 ..169 -.1..b -.U411 .028 0670 -•45b •161
30U•t1u -68:377 -7.231 .447 -.611 -•044 .026 •060 -946U •439
31 '6•Gto -69.29.1 -i.7-11 •7!9 - .IL3 -•(145 042a .1372 -•47b •770
32(•ui3 -70.371 -4.171 •326 -.1J6 -.045 -•054 •066 -.480 0338
33L•titi -71.3b3 -6x632 -- 197 -.05 -.U48
-•JSU 0049 -.48t, -•204 j.
3 1fu•Lu -72.024 x6.992 -97,29 -.1 Ili -•629 .013 .167 -.S1U -9745 ('.
350.66 -73.7,(2 -Y.4l2 -0465
-.tUy -•L64 .627 6019 -0514' -0468 b
366•:10 -74.771 -9.906 -•141 -.132 -+644 •:,129 •O!U -•531 -9145
37.3.04 -7$.744 -IJ.329 0138 -.1:► 5 -u-f2 •02.7 0013 -0541 •134
380.36 -76.853 -10.115 .375 -0134 -•029' •UIi •Obb -.S66: •365
39U•ii3 -78.Uf6 -II.ii'74 .SA4 -	 ,,86 -.C)S1 -034 -•QQ6 x.540 0584
40juU idb -78.929 -11.565 •507 -•11.: -•Wjs -.#154 6028 -•576 0501
41090i -90.O!xd -11.933 - ..u5a - .114 -.U37 -6056 •026 -.58.1' - &Q56







APOLLO SOYu1 Te5T PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING
5-48 STAVE FLIGHT DATA
FLirva VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATT)TUUE RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YAV ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAw ROLL
(SECI ('0EG1 (DEG) IQEG) (UE(3/S) (D(G/S) (DE6/5) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG)
436* 04 -d2.297 -12.674 -•563
-.111 -•037 •452 •23U -. 6 02 -9	 756 f'^
4400 Qu -83.5U5 -IA.995 -0 98 -.115 -.035 •449 .022 .3•612 -0103
+45O9U3 -84.575 -13.384 0431 -•1 fi b -.0139 •U53 -012 -0619 0927 ^
46000 %3 -85.6b1 -1j.740 .357 -.113 J4o •U16 -0633 .352 i
471j0UU -86.824 -19.076
-0113 -.114 -•433




-0oy7 •017 -9641 -0128 ,r
48U. ► U -.377.974 -140514 -9595 -0108
--u20 -•046 •0ia -967U -0596
4 9 0.-jj -89.1522 -14.750 -.816 -.499 -0035 OU43 -•OU4 -9651
-9814
N	 S00DO0W -9Q.337 -15.148 -.466 -.1Cd -9040 •037 0046 -0658 -9407
5101-yU -91;.125 -15.550 -•042' -0110 -•iu16 0031 0021 -0664 -9048
52J•LJ -92.310 -15.873 0258 -.114
-•u33 •U3Y -UU9 -0684 0255
5301.03 -93.473 -16.166 0559 -.1.19 -.626 gQZS •015 -•70U 9554
59000U -94.682 -16.395 •473 -0112
--•011 -0U59 Dols -.712 0468
S50.04 -`lb.Gi4 -16.452
-0179 -0143
-.Due -9071 0U33 -97.31 "9189
56b9uu m-97.263 -16.731 -0788 -01L1
-001611
-0448 -0025 -•671 -9779
5 7O•LJ -99.-029 -17.323 -09sij -968j
-9130 -0125 0548 -0645 -19115
586.40
-99.774 -17.380 -•248 •J15 .011 -9U67 -9144
-t78J -9204
59ii6Go .-99.636" -17.246
-.7¢7' -0440 -.4011 -•jus -•117 -9772 -9667
591011 -99.637 -17.247
-9712
-•Ju:+ - • NuI -Ojos -9117 -.773 -9672






-99.6j5 -17.257 0764 .031
-•Qu1 -•uuS -0145 -0783 -0725
#r
i V^	 r3ti ^T °	 •'^
.:..	 0000 ,	 ,
FIGURE 1A
APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING




























APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING a
Flight Time:	 OECO + 1. 379 seconds 	 143.00 (sec)
Radius:	 21103029. (ft)
Altitude:	 193685. (ft)
S-pace Fixed Velocity: 	 7675.:3.3 (m/s)
Space Fixed Path Angle:	 66.360 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuths	 57.939 (deg)
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 51.011 (deg)
Geocentric Declination;	 28.849 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude:	 29.012 (deg)
Longitude:	 (Pos. East)	 -30.081 (deg)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
Xs	 _ 21099259. (ft)
Ys	 = 182178. (ft)
Zs	 = 354648. (ft)
Xs	 - 2952.67 -	 (ft/s)
Ys	 = 842.45 (ft/ s)
Zs	 _ '7034.18 (ft/s)
VEHICLE ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE RATE
Pitch Attitude Angle _ -63.758 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle _° -0.065 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle = 0.005 (deg)
Pitch Rate = -0.010 (deg/s)
Yaw Rate = 0.015 (deg/ s)
3
Roll Rate = 0.004 WOO
r
iTABLE 2B
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECTy	
, S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
' TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING
Flight Time:	 Guidance Cutoff Signal 	 591.11 (sec)
Radius:_	 21417935. (ft)
^ Altitude:	 519729. (ft)
Space Fixed Velocity:	 25631.12 (ft/ s)
Space Fixed Flight Path Angler	 90.009 (deg)
y	 ; Space Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 52.810 (deg)
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth; 	 51.099 (deg)
.• Geocentric Declination;	 38.720 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude:	 38.908 (deg)
Longitude:	 (Pos.- East)	 -65.553 (de g)III
fr , Inclination:	 51.571 (deg)	 _.
K	 rf	 ? Descending Node Argument: 	 158. 108 (deg)
Inertial Range Angle:	 17.845 (deg)
Weight.
	 67438. ( lb s
€
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS i
Xs	 _ =	 203991.42.	 (ft)
Ys	 _	 8358.	 (ft)









z VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
-	 a
Pitch Attitude Angle
	 =	 -99.637 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle	 =	 -17.247 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle	 =	 -0.712 (deg)
OSCULATING CONIC PARAMETERS
*Perigee Altitude	 =	 473031, 50 (ft)
*Apogee Altitude	 =	 493307.09 (ft)
Eccentricity	 =	 . 00047 r..:'
Semi-Major Axis	 =	 21408923.92' (ft)
True Anomaly	 =	 200.333 (deg)
Period	 =	 87.43 (min)
7








fY. APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING




Altitude:	 520216. ; (ft)
." Space Fixed Velocity:	 25655.0• (ft/ s)
Space Fixed Flight Path Angle:	 90. 001 (deg)
Space Fixes Flight Azimuth: 	 53.244 (deg)
M..i Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 51.562 (deg)




Longitude:	 (Pos. East)	 -64.890 (deg)
x} Inclination:	 51.576 (deg)




Weight:	 67272. (lb s,)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTSr	 ,
, I
Xs	 =	 20320219.	 (ft)
Ys	 -	 -2-227,	 (ft)''
Zs	 _	 6768725.	 (ft) -
Xs	 -	 -8038.12	 (ft/ S)
-Ys	 =	 -3458.48	 (ft/ s)
% Zs	 _	 24116.56	 (ft/ s)
E` VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
` Pitch Attitude Angle	 =	 -99.635 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle	 -	 -17.257 (deg)
r.. Roll Attitude Angle	 -	 -0.764 (deg)
OSCULATING CONIC PARAMETERS 
-,,Perigee Altitude	 =	 491994. 75 (ft)
",Apogee Altitude	 =	 554494. 77 ' (ft)
Eccentricity	 =	 .00145
Snini-Major Axis	 -	 21418917.35 (ft);




m Referenced to Equatorial Radius (20925721, 78 ft)
t 28,..
iTABLE 3B
j	 k APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW OPENING
FLIGHT TIME PROGRAM TIME
^. (SEC) (SEC)
? -17.20 --- Guidance Reference Release (GRR)
0.00 --- First Motion
0.20 (0.00) Lift-off Signal; Initiate Time Base One
59.77 --- l Mach One
74.40 --- Maximum Dynamic Pressure
132.00 (131.80)l Tilt Arrest
135.62 (0.00)2 Level Sensor Activation; Initiate Time
Buse Two
j 138.62 (3.00)2 Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)
141.62 (0.00)3 Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO); InitiateTime Base Three
142.72 (1.10)3 Ignite tillage ;Rockets
142.92 (1.30) Separation Signal
143.00 - - 3 S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
144,32 2.70 S-IVB J-2 Engine Start Command
147.72 --- 3 90 Percent J-2 Thrust Level
150.72 --- Termination of Ullage Burn
154.92 (13.30) 3 Jettison Ullage Rockets
`	 }	 t 166.14 --- Dynamic Pressure = 1 PSF# 166.62 --- LES Jettison
171.75 (30.00)3 IGM Initiation
469.72 (328.10) EMR Shift Command
591.11 --- Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS)
591.31 (0.00)4 Inertial Attitude Freeze, Initiate
Time Base Four









1AbL L 	 4d
i
APOLLO 5uxuL '1457 FROJLCT
TYPICAL LAU140i w1N 0 Jvv OPtNlNU
5-18 STKUE FLIGH1	 U41A
FLIG„1	 MASS THRUST DRAG L1•Ne1TUD11vAL DYNAMIC A.tl.l., MACH PITCH ANGLE
TIME 1TUTAL) ACCLLLHATION. PKh55URE NO. OF ATTACK
lStC y 	 4Lt)y (LB) (LB ) IFI /jEC2-1 lLC1 /F1'2/ (Lfi-FT/f FZ-MAD) IDEG)
1) -1T•Z.	 1311032• u. 0• •GuG U. u. .00 N/A
2) .OL'	 1296654. 16i.3375. 59• 39.b47 u. U. .UU N/A
lU - LU	 1234179. 16biI15. 2568. ,3.L44 11. 1bul• ,U9 -1.7611
2u•1,:, 	 117.1126- 16765'111. 9895. 55.652 54. 33U35. 120 -1.383
30 a	 i.' `	 Iiu776S• lb9vauu. 21249e 48:6)2 137• 2114bb. .33 -.535
4u•iL	 104431u• u716633- 34594. 52.16Y 469• 6.uU0/. .51 .014
9ay797. 175627(• 53713. 55.966 434+ 235U474. .73 9246
3) 59.77	 9113762. 17o6Z63. )47444. U7.'433 588. 5424552. 1.00 .137
bU•Lu	 917296. 176663J. 199,850• S:/.kbil S9!• 551637(j• 1.U1 •133
7U.Lu
	
b-SJ472. 1816950. 147289. 62.977 077. IU44661t+ 1.36 -v073 f	 i4) 74.4u	 815342- 1826682• 12617a. 66.30 o69• 13223ul4. 1.b6 -.183
8D.UL




725982. 1653491. 70696. 19,.,aIC. St,7. 248L3155. 2.40 -•217
1G0-Zu
	
662622- 1857"[85• 39955. bb -2 1? 316• 31467624. 2.9", -.520
W' 116.66	 5934J6• ibo9531• 19639. 98.49b 176. 364b5641. 3.55 -1.346
IZL - i:.
	
536446. 1846827. 5501. 114,.454 99• 39842450. 4.22 -2.154
131•f,%
	 4737S5. 18346`x'. -1u66. 1;.4.497 45. slsb373U. 5.01 -36103 h
5) 132•Lt:	 467291• 1631563. -1731- 1c7.b83 39. 421o795b. 5.20 -3.265
6), 135.62	 43b713• 16i46S8. - 3133- 134•u5O 3u• 42649475- 5.64 -2.564
7)' 138.62	 42u12's- 1816163. -4829•-- 1x9.459 2+• 43017ubs. 6.04 -1.1177
IhC.-i:
	
414138- 9c8L66. -57 o3. /2.333 22- 4315Ui7t• 6.17 -1.337
8) 141.62	 4uabui. bu3133. -q'946.: 63$99 19. -4332dubj. 6.32 --848
9) 142.72	 467413• 55545• -4573• 4./4d 16. 434,6470. 6.36 -.576
10) 142.92`	 4u7159.' 57476. -448	 . 4.696 la ♦ 43442164. 6.36 -•532
ll) 143 -L1r	 4u713U. 54594- -4 4 44 - 4.666 1b. 43447441• 6.36 -.S17 f
1); Guidance Reference Release - E`
2) First Motion
3); Mach One
4)' Maximum Dynamic Pressure
5) Tilt Arrest
6) LSA, Initiate Time Base Two
7) IECO
B) OECD, Initiate Time Base Three
9) Ignite Ullage Rockets
10)' Separation Signal 3';•
11). S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation. i
C	 .
T } j
7FLIGHT- - SPACE FIXEJ -	 5PACE FIAEO POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS	
-TIME,	 RADIUS	 VtLUCIfY
	
PATH ANGLE	 A	 Y	 L	 DX	 or	 D2
(SEC)
	 (FT) 	 IFT/5)	 (DEG)	 (f T)	 (F T)	 (FT]	 (FT/5)	 (FT/5)	 (FT/5)
-1 7. 20 2L391UO350 134,3•44 90•ULU 20909952• 4561,3• -37345•_
_•0U 849.19
• 4.0910034. lo4u•4q 9u.u4i0 2690939• 60211. -19501. -1048 848.57
10-UL. 2u9lU497. IJ43'.S6 85.653 2OY1,3639 68693. -9123+ 94.84 B47.86
20 . 01,3 26912059. 7366.6] 8U	 739 20?I1917. 17169. 129u• 216.74 897.36
30 • u-u 20149J4. 1432.96 75.,362 2U9148u69 85614,3 1199,. 365.29 847.0/
40-6is 2uY19536. 155x.72 69.449 2D91Y311• 9411Y• 233500 54,3.27 849.27
SG 0 LO Zi,92S979. 7139•„9 64.558 5,3916697. 1,326350 35a33• 740.66 853.91
59./7 24y34317• 1y63•.2 61.584 2u933964. 110997. 99641• 951.0(J 8G7.72
60-00 4t,934539. lib9.91 61.426 ZUY34164• 111195• 49993• 956.78 857.85
70.1,0) 1494524,,3. 231,0;.2.1 59.120 2u"944792+ II9du„• 664436• 1169.99 863973
7994,3 2,,96b669.5,36 2466.29 68,576 20950172+ 123669• 74596• 1173085 865066
La	 BO.O 2ti9S6257. 21,,5437 58.155 2u9576b7• 118459. 859510" 1413.36 867.62r
90.010' 20973856. 3214+69 5d.t17 20974122• .1071279 1uY558: 1674.11 864.97
IGO • i3O- 24992140• 3439•17 59.2ut) L^9Y1178. 145759. 138483• 1936.81 861+84
110 . 5,3 21(x13215. ga8,,.lu 6,,.582'> 21311967• 1543660 173966• 2211.,32 859.44
120 . 110 '[1J37151. $448.91 6;.,36, 214]4398: 162145. 2-1741 J • 2482.5(; 856.12
-130 • CiO 2lO639d2• 6463`-94 64.	 62- 21U6t5S4. 171461. 269994• 2746.54 850.53
132-1i 1i 210,69695. 6686.51 64.440 2111673)99. 173180. 2bl797'• 2791.66 899. 1q
135 . 62 21084,344• 71	 8.,15 65.113 eIaj7741ti9 176154• 3(,4362• 2b91.68 d46.4d
138 0.62 ;cIb694bq. 7475.38 65.595 11ub^213. 17879'. 324225• 2977.41 844019
l40 • G"u ZIU93726. 7776,.77 65.825 2109,3319. 179YSL. 333665• 2986.Su 843041
141.6;2 21u9d7/2• 7669.~5 661J0 21,3`/6173• 161320• 344Yb2• 2985.85 892.8u
142 . 12 2114,2181- 7677.27 66.3,16 21Ci'10446• 142,47. 352714• 296L./7 642.51
142 6ti 2 21 1,2797. 7676.73 669345 21699,038. 182415• 354121• 2954.88 842.46





























TYPICAL LAUWCF1 a1'NDUW OPENIn4 6
S	 1 B AG	 F L I G HT5T	 E	 1^ UA TA E.
FLIGHT ----- cARffl	 F'I'XED
-----
- - - - EARTH FIXLJ PUSITIOn AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ----
TIML POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLL A Y 2 DA UY uz
[SELI L'FTI -(F1/5) (JEG) LFTI (FTI (FTI (FT/5) IFT/Sl (FT/5)
-17'.2L 295. .5u N/A 295. u. du -•UU -.UD
•tL 295. •Ja N/A c9b. - U • G. .uu •UU -.U0
y
fi
lu • ol ::7513. 9%..17 •4UU 15b• -20 -G•	 - 9/.1/ -•47 ^•l7
2D•tiL 23Zu• 22v.2ti 3•'63u 232u. - 9. 290 214.95 •H7 1103U
3u • 0v 5256. 373.84 6.861 5L45• - 2t,. 339. 363.49 -162U 56.9U t
40}. 9885. SO40uZ 14.759 91951. -250 13t•l. S45.b6' 084 142.75 1
50,0LL, 16569. 796.U; c:•57b 1;c45. 5'. ad b4 5.27 279.21 ft,
b9-• /7 265e-41 1.:6x.95 26.2ul 24:^cib-. 76. 6979. 9SV.79 8.88 47U•52 .;..
6Z . oJ 258v3. 1,76.513 26.333 24bIL. 1130 /udy. 965.62 8.95 475.66
7
	
• uu 37851• 1391.71 31.976 35:.1Y. lib. 13u77• 1187. s8 14.63 735.55
74•Yu 4`LZLJ• 165d.L9' 34.386 i^YbJ• 205. 16625. 1284.62 1b•8t) 6713.54
ni	 8n•uv 53345. 119b.5n 37.348 4b!i15. 3659 22113• 142d.16 1110bV load$12 t+'
9r7 • u., 13179. 2297.27 92.516 641451• 5413. 35211• 1693.43 16.63 1652.25
ILi v.) Uu 983211. ..	 47 . 456: -	 d2'126. • 7u4• 535'14• 1964.11 14.99 2143.52
II;U 9 6ci 129816•. 3b3.^.b6 51`•746 jjJ16o- 8o3. 7d9Y6. 2244.x2 14+7U 2657.78
12U • u;j I6iwb3. 4467.72 b5.556 72i41s. 9519. 1I 1217• 252=.2u 14.59 37U9.82
13u • uG 217217. 54613.6; -46.994 (63956. 7142. 153232. 2dole4u 13.64 4719.88
132 • vu Z28u62. 67„0.49 59.644 15Yo131 11bY. 162dYb. 26bS.5u 13•Jtl 4941.95
135 . 02 24ttd37-- 612S.34 ot.,•768 1i4143• 1216+ i81576. 2554.64 12.96 5365.61
138 . 62 267t7d. oibli.sb pt-579 179141• 12550 19d219. 3U4z.u7 12.66 573U•80
140•;,1; 275912. 6689.19 61.9(.7 183.14x. 1212. 2ubdd3. 3u56+2u 12.67 Sd37.54
141 .62 266377. 6679.63 62.278 1dejuy• 1213. e Wb3+ JuS1.13 12.94 5938096 {	 '.
142 . 12 29.3821. 668b.sb 62.519 1910620 13u7. 2223J3• 3U32.95 13.14 5957.99
142 • `12 294819• bbn3..61 62.563: 192,66. 131u• 123494. 3G27.21 13.18 5958076













APOLLU SOVUZ	 fLST PRUJLCT
TYPICAL 'LAUr.Ch !oiNDU y UFEi,4Ir03
5-18 STAVE FLIGHT UATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RAN(,E RELATIVE VELOCITY	 VECTOR AZIMUTH LUNCITUDE GLUGENTRIC GEUUETIC
TIME , YtLOCITY SPACE'f1Xi:U	 EARTH ftl(^1 IPU5,	 EASTT OLCLINATCON LATITUDE
IStC) (FT) {Nil) IF T/5) (DEGI {UcG ► (ULG) (UEGI (DEG)
.UOU eGu 9u9ULu N/A -81 .611 18#466 28.627
.,Cu 295. . U(JU 3 9y l 9#1.litru N/A -8L •611 28.466 28.627
IC'-ua 758. •y11 97.18 09.Y'7d 399397 =80-621 28.466 2d-627
2u. G1) 2321. •L.U6 12u•17 d9-641 44-Udb -dii.6i1 2b.966 28.627
31i.g4 5246. •L58 72.61 88.4 t7, 48.691 -dU.61U 18-466" 09628
40•U0 98uU• .217 55'..18 86.462 5(,•55'1 -66.618 18.468 Zd•630
SU.UO 162.46. r55d tb5.n6 d3,6„9 bl-438 -dU.613 280472 18.633
59.77 24590. 10155 IC44.29 by. 143, 51.511 -au.bU4 28.478 18.639
6L• uU 24812. 1.173 1L5U-,s2 doe 101 51.521' -bU.6U4 28.478 28.640
7 0 . 40 35524• 2.159 1j4d.42 76.6,9 51.658 -b0.5b9 ld.4d8 280650
w	 74.41 4L96u• 1.743 1516.23 7g0tY 5 51.626-
-dv•58L, 28.494 28.656
8G-Q'U %BS57• a96y5 1/4'f.94 72.65/ 5I.54S -8L-567 18.504 [8.665
9U.W6 64179. 5.796 2279. b3 09.154 5I .215 -d1-535 209526 28.688	 -"
100.1,11 82496. d.dju cu6&i.33 oS.0'13 b 	 UJ7 -@6.491 18.558 28.719
IIU•uv ILS619. 1k•6db 3575,UU 63.1x5 5u•977 -bL•431 2806uo 28.762
120 -V1 1276L.d. Id.231 4 'rub -24 01.uo7 5U-958 -bu.3S2 x.8.656 28.819
130.01 154514. 25.L79 5413.68 by•371 SG-958 -dU*2b1 ed•72b lb•b91
132-wL 16u244. 20.052 5b4u.65 S90U46 SO-96U -dUe228 ld•745 28.907
135.62 176926. 2`/.o92 6461.65 Sd.5JL 5L••969 -UL.ld3 20.776 28.939
136.:62 161,;75.- 32.@97 6419.23 bat 148 5U:978 -du*143 28.865 18.968
14iJ 0 :u1 184351. 3s.e91 6bl3..i2 58:646 bUSYS6 -due IZ4 26.618 'ca •981
141'.61 149414. 13S-146 6614.76 57.9-i7 SG-999 -du •I1;1 18-835 28.998
142.72 192@35. 36r3u9 6u21."3 57.93b $1.1)69 -d6.L65 26-b46 ;IV .U09
142.92 19345.1• ao.;r13 o6)d	 64 b7.9j9 510UI1 -8606b2 26.848 19•Ul1









APOLLO SUYUZ	 Tr-ST	 FHUJLCI
CYNICAL LAW-Ch nll;DUN 6PEj•I1-3
S-la STA(A FLIGHT OATH
FL16k!r VLHICLE AT'I1lUVE M4(v LL VGhICLE AITITUUL ttAIE VEHICLE ATTIIUDE ERHOk
f1h,L P1'iLl^ YJti, kOLL t l I C h YAto NOLL P1TLH YA* ROLL
{'S6C) uEb1 iuES) cuEu/S) (DLG /S) fUt(/S (uEU) 1DEG ) JULG)
- 17.WL .i.rL •WUG -:+S•31v .Luic •Jut+ -uGu •U00
•L.,- •.uti9 .U94i -39.276 -•Lc3 •uL2 +u t] 1 -•L49 •u4L •u39	 -
lb•L.. -.G[2 -. UIf -39.3tU - • 1,,1 •u.^l •uuu	 _ - • LII -•42,d 0
2b.ci: -3.512 •.iG9 -3J•742 - .40 -•..1,0 1•UGti -2b3 •161 -0932
t <l t, - Li, -7.7.03 .t, 13 -26.74u -.4-t1 •uu5 1oUuL .341 •193 -6930
H4+C1^ -12.3b5 •LCl -1i•74l -•y66 - •..u6 1•UGU •'439 •1Uu -0931	 ...
SL•:.0 -17.7iL -016U -•787 -•S49 -,u24 •Y[6 •955 - •15S -.654
Si .77 =23.27 -.SCtl -•tl(13 -•586 --u12 •lit,1 .397 -.5u8 -•005
6L. -23.3LS -.511 -•.,G3 -<.=5S -•u14 .Jt71 •d99 -.bII -.U04	 x.°'
7i .L. -29aU62 -.bSG •uC5 -.b'4l -•U43 -•uL1 •535 -065U •UO2
i	 7`ti.4L -31.714 -.611 •u 1{ -.cal •t,ZS quid .619 -.671 0006
dV•^f.' -3S•323 -.52LI •UC f -.o7u •u;e6' - • UGZ .671 - - S2u •001	 f.:
9 i:-Lt, -42.Stib .t,bb •Ul= -+i7; .1136 UYU3 .661 --OUb •OUI	 x
1-Z;(,- Lt:' -47.93L •a 412 •ut<S -.b. l -•Ut.3 •sit1 .436 - .UIL 6009
11tr•LL -52.819 -•uh6 •tl7 -•h9b •uu2 •uu.i +4J9 -.U4J -017
1Zt •:.4 - 57.5c6 - . c68 •1 ,14 -.timly -•LC.2 •UUL .444 - •U69 0013	 k
13L•i -62.356 -.169 au1L - a9bY -.ut,2 -•IJUL +4u5 -•164 6009
13[.uu -63.207 -.169 -LL9 -.47t -•UW2 -•LLt .425 -.169 •00Y
13b•62 - 63.819 -.,172 .uu7 •cSo -•UUI -uL .3 -•Iu7 - • 1l2 4007	 r	 .
13t.62 -63.7y2 -.1)2 +uuJ _.y79 -•17c •005
1'4G.LL -63.7t9 .12& •u[4 . ► 15 .1,n4 -•UQ1 -•U'77 -•lid .004
191.62 -63.762 -•U77 •LL3 •t,1S +U..y - •Dui _•(iSu -•U/) •0U3
192.72 -63.756
- •u6S .uC4 - .Ltb •L12 •043 -•1143 -•G69 •004
14A.92
-63.757 -.	 66 •L0. •u14 •a,G9 -,U45 -•066 •004
110oGL -63.7S6
	 -•U:bS	 •U65 -.L IL •015 0U04 -.0196 ..06b •U05
1AOLL 98
APOLLO 5OYuZ TLST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH N1NDOO OPENING
5-48 STAVE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS rHRUST UNAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC LEN7RAL PITCn	 ATT. RITcm ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERATILN Pt(LSSURE MANGE ANuLE COMnAND OF ATTACK
lakCI (Lb) (LO) ILL) IFT/S2) ILB/FTZ) fDE(3) 1DLG) IuE(j)
1) 143:..1:+ 3u6Q11 , 9L139.' 743+ ,.86Y 16. 1	 . 118 -63.712 -.517
2) 144.32 3it661i. 8984. 637. .876 Ii. 1.153 -639712 -9286
3) 147.72 3C534b. 180766. 444• 19•Uu2 v. 19216 -63.712 -*Ube
4) 15L.72 333902. 194877. 313• 2L•61,6 o. 1.272 -63.712 9939
5) 154.92 3ul6S8. 229119. 1914. 24.41tl 4. 10352 -63.711 1.342
1tiG.U0 298`aLiLr. 229156. 112• 21i.664 2. 1.457, -63.712 3.403
6) 16e.14 269113. 229259.• ba. 1S.5^jd 1. 1.571 -63-712 4.7'19
7) 166.62 2libu14• 209241. 550 25.60.: I• 10580 -639712 49857
176.,10 284156. 229005. 36. 25.994 1. 1.647 -63.712 505908), 171.7 5 d8j2U8. 236695. 31• 26.2ub L.. 1.663 -63*712 60958
18U.3J 278736. 2301031. 23. Zb.551 u. 1.8SI -569311 149342
19U•00 273316.! 230062. 7• 27.osk 1,. 2.U6L -57.281 1S.d70
206.00 267901. 23uU76. 20 27.631 4. 20275 -58.336 164?612
210.00 262494. 2Z958G. _1• 2b.13y u. 20495 -59022ii 17.338
224,•:Ciu Z57L89. 229406, u0 28 .7,15 U. 29722 -60.243 11.888
t^ 23t,	 'O,'. 251697. 22895,1. u- 29.260 V. 1.954 -61.1114 l d.570
24^:-.10 246304, 228852. u• TY.49,t u. :1.113 -62-IY3 19-002
250.,00 240921. 228527. u. 3U.519 L. 3.439 -63.063 19.514
26uj-UJ
-
235536. 22852'1. L• 31.215 U. 3.691 -64.066 IY.887
27c.00 23x141. 228632. L• 31.191 i.. 3.949 -65.299 190901
28L,Un 224747. 2%89d4. ;. 32.78 t. 4.215 -66.272 209171
29 L94LU 219347. 2287940 ;• 33.551 40469 -67.375 IU6 225
30u+Jti 213950. 22a!;,54. p. 34.37U U• 4.77C, -68.4411 2U•259
31	 #. Q.# 2.;b563. ttZ64ab. 6. 35.27t+ L. ' S.J58 -69.365 1U.387
3211 uu 2C3175. 216522. ; "o 36.,167 U. 5.355 -7u.439 20.352
330.03 1977911. 2287,17. =. 37.2tid J. 5.66Cj -71.432 2u•348
34; eut, 192388. 22vi.?U y9 36. 31,6 u . 5.974' -72.729 2U.U69
35y;.;lu 18699,;• 218736 3Y.35/ Il0 6.297 -73.759 19.823
36G.ia1 181S99. 228554. , 4u.g9.1 ,;. 6.629 -74.721 19.687
3/v -u,. i76iZid. 12,8317. 41.68. U. 6.971 -7S-764 190431
3 1 -id 17L8uB. 229372. 3. 43.14d 6. 7.322 -76.913 199u64
3^".i.3.. 166411. 227948. 41.336 6. 7.6oS' -78.012 18.617
Y,i:,•.lci IbK_J26 217916. 45.1121 u• 8.i,AS6 -76.900 160415
41 s. J, 154641. 2c7.353 ,;• 47.40- v. 8.442 -bu•u8S 18.U12
42j.;,u 1.1726d.' 2277Y9 ,. 49.1;,ti :1. 8.d3s -bI.2u4 17.585
1) S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation'
2) S-IVB Start Command
3) J-2-90 Percent Thrust
4)	 - Termination of Ullage Burn
5) Jettison Ullage Rockets






APULLU 50Yu2 TE81	 PkUJtCT
TYPICAL LAUNCh n1HDO4	 UrthlivG
5-48 51A4C FLIGHT	 uATa
FL ► uH 7 MASS TtiRUST U U A (a LU1461TUOIi+AL DYNAMIC CENTRAL P11CM	 AT7. PITCH ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERAIIUN PkESSURL	 nAnGt AhGLt COMMANU OF	 ATTACK
(5EC) (L81 (Ld) IL4t (F1i521 (Ly7F12) (DEGI 1UtG) (UEGI
430.40 11438.71. 226525. ,,•, 51.1.f u. 9.246 -b2+317 17.Ud6
44U+ii4 1381469. 22873). i• 53.196 u. 9.667 -113.527 16.421
45W u 133,179. 227862• j . Sy., d y ^• IU.Ii11 -840509 15.864
46i1.Le. 127693. 227808. U• $7.3VY U. 100SYY -db.7'U2 IS.JII
47.i•JU 122435• 227670. 11.UAI -b6.636 14.751
9) 471x25 121281. 2;J519b. a• 5s.929 ^. 11. ]Z ( -06.864 14x737 }"	 '
46sl.uu 111759. 193111. . $2.761 J• 11+4be -479919 1`(•242 K
49;p.34 11J23J. 19aU8il. u• $4.$61 L. 11.976 -89.013 136787
50^•uJ 1Jd701. 19;x'55'1 U, 57.137 U. 12.4ni -YU'•041 13.276
51+3. :+4 1,;4173. 193%12. u• 59.611 J. 13.UUF' -v 1.146 129678
52J.04 99646." 19297,1. ;• 62.306 a. 13.534 -92.322 11.972
rn 530.uJ 96119. 1929260 0• 65.250 V. 1.4.U84 -Y3.491 113273
9JS93. 19ad77. ,• 60.499 U. 14.6)1 -94.7UI 1us567
550 CA%; ee.3y2. 113757. 76.144) J. 15.2JS -96.0147
5614.)4 8:)12. 193,30. J• 7 5.8J8 -91.233 x,!116
574.1.1 16'784. 1.'72939. u. 3.r.o3j 16.1161 -v9.5Y6 7 d45
584 au 711459. 1'1.2$111 • ,• 85.03;;6 v. 17.IU5 -99.622 7.486
$94	 x;;- 6193d. 114:597. . 91 .2,0 0 u. 17.771 -YY.499 8sU99
10) 591.11 67438•° 1Y2b614. 91.360 U. 17.6 -v9.499 69143
6r7uru,i 67278. D. ;,• -.3uG U. 1d..4S1 -Y9-.49Y 8.756 -














APULLU SUYlZ	 TtST FROJtCT
TYPICAL LAUlvCh	 e1NDGs OPENlioa
S -48 5 T AbE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT --- --	 SPJ.CE FIXEU ----- --- SPACE FIAEU FUSITIGN AND VELOCITY	 VECTOR COMPUNENTS .+.
TIM[ HAUIUS VLLOCITY PATH ANGLE A Y, l DA UT Uj
(5E6 ► (FT) (FT/5) luE(j) lFT) (FT) (FT) (FT/SI tFT /51 (FT /5)
143'• t, 2'1.103051;. 7675. I a 66.361 11 U 4Y26u. 182481• 354095• 2Y51.55 842.44 7034.19
144. 12 211u/uy1. 7659.54 6b.621 ^11L's1b3- lb3b94. 36J96b6 2911.21 b42.16 7034.47
147.72 21117261. 7b34•19 67.289 [111[6756 186456• ;,67912• 2811.14 BY1.69 7047.66
15G • 7Z '21126U12. 7obd•14 67.051 21121265. 188984+ 4013a- 2742.b1 842.47 7100.26
154 . 72 2113797Y.- 7iLy-33 68.607 2113[541• 1925239 439138. 265b.61 841 .86 71118.31	 r	 ,.	 ':"
16L.• LL 21152025. 7775.,3 69.498 21145755. 19679u. 475692• 2551.66 839.54 7296919
lo6 • Y'+ 21168417. 7059.91 7y	 C.55 k11 6iU.38. 2UIV36- 521U94• 2421016 836.70 7428.79
166 . 62 2116961;4. 7b67. U1 7199632 2110,213• 2U234C. sk4699. 4417.43 836.51 7439.50
17G • uL 21178394• 7517.96 71.193 2117L2bb• 2115164. 549934. 2356.	 7 834072 7514.89
171! 1 b 211!82835. 7747.17 Il.y80 X11'14341• 206622. 563119• 2316.66 833974 7554936
I h E--LC 2121,3112. 8075.72 71.73;7 2119z7b8. 213473. 6To2u7• 2161.70 825.55 7737.08
190.16 212264426 8237.71 74 L17 i1213505• 221062. 7L46yu. 1997.(J5 811+67 7950965
2U4 0 GG 27248484.` 6',1".68 75.2513 ;1231.727. 229o97. 76524L• 1831.13 794.89 817U•56
21C • u4 11269253• 8b94.-bu 7osIf99 2125uzus. 237552. 86oj7u- 1664. C4 775.62 0396920
-4
	 221"UL 2122EJ773. 8189OLS 77.5811 c126661 245102• v5ji84. IS96.78 754.UU 6627.78
23U 0 L0 Z13u7U64. BY9a.63 76.e,61 212bu137• 252624• lus J644 • 1328.36 729.06 8864.99
240-1,u 2132415u. 94u6.87 7Y.063 eI294578- 259190. 1130605• 1159.4d 7432.81 9108.51
25[•00 2134a;► 54. 9434.47 8u.656 [131t3s2u• 266471• 1221tl34• 98b.b6 672990 9358934
16L-uu 21354797. 9070-SB bI.S73 21311353. 273c3b. 13176949 b176s8 639.81 9614.71
270-up 213684'09. 9v1b.69 b2.4413 Z1'31Y6656 279457. 1415156• 044.19 6;J3.47 9879.32
280 uv i1311u,945• Ir,i7'7•go 63.'[59 2132E+2.b3• 285291• 151S3U5• 46b.S2 563988 10161.34
29t;.Fy 21392313• 1L'J4b•46 04-L2P 21321f0oY. 29(,/23. 161b2I19 2 9 1 . b I 520.61 10431.40
3(,1 . 4: 1`1402677. IC,i3.;•71 64.749 21,31063•' 295698. ,1723961• 114.38 473.67 10719.67
31L•uu 21411962. I1.•24.L5 bs.424 113312/9- 3UCi84. 1832631• -69.43 422.77 11015.72
326 6 161 2142o26U. 11..29.27 66.LSp 21321666. 3u414u• 19443p4• -253.4b 367.6b 11320946
430-vu 11427579. 11046.33 b6.633 i13202UL• 3075246 IU5906Y. -440.54 308.41 11633.91
340160 2143;JY54. 111,77.31 87.171 i1320b1:. 31C[92• 2177621• -636.25 244.49 11.958023
35U 9;u;, 2143941(,• 12,[Iv72 67,672 4131.J5bc;- 312401• 2298260. -d24 9!:,? 176.44 12292.83
361,. 21443978. 12016.99 d 	 130 k13J1j401• 313004• Z422v1S• -lu2Z.37 103.24 12637.28
37U-L L, [1441699. 13u4`► •86 fin.!;-47 2129,122• 314449.. 2551;.51; 6 -1'[23.62 2 4.87 12992.35
3t4;•;, 21450611. 13435.6u 6b.923 1127Ybo4. 3142b3• 2682797• -142d•bl -58.94 13359048
s9U.U 4J 21452762. 13u3'%`.46 BY.264 2126,528• 313453. 18ld28'4• -163Y.47 -147.93 13739.20
41,tJ • .0 214541h'1• 14..5;9.48' bY.567 11247po40 3113(14• [971419+ -1854. b5 -242998 14130922
4 1J • G 114544;6. INobo.35 bY.b31 21"2214[1• 3;983'13• 1104931x• -2U74.t0 -344.39 14535.00
i 1u •`uv 1146by67. 15137.13 Y:.vbl k12u55b,s• 304395. JZ48369• -230U•Il -452.22 14954.43
r'	 I
IAoLL ( U6 (Continued)
s.
APOLLO SOYuZ TLST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH alND0* OPENINi•
S-4b STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGmT ----- SP,.CE F AED	 -• --- --- SPACL FI^iED	 PUSITIUN AND VELUCITI	 VECTOR CUMPUNENTS ---
TIME NAUIUS VLLOCITY PP.TH ANGLE n 1' l DA Dy DZ
SSEC/ IFTJ AFT/al 1uEul lFT 	 . !F"T1 (FT) (FT/S) (FT/S) (FT/So
43J • uJ 1/4516:12• 15^u7.1L 9L.257 [liy(3db. 2Y93050 34UU6760 -2533.29 -567.03 1538997U
4'1U • i1^ 11453691. 16,,99•,j8 9,,.419 ZII5i663• 193u2Ve 3S5622io -2771x60 -689.41 15843.50
45Q•tiu 21x'+523uh• IAul1.5u 9.,•547 Z11ZS945. 265491. .17;17uC1• •3G2u.,c9 -619.46 1631,4905 j
-4So 0 uu 21'951,5,46• 17146.56 9;1,641 Z1uy4433• 27 6 6 1 u • j582573. -3176.43 -958.11 16903.52 f{
473•!;u 21H4d495• !7%1,6x45 9,,*7w3 2166u367. 26699b- 4U5j143• -353Y..,17 -11U5.86 17313.80 i
4709'8 2144644.1• 17111,;x35 vii. ?US i11,5Y4t2• 266021. iU57473• -3546.42 -1109.56 17326.40
#80 Uri 21446726•: 181"4.81 90.8,/5 [1023591• 254571• IZZ6493'0 -3817,45 -1240.43 17756.79
4 90 • uU 21443404• 1872'1.31 9u. d8) ZU98499u. 24146j• 4'41,3436* -4104.49 -1342.43 18214.52
W	 5300%.0 2144,1410• O.a61•62 yJ•922 iU1414/4• 226094. 45Y2d45• '4399.68 -1533•u3 18690.05
OD	 G, 10 11437239. 19825,•z7 9ti.Y33 4;,d95969• 21076Yx 47822U1• -47049bu -1693.74 19184.61 N
5 2u •'UJ -21433983. 2J -115.71 9,4.917 1Ub4134-1r 1y2y85+ 4976669. -5u?! .3'1 -i664.79 19699.99
53a*.;, 2143040. 21..33.21 Y,,.d72 tJI9o4	 Jx 173136• 5176281• -5350*45 -2L46.86 20230#07
540.	 y 21H276i6• 41082.39' 9up8UE. 2u7Ifu269• 152uo9- 5381456. -569J.67 -22400JU 20801.17
55u • urr 21424726. 22j6b-63 91,.,7,16 2u6815^;9- 128567. SS9241ux -6053.31 -2445.92 21394.64
560 • :31, 21422185• 23,,93.31 9j.!577 1u6j91b6• 1u3u51• 0809450. -6434.25 -2663. 4b 22018.93
573.,iL 2142.118• 23bS7.64 9,4.423 ZJ:i54d61- 75257• 6032899+ -6626.86 -2898.11 22674.96
y 80.U,i 21418444. 24o69	 66 9,.268 zU4b24j7m 1154150 626Ju743. -7158.50 -5152.54 23365995
593 . 6` 11417947. 25532.34 9u.L39 2VVQ1611* 12458• 65Q;,36G. -7694.1,1 -3420.86 24103.95
.bS l • .11. 21417935. 250.31.12. VU+".J9	 '.. 263 9Y I42 9 83541. 6527u66• -7742.b9..	 _ -.3 .45-1-051 24.168x7.1
6 0:15:x0 21417928. 25o559,7 9v•ui,I 2u321jiI- -22403• 6742047• -du05.93 -34L8.56 24127.29
6 31-11 11417927. 25055.0 Y4.uvl 031,,219• -26427. o768725. -ksU3o912 -3458.48 24116956
i
I.
FLIGHT ----- LAkIR FIXED ----- ---- ENRTR F1XLU PU51TIOu AND VELOL11Y VECTOR COMPONENTS •^••
TINE ` -POSITION VELOCITY PATM ANGLE A Y L DA UT D2
ISELi 1FT1 (FT/5) (UEG) IFT) (FT) (FT) IFT/5) IFT/5) IFT/51
)43 • ut. 295353• 6682.86 62.593 192817• 1311• 123,084• 3U240Y3 13•2U
5959.05
114x32 3D3917. 6664.64 62.669 196486. 1329. 131356• 2984.55 13.46 5959.23
1 617•i2 325875. 6633.28_ 63*619 200-46.,• 1375• 252124• 2bbe.b3 14.67 5972x13
15G •72 345253. 6652014 69.276 21502'1• 1923• 170118• 26206,19 17.09 6024.34
154092 372512. 6696.96 65.171 226693. 14y9. 2956u3• 2731.63 18921 6111•b4
1 bee GL 4,0,57 36 6755.57 069229 244334. 1592• 3268929 263d.Ib 18.53 6219912
166x1'4 446316. 6832.9,3 67.477 2561640 1708- .165479• 251d.98 19. 14 6351.10
166.62 9495418 6638813 67•574 2573830 1717• 368562. ZbO9.70 14.17 6361x76
17C, • ts11 472067. 6b85.82 68`0241 2657450 17d2- 39obbe 244b.66 19.32 6436964
171075 4638(17. 6911.02 66.582 269`196. I81b• 401457• 2412068 19.38 8,076x17
I6U • u1, 539721• 71.33.48 74,.p7L 2,b9z76. 1969. 4556.17. 2266.59 16.16 6656023
lVC • I.L bl.b8fi9. 7186.19 71.606 311169. ZO94• 523268• 2111.49 8.46 6871•(17
ZCO.Gl 619452. 7355.26 73+1.83 331	 059 21310 b93uyU• 1958059 -1.66 7090.53
'ca	 'ILlU•a.L' !	 751716. 7533..91 74*1195 35u177. .2085• 66511 b - 1790.b7 -13.78
731690(1
^O i20- LL. 875715. 7724.32 75-536 367484. 18490 73943(. 1641.21 *27.76 7547.69
3o-w: 9G154.7. 7925.76 77.InS 36312L• 114y3ir 8)6,09). )48'1.67 - 43r77 7785.30
24[?.O, 979318• 813b.72 789309 39718:•' 966. 895159. 1327.43 -62.19 80299$0
25G.LL 1059137. 8562.ac, 75.445 419663• 2439 976703• 1166.65 -82966
828(1933
ZtC'.UL. 1141113. 6596.12 1,.'•513 42ub550 -70G. 1U667d8. IU09+41 -166.3U
8538•ul
27C9L% 1228363. bI46.3;8 819517 429b5L• -18,02• 11474930 b49.(16 -132.36 8804.25
16p•Ltr 1312GC7• yl&b.61 d2+461 437`.32• •3356. 1236899. 680.15 -1619(19 9u78•24
1,0(1 • 2[ 1421164. 6377.22 83.343- 443b84. -51130 1329ub6• 823.20 - 1920dd 936Ur63
31-60t,C 1452957. 966L.H9 64.166 SS7v89. -7224• 192414u. 357979 -227.73 9651.57
JIb • LL 1587566• 9Y50.67 84.931 95032.° -9648 • )522144• 19U.47 - 265.91 9950.69
3Z0 • LL 1664934• 12263.51 85.639 451794• -12583. 102316S• 21.38 -307.64 10258.88
y3 1,p L 1765.367. 12563.12 86.295 451151• -158b2. 1727352. -15u•11 -3520d2 10576.18
s4U • GU Ibb&9 ,5. 1;;516.96 86.696 448185. -19613• 1634748. -32.'91 -461.95 10904.77
35Ij . LL 1995796. 1-Ii6r1.46	 - 87.453 444661.. - 23941• 1945484. - bLl.6b - 454.44 11249910
3e. t, • LC Zlt,6t,71• 1162b.L6 b7.961 438.743• -26746. 2259664. -681.35 -511.32 11593x74
371;.42 Z21Y9L,6. 11999.47 66.422' 4314[5• -341428 2177316• -865.92 -572.57 11959.48
^6L• UL i337449. 12389.12 88.632' 421414. -':u193• 2298796. -lu5Z.63 -638.43 12327979
3SC•c,i, 2456863. 12794.65 09-2c4 4Y9V34. -46924. 242JV97. -1244.55 -7U8.b6 1.2719.22
'..41.Lj..:y.(, ZSEti.29S- 13214.62 ti 9.533 39651"2• -543d2• 2bb312u. -144u•u8 -783.67 131.12.51
41(t.:uL 2113919. 13651-&L, 89.819 381116• -62619• 2688296. -1639.66 -869.56 13525.14
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TYPICAL LAULCh bINVOM OPENIr.G {
5'-4B 5TA(.E FLIGHT	 DATA'
f'LIGti1 ----- tARTm FIXED -- •-^ ---- EARTH FIXLU POSITION'AND VELUC1TY VECTOR COMPONENTS ----
TIML POSIlluN VLLOCIIY PATh ANGLt k Y Z UA UY U1
f5EC1 tET) iFT%SF IUEG) (fO fFT) (FT) tFl/5) (FT/S) (FT/5)	 a
43U +'vc 29ao438. ,456u.61' 9;,+275 3'14196. -616b3+ 2$6S412• -2U5:4. 66 1U42.72 /4397944
'F4U.1; SIt9733. 151,77. 15 91,9446 322b6i. -91508• 411109U. -21/i.91 -1141 . 21 14661.07	 M
4 iU • L: J27bj,G4. 15SY3094 VL.583 25.',/Ii+ -111449.6. 3262692. -249/.U4 -jZ46•U5 15342820
'16 E, _3411.4	 6,.- 16133•tt1, 9u.6,92 272b9Y. -117514, 341 e,6,;1. -2/21.96 -135b • 33 15843nU3
47u-b 359y.3S6. 16691.83 YC.746 29`t13L• -1316IfIt 3=79626. -2960.b6 -1 4 76.35 16365.51	 }''
9%11 . 25 .15994(;2• 16711.84 91,•747 Z4339u-, -132061• 3S83/19. -ZY7t•97 -14 6 1+34 16376942	
•	 -.
-.'lli,F•<.au '"-13754.499. -	 171.UL.U6 .. '9".852'	 - 213104. -147(;04. 37455b7 -312u.°46 -1565.22 16611.34	 r.:`
'15;;.,tL 3923636• 17721.45 Y1-Y2Y 179091- -163417`• 3Y 16113• -34bz•19 -1698.2/ 17292.77
;wu a LIU 41979924 18263.D9 9J.972 1 13z3b+ -Idu9Y4. 4[191477• -3751.02 -1 6 18 . 61 17752.90
41
	 b1,1•U1, 4277791. 16832.6S. 9.U.983 10634. -199616• 417Id4L.. -4U2Y.92 -1 9 47 • o3 16293•U4
57U • u.l 4463261• 19426.39. 9,;.96It b2YU.!. -ZIY976." 4157413. -13ld.69 -24b5.48 18825.US
b d • U 4654731• 'i 416.45 17	 915 18.:24• -241501,. 46411423•- -4619•U4 -22 .32 • 7u 193BU991
S 4) +k;u 4852434. c,.1t,I.7j, 9	 .638 -27*j1t. -264663. 484S121. -49,11.41 -2369. 53 19963@01
5!".0 23. 41392'• i14 `1;,-732 -.61.4711• -td93d7- Su47794. -5i6U•YS -2556 . 55 20576063	 '.
a6J • ^c 52e7975. .211,.74 9c .6 E;3 -315817. Se567%U. -SoU/.46 -2 7 33 . 35 21222.92
,76 • :C' _b4b656o'• 428al .19 9,•141 -19207b. -3441 u6 • 547Z368. -597"•38 -2925 . 16 21901935	 k
Sbt; • .:, b71249'7. eJ7,5.41 rCe279 -25414/• -37431l3• U694Y39. -6364.94 -3133 . 87 22618.66	 4
6 90 • .... 59474Y6. z4b72.1e 91,+	 41 -319161,+ -4L6814- 5924912• -6io,1.49 -3354 . 20 23383066
591.11 6YY3951. 44671.3a 9,•L11, -327191- -41US480 595023• -6601-86 -3379 . 35 23471.47
br;u*mod b137q-z. 4469s.13 9 -3d9rSi1. -44"562. 6155478. -7USS.15 -3361-U8 23426.19
6 :11 •.11 61i4,,.^6. zy695..uu 94•,^*_) - 3'165,e'7. - -444266• 618.S3dj• -7U84.36 -335.7+91 23417958
t
•	 L
._...	 ...x	 ..x_	 r»+-.	 ,-.	 _.r. ... .._._....__... .,., a,. ... _	 .n..r.:.	 .+.. _.w__^v.u',•::du'=s.:	 ..:swur.«^.--3_:t_;:':-..^._....+:.:.+.w.s,^..Y. .^	 ........+8:x..	 ^^	 -
i AbLc 12b
APOLLO SUYuI TEST PRUJQCT
TYPICAL LAUNCH w1NUUh'UPENIN(a
5-4b STAoL 'FLIGHT OATh
FLIwtT ALTITUDE RANGE R'Lv.4%T1VE VELOCITY VECTOR
	
AZIMU'Th LUNGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TINE VLL.00ITY SPACE.	 F1XL0 EARTH FIXLU tFos	 EAST) OLCLI14ATIO14 LATITUDE
(SEC) EFTA iNM1 tF'i7SI (uEGi (DE6) (UEG) (DEG) (DEG)
'	 143.ab 193787. 30.5112 6611
	
36 57.949 51.ul1 -d0.081 28.899 19.UI2
144.32 197761. 37.86L 6S96*25 S7.ybu 5I-U24 -80.002 18.662 19.025
-	 147.72 2:'7967. 41.147 -	 65u7:s7 571912 51.Ooi -x0.014 28.896 29.060
151).72 21e75J. 914.u64 6525.JG 57-501 51.106 -79.970 28.927 29.090
159.92 228762. 48.192 bb69-.16 b7.914 51.146 -79.9u9 iB-970 29.133-
16J.JJ 241862. 53.255 6626x37 57.d52 S1.186 -79.834 29.U23 29.187
164.14 259322. 59•'#92 olu1.78 57.7dp 5:1.236 -79.742 29.1;88 196252	 J
164.62 260595. 59.990 _b7ud.17 57.774 51-290 -794734 29.093 29.257	 1
1706JJ 269343. 63.477 6754.32 57.7x2 61.266 -79.682 29+130 29+293
171.75 2738';4. 61.3L`1 o779'.13 57.1,11 516280 -79.655 29.199 29.3_)3
Iau • u(i 294176. 74'•u41 Qluu • u8 57 . 593 51.314 - 79.525 29.240 29.404
1911•:0 317625. 84.434 /053.38 57.490 51+329 -79.303 29.353 29.518
2»•1111 339789. 9x1 160 1114.22 57.279 51.	 3l -79.195 29.470 19.635
L.	 210.1'30 3606dS. 1.,7.73'1 7sY6.83 S7. 114 51+325 -79.022 29.59' 29.756	 r	 _,
r	 220.uu 38u33S. (19.654 7 86.32 56.998 S1o314 -78.844 29.714 296880
230. J] 394763• 131.4945 7786.98 56.761 51.294 -78.660 29.642 30.008
290-30 415989. 14(+612 7999.30 56.6,19 51.272 -I8.4/U 19.979 30.141
250*JO 431037. 157.670 d122. d5 $6:4J7 51.243 -78.274 3u•IIa 30.277
260.5u 44693,1• - 171.129 4457:75 56.2o2 51.207 -78.072 3U-25U 30+918
274.110 46u696. 18So;J3 d7u5.38 56.ud4 51+167 -77.864 311.395 30+563
280.33 473333. 199.30 6964465 55.9u7 S1. 124 -77.648 30.545 30.713
390•JJ 48 .4927. c14.u6u 9236.u9 05 . 7.27 51•u76 - 17.426 30 + 699 30.868
30J.3J 495443. 12?*273 9519.64 55.5-18 51.024 -77.197 30.858 31.028
310.04 534926- 244.963- Yb19.76 556308 _ 50.910 -76.960 31.023 31.193
32Lo0.0 5134id. 16i.196 10122+ZJ SS.Id7 50.912 -76.716 31.1.93 31.363
336.J'o b2u9-19. 177.839 1u44I.84 55.Ju8 SO.853 -76.403 31.368 31.539
34.T•Ja 527491. e95.J61 10775.'/6 54.819 Sri •793 -76.2.'3 31.599 31+721
350.:)5 533153• 312'11!32 11123.sl 5446b4 50.734
-75.9.33 31.736 31.909
360.110 537934. 331+173 11484...1 54.4d0 50.679 -15.605 31.930 32.103
37013J 541.975. .3531.1114 11858.54 59.3x8 50.614 -75.367 32.130 32+303
380.x3 545.1117. 16116'47 12148.32 y4. 1;19 50.555 -15.07] ,i2.337 32.511
393. Cu 547444• 389.d2S 12653.45 63.915 S:i•$1.0 -79.762 32.550 32.725
400•:ii 5491173. 4111+664 lJ„74.ul 53-815 5U•446 -74.944 32.771 32.997
410*33 550081. 431.187 13511.17 53.659 SU..194 -74.115 33.000 33.176
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(A d tL	 I 2 13 (Continued )f	
,APULLO-SOYUZ fcST PRUJcCT
TYPICAL LAU,vCh AINDOW OPEN1.0,
S-48 ST A 4E FLIGHT UAIA
FL, I m T ALTITUDE RANGE RLLA71VE VELOCITY VtCTOrt	 AZIMUTn LUr+GITuDE GLOCENTR7C yEODETIC
Tlt-E VLLUCITY SPACE F1AcD EARTH FIXcu (POS.	 EAST) OLCLINATION LATITUDE
15EC1 (FT'1 (Nm (f 175) (DEGi (DEG) (GEG1 (UEG) IDE(J)
43af.LL 555317• 477.399 1444L.61 53.304 50.353 -73.42'1 .1,1.461 33.658 ..'
440•CC 549663. Sil•15 OY37.L2 b3.2c5 bG•264 -73.GS5 339734 33.912
450•.0 546575. 025.713 15453.90 539iIy4 SO.231 -72.676 33.996 34.174 i146G•iL 547126. b51.119 lbV93.47 32.909 o$.2J3 -72.2b3 340267 34.446
47L • co 5453.94. 077	 4U8 16S57.89 52.b52 50.182 -71.815 34654b 349727
47L•25 545346. 578.4;77 1ob71'.9L 52.6=4 50.1b2 -71,.664 J4.555 34.735
48G • C+i, 543358.. 044.653 17ir59.98 52.797 50.211 -71.452 34.637 350018
r	 49C. 545979. 632•b16 IJb6I.c2 52.75y SL'.L47 -71,.O1Y 350136 35.317 -41	 5U6•,u 538341• 061.332 Ib124.66 b2.711 5:7.2tl9 -70.561 35 . 443 35-625 p
5IC: • i.0 53SS37. a 9 1 .,,dot IL694.;,6 =2.617 50.336 -7-.092 35.759 350-942
SsC • i,U 6316t1. 721.676 19^E5.63 52.651 Su•394 -690646 36.Lb6' 36.269
S3G0L1) 529612. %53.291 19947.4 b2.di4 5{;•452 -69.142 J60,122 36.606
54b-irL 52%;54. 265.Y27 2L56,.J7 52.6[E' SO*524 -66.579 36.768 360953
55L,•L-4 524625. O'15.64L 2125L-JS 52.6-a5 5U•61G -6b.435 37.126 37+311
564•.; 522576. 454.491 27976. 5J•712 -67.469 37.494 37.680
570•ti: 52L9f4• =94.541 2274(,.75 51.6» bO.822
-66.8bC 37.b75 4BOU62
50C.b.: 5191198., 927.65b' 23Stc.Si 51.7,4 50.939 -66.266 36.268 389455
59G.L0 b196b6 966.52L 244^i,.7f" 52•eLl SI•ub2 -65.645 38.674 38.862$91.11 SIV729. S7L-b82 24527.9,; 5i•61L b10L99 -6S•553 38.720 389908
64G • GL "52L163. ILL6.y66 24552..31 53.195 51.519
-64.903 39•Li88 39.276
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rYPICAL LAUNCH WINDUN OPENInu
S-48 STAvE `FLIGHT DATA S.
FL46HI VEHICLE ATTINUE ANGLE VEHICLE AiTITUOL RAIL VEHICLE ATTITUDL ERROR
T&mE PITCH VAik NOLL	 _ PIT{H YAW ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL
(SEC) (DEG1 (UE6) jUEG) (UE4/5) (DEG/5) (UEG/S) (uEG) (DEGI (DEG)
143.Gi,
-63.758' •.u65 •,)OS
-.Ulu-' •UIS .UU4 -•046 -•065 *OUS
14~.32
-63.824 .v25 .,119 -.Vd2 .134 •U17 -•112 •U25 •019
147.72 .64.184
-1.u2S -138 -.u4u •2b5 .U86 ••471 16U25 •135
'	 I St, .72 -63.887 .751 •158 .175 -.315 -.098
-6173 •752 •157
154.92 •63.466 -•33ii =.288 .U1b -•u88 -•104 .2'f7 -6330 -•289
160.00 - 63.Stl& -.177
-•291 -.JI`T •018 -6u2d .127 -6277 -•29I
1661.14
-63.6311




-.Uuy .a•	 ,J20 •u78 .y72 +6358 -*262	 f'




-•UO3 -•uu& •034 -•423 x0098
l8u.uL -56.982 -1.925 +552 .dots
-.,IU7 .uld -.672 -.416 9572
19u,OL -57.241
-2.395 -.391'
-•J67 -•054 -•u68 .041 T•37U -•39Z
2ui7•JD -5$.2263' -2.903; -.31 l -.la -•J49 •039 .1U9 -6392 -•316
	 -	 -.
2IU•5ro -39.161 -3.268 •133 -.v87 -.U40 .043 .G5 -6403 0130
22(!.4)6
-93.199 -36656 8493 -.-095 -.041 •U37 •O41 -0402 •467
23063G -61.093
-x.121 +693 - .,j'By - .046
-	 ti49 .058 *•411 s689
24u..0L -62.094 -(.538 .14v -.133
-.U34 -•U65 .097 -•4Z9 .137
2S;,'•Uu -o3.i;i9 a17 -.368
-.089 -.J49




•lJ5 -•U44 .JJI •074 -.434 -4692
27Q.uL -05.2 5 -6.858 -.448 -41-3
-•:146 -U3i 046 -•43U -•4S2
26L*Ji •66.201 -6.350 -.106 -.101 -.1;47 .U31 •072 -.44d -•113
2 9 u•C+u	 : •67.304 -6.785 •169 -•Lao -.044
-J2b .07J -•455 •161
3t4oI, i, - 68.377 -7-•231 .447 -.111 -.u44 ..U26 •u6J :•46J •439
31L.CC -69.290 -7.737 .779 -.1ti3 -.045 •U28 •072 -•(476 •770
32c•Oy •7r,.371 -tl.171 .328
-.106 -•U45
-•US4 •066 +• Alec) 1318
330.'00 -7 t ,.383 -8.632 -•197 -.048 -.1}5C .049' -6481 -9204
340+ g ar -71.624 -6.992 -.729 -6146 -.J19 •u1s •IU7 -.S1J -•745
350vOL -73.742 -9'.442' -,465 :.109
-.uyM •027 •019 -6514 -9468
364;	 U^. -74.70) -y.9LO -.14 1 I J2 - •;144 6029 •020 -9531 -6145
37y.L0 -75.74	 -
-IL-329 .138-
-.I J!2 -sU42 eU27 •O13 -.541 •134
3bC.Go; -76.853
-1..715 •375 -.134
-•U29 .J13 . 056 -.560 •365
39y.uu -78.;;16
-11,09~ .684 - .^Bb -.U51 •u34 -6046 -•548 651!4
4Cu.00 -78.929 -11.565 .5.n,7
- +II: -•,,38
-•u5y •02a •.576 .5U1
41C.Cu -8u•GSd -11.933 -.651
-.114 -.U.17 -.456 U16 -.bda -•056
2,614..1 -81.104 -t.3G41
-•614 •+111
- u 37 ^- 056 •013 -•59l -•618








f.A P U	 0`L L _ Yi,'L	 T t	 PR^ U	 ST UJ c CT
TYPICAL LAUNCH a1,NUUA OPEwlium
5-48 STA g L FLIGHT DAIA
FLIGHT VENI'CLC ATTITUDE ANGLE VLHICLE- ATr1TUvt LATE VLMICLE ATTITUDE ERROR i.
TFHE PITCH YAW ROLL rlrCri YA. RLLL PITCH YA6 ROLL Sf:aE.C! IDEc, IDEG) (ULG) (uEG/S) (DcG/Sy fuLG%Z) IuE(a) IDEG) (DEG)
43G.JL -n2.F5r7 -12.674 -.563
-.111 -. u37 •U51 •023 T•6U2 -•567
44u.Li, -d3.5C5
-12.995 -.C,98, •.I15 -•U35 •L49 •022 -6612 -•103 +'
45E,ai:V -b4•S75 -13.344 •1431 -•1,;$ -•Ud9 .U5d .012 -x619 9427
46te4G -85.6A1
-13.7146' +357 -•1l1, -•u34 -.uy6 •0l6 s9633 93S2
Lt;	 ,
1
474. c; •b6.b2i, -1,4.u76 -•113 -6114




-.047 •U17 -•6141 -•128
4dt..uu -x!7.9%4 -1-.4..514' -.595 - . 1 2u -•J46 .DU8 -•670 -9596
s9.uc2 -14.75L -.E(6 -.u9Y -.p35 .u93 -•0ui
-9651 -9dj4
F	 SGis•i,u i37 -15.148 -e 1G6 .1%0 -_.UYO .U37 ?OU6 -9654 -9407 it
51 G. Lt, =41.125 -IS.sbu -.L42 .II -•uZ6 •J32 •Gtl -.6d4 -9096
524•uv -92.3bu -,lb.873 .256 -.1114 -	 X33` •u3.2 •GJ9 -9664 e255
53',..,,u -53.473	 - -16.166' .55.4 -.119 -.ti26' at,2b •G15 -.70U 0554
S y u. !.L -Yy.6b2 -16.395 •473 -.12"2
-u2I +.u59 015 -•71.1 •468
Srl.!u„ -Y6.L14 -1e.y>2
-.179 -.19s .	 g
-	 uL' -•U7) •G.13 -,731 -9189
56i	 r^
-97.263'
-16.731 -.786 -•102 ••J69 -•+s40 -.015 -•672 -9779





	 utr -149.774 -17.380- -•2148 .617!
-Coll -•L67 -•144 - 7au -zzulf
SVL.ZU -99.636 -17.246 -•707 -•..+i.0 --Jul -•Ouy -•127 -•772 -666-7
55I.•,II -99.6:17 -17.247 -9712 -•(;Lr ­ ,au I -.0 -+1,7 -073 +672
6CE,Oc, -19.63S -17.256 -9759 .a,)
-.UU1 -•:	 5 -+116 -•781 °.719 ry
661.11 -99.635














APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
” TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
{ Flight Time:	 OECO + 1. 379 seconds	 143.00 (sec)
Radius:	 _	 6432144. (m)
..
E
Altitude:	 58995 (m.) 
Space Fixed Velocity:	 2309.53 (m/s)
{ Space Fixed Path_ Angle: 	 66.098 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:
	
51; 349 (deg)!
6 Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 43. 199 (deg)
i Geocentric Declination:	 23. 909 (deg)
". Geodetic Latitude:	 29.072 (deg)
Longitude:	 (Pos. East)	 -80.145 (deg
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS`
Xs	 =	 6431079,	 (m)




 (m / s )Xs	 _	 _ 900.30
Ys	 _	 293.76	 (m/s)
Zs	 -	 2105.74	 m/s
' VEHICLE ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE RATE`
x	 $	 x_> Pitch Attitude Angle	 =	 -63.757 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle 	 _	 -0.062 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle	 =	 0.005 (deg)
Pitch Rate	 =	 -0.009 (deg/s)
Yaw Rate	 =	 0.016 (deg / s )











APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
4 S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE




Altitude;	 158683. (m )
;. Space Fixed Velocity;	 7816.64 (m/s)
.^ Space Fixed Flight Path Angle:	 90.009 (deg)
- Space Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 53.621 (deg)
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 51.961 {deg}J.-	 ti Geocentric Declination:	 39.472 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude; 	 39.661 (deg)
" Longitude:	 (Pos. East)	 -66. 350 (deg)Fj	 ' Inclination:	 51.574 (deg)
Descending Node Argument:	 156.014 (deg)#f Inertial Range Angle:	 17.706 (deg)
Mass:
	 30939. (kg)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
( Xs	 =	 6222693.	 (rn)
Ys	 =	 161016.
	 (mj
Zs	 =	 1967077.	 (m}
Xs	 _	 -2360.11	 (m/s)
Ys	 =	 137.02	 (m/s)
Zs	 =	 7410.56
	 (m/s)
,4 VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
Pitch Attitude Angle	 =
	 -99.564 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle	 =	 -0.129 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle	 =	 -0 035 (deg)




"Perigee Altitude	 =	 149.77 (k:m)
-*Apogee Altitude	 =	 159.07 (km)
k	 Eccentricity
	 _	 .00071
Semi-Major Axis	 =	 6532.58 (km)




Period	 =	 87.58 (min)










APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
wa SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
^i
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
FLIGHT TIME PROGRAM TIME
(SEC) (SEC)
j' -17.20 --- Guidance Reference Release (GRR)} 0.00 --- First Motion
0.20 (0.00) Lift-off Signal; Initiate Time Base One
59.70 --- 1 Mach One
74.39 --- Maximum Dynamic Pressure
( 132.00 (131.80)l Tilt Arrest




;j 138.62 (3.00)2 Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)
141.62 (0.00) 3 Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECD); Initiate
Time Buse Three
f`f 142.72 (1.10) Ignite Ullage Rockets
142.92 (1.30)33 Separation Signal
: r 143.00 --- S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
144.32 (2.70)' S-IVB J-2 Engine Start Command
}= 147.72 -- 3 90 Percent J-2 Thrust Level
150.72 --- Termination of Ullage Burn








171.75 (30.00)3 IGM Initiation
,i 469.72 (328.10) EMR Shift Command
( 589.40 --- 3 Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS)
s 589.60' (0.00) Inertial Attitude Freeze; Initiate4
Time Base, Four



















5-I8 STAOE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG- LUNGITUDINAL DYNAMIC A MACH PITCH ANGLE
TIME I TOTAL I ACCELERATION PKLSSURE N00 OF ATTACK
(SEC) (KG1 1N) (N)- (M/SEC2) IN/M2) (KG-M/Mj-RAD1 (DEG)
1) -17020 594674 • 00 00 •u0G U. 0. .AQ N/A
2 ) -i0 588.243. 7132169. 2626 126145 l• U 00 N/A
10600 5598.140 73945260 11424. 13.120 510• 2383. •%J9 -1.764
20000 5312159 7457508. 440080 139976 1499• 49140. 92U -10350
5024744 '756108'1. 946889 14.878 65746 315091• .33 -0598
40000 4736919 7680436. 159764• 150906 12901• 1224977. 051 0001
50.00 4448820 78211909 2404840 17.067 1118286 35181430 973 .217
3) 59.70 4169380 7944985• 658466• 17+492 182166 8129552.. 10 UO .287
60.00 416479• 7948246. 6724309 17.502 dba9l. 8307465• 1.01 9280
70000 387128• 8082215. 6575180 19.192 325940 15716239. 1 .36 0064
4) 74.39 374427. 8134208. 572761• 209206 331730 19876325. 1956 -0057
80.00 3581610 8187058`0 480872+ 210520 321030 Z587U968. 1086 .067
90.00 329300. 82447559 3144929 24.062 192829 37230821• 2040 -•233
100000 301560. 8261615. 173359. 26*911 1,5299. 4716278U. 2094 -0510
Ln 110•00 271886• 8249361• 87981• 3430022 654U• 54635824. 30.55 -.1.3130
120,000 243314• -8215092• 24338• 33.667 43690 59617471• 4022 -2.116
130@00. 214892• 816,18479 -48579 380u08 21526, 62700412. 5001 3.079
5) 132.170 2092399 8147194• -7771`• 38.979 1868• 03155083• 5.20 •3.274
6) 135*62 199002. 8116482. -140190 40.859 1465• 6387455/• 5.64 -20555
7) 138,62 190566.' 80786990 -21650• 420608 11820 64394289. 6.04 +1.655
140.00 1882.13• 41282498 -21407• 22.j48 1041• 64593725. 6017 -1.314
8) 141.62 185432• 357.2512. -22208• 19.386 6910 64860045. 6.32 -9826
9) 142.72 1847999 247'0750 -20545+ 10448 7880 65010546. 6.36 -•544
10) 142.92 1846840 2556690 -201359 1.493 7699 65031118• 6.37 -•496
11) 143.UO 184`671• 242845• -19983. 1.423 7629 65038705• 6037 -•481
1) Guidance Reference Release
2) First Motion3)
- 'Mach One
4) Maximum, Dynamic Pressure
5) Tilt Arrest
6) LSA, Initiate Time Base Two
Iwo
8) OECD, Initiate Time Base Three
9) Ignite Ullage Rockets
10) Separation Signal









FLIGHT SPACE FIXED --- --- SPACE FIRED PUSMON AND 'VELOCITY	 VECTOR COMPONENTS
TIME RADIUS VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A T 1 DX DY UZ
ISEC1- (M) (MIS) (DEG) (M) (M) (M) (M/5) 1M/5) (MIS)
• 17.20 6373379• 4CG8957 90.000 63733539 12231• +13162• •00 249.29 278912
0 00^ 6373379• 408957 90.000 6373.3490 173779 -83779 -9y5 299.12 2711930
10 . 00 613735209 409.52 859B53 63734850 203679 -55939 2699.1 298.92 278.41 f-
20 e 00 6373996. 1#16921 80.732' 63739529 233569 -27999 66906 298.79 289.13
30900 6374887* 435926 75.1110 63746339 763439 640 111.34 298475 296931
40.00 6376275• 470017 699294 63762116• 293349 31689' 164.70 299.62 322974
SO . 00 6378239. 524.18 64.249- 637dI539 323399 65900 225.64 391+37 364.61
S9970- 6380760• 595021 60.631 6380654. 352709 103969 289955 302.78 422980
60900= 6380648• 597960 60.551 63847410 35361+ I05239 291.44 302.82 424984
70 0 00 6384109• 689914 58*$22 63839769 383990, 151499 356982 305.05 504 ► 51
74039 63857579 738914 57.943 63856100 397390 174569 386.39 305.711 648.39
80 9 40 6368077• 1109.43 57.488 6387909. 414589 207109' 131•U9 306.54 612.68
r	 90.06 6392830• 961.45 579549 63926160 !14521• 275179 510954 305664 755919
100 . 00 6398400. 1148970 589587 63901229 47571• 35947• 591.20 304.58 936960
110 . 00 64048170 1371997 60.051 64044499 50613• 463769 474.20 303.91 1155960
120 9 UO 64121049 1634960 619796 64116069 536489 592020 756397 302998 1416973
170900 6420268!6 1942909 639710 6419562• 5667U• 74875• d37t47 301.30 1726.15
132900 6422,006• 2009.59 649106 64212739 57273• 78396• 853912 300.67 1794.47
135962 642S246• 2137948 64.808 64244179 583629 851349 881671 300004 1923990
138962 64280199 2249@UO 65.313 6427101• 592619 91074• 907984 299.32 2035974
140000 64293156 227976 65.551 642113539 59672. 938980 91U970 299.08 2060945
141 . 62 6430850_- 2307987 65.833 6429833• 601580 972860 910942 298.!111 2099954
142*72 64318866 2310920 .669044 64308319 601487• 99600• 902.77 298978 2105941
142.92 6432074. 230902 666083 64310111 605469 1000219 900098 29807 2105965
143*00 6432144• 2309953 669098 6431079. 60569• 1001799 900930 298.76 2105.74
Y
1TAOLE 6C
APOLLO SOYU2 TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASt
5.18 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT .... EARTH FIXED 0000• •	 -_EARTH FIXtU POSITION AND KLOCCTY VECTOR COMPONENTS •-•-
TI M E POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y Z DA UY D2
(SEC) (M), IM/S) (DEG) (M) (M) (M) (M/5) IM/5) (M/S)
0 17920 90,. 000 N/A 960, 00 of qyu •000 0000
000' 900 900 N/A 909 -V• 0• .UO •00U IOU
1000 231• 29.62 0400 01• •l. •00 29962 .•15 •903
20•Oi1 7070 67013' 3x112 707• •30 99 67004 •928 3.48
30 0 017 16029 113995 8 905 15990 •60 1040 112062 ••37 17.40
400UO 30.130 171992 14*766 29879 •7• 3980 166.33 941 43998
SO.00 5U57• 243.21 209545 49520 5• 1025•' 22709U 2002 84.91
S9070 7769+ 326*10 260115 74760 310 21159 292015 3030 142.57
60000 7865. 327070 260286 75630 320 21580 294906 3.39 144.59
70 . 00 115350 423x97 310925 lu""8219 769 3978• 36u.16 59146 223963
74039 1346{• 474041 34+329 12477• Jule 5052• 39-10 11 6016 266099N
80900 162560 546.98 370309 147999 1389 6726• 435.38 6090 331004
90000 22298. 699.85 4 2.510 19ti55I 2040 10713• 516.07 6005 472058 
100 0u0 29956• 885.79. 47.476 251240" 2609 16313• 596937 5.214 653@10
1t0 0 Uu- 39569.' 1107914' 510783 31*339 311• 239010 683.46 5005 870.99
120000- 515049 1367.52" 55x604 387159 3610 338750 766087 9.93 1130890
130 •V0 66179. 1672.66 590052 469Ub• dfu90 46684• 852.66 4.48 1439001
132.00 69483• 1739.68 590704 486279' 417• 49630+ 869.06 4.35 1507905
135062 75813. 1866.76 609832 51.8329 433• 553260 899.u9 4913 1635.98
138#62 81442•' 1977080 61.645 54570. 445• 6U4U0• 926.49 3.95 1747037
140.00°' 84063• 2008.17 619975 55d48. 4500 62829• 929082 3093 1779.94
141 . 62' 87252+ 2035.76 629347 573590 4570 65747• 93U0J5 3.98 1810088
142972 894299 2037`.57 62.589 $8379. 4610 677490 922065 14eU3 1816070
142992 89824• 2036.99 62.633 58b63* 462/ 681079 92U.nY 4904 1816094
143*00 89973e 2036.77 620649 586329 4020 68243• 920023 4.06 1817.02
1 ^
}	 FLIGHT '	 ALTITUDE	 : RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GLOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXeD	 EARTH FIXh u (POS. EAST) DECLINATION LATITUDE
(SEC) (KM) (KM) (M[S) (DEG) (QLG) (DEG) IDEG) (DEG)
w17920 •000 9000 900- 9090uO -N/A. w80.621 289,066 28.627
900 0090 9OD0 1.19 900000 N/A -809621 28.1466 28.627
10.00 .231 9001 29.65 89078 399356 +800621 28.466 28.627'
20900 9707 9011 67.11 899591 369407 "809621 28.966 269627
30900 15599 »1,08 113.62 886166 41.013 •80,620 289467 28.628	 I
40000 2*987 94014 -	 170.61 859823 439021 80.618 289469 28.630
50 . 00 46952 1.0314 239080 829524 439968- -809614 2891473 28.634
59970 761476 2.128, 318.39 78.SbS 41490136 +80.6(,6 280480 286641
60000 7.564- 2.171 320.85 78.428 44•A)U3 +80.606 2891460 28.6142
70 0 00 10*829 34999 1412.10 749110 44.131 X80.9593 189492 28.653w79.3? 12.479' 59U69 460.25 729107 449074 -80.585 28.499 2806+9w	 80900 14.802 66742' 533.12 699539' 439969 +8U.573 280509 28.671
90000 19.564 109722 695@101 6590 9 43.548 •809545 28.535 28.697
IOO bO 25.145 169302 879.5(1, 6160i9 143.313 8005U6 28.572 289734
110900 31.578' 239850 1090060 $79779 439225 "809453 289621 28.783
120900 380885 339791 1394#45 55.170 439187 +809383 289686 28.6418
130 . 00 47.075 469439 1651.29 5391166 43.168 -B0.294 28.769 28.932
l32•al) 48.819 4993514 1719.84 52.698 43.167 -80.274 28.786 280951
136962 52.070 5140,986 1848.11 52.073 439168 -80.234 289825 28.988
130 . 62 54e8b14 599999 1957987 51.598 43.172 +809199 28.858 29.021
190.00 560155 62.397 1986.68 5,1 9 1473 439178 +80.162 28.8714 299037
141.62 57.696 659277 2617.47 519362 1439189 -80.162 289893 29.056
1 412.72 689736 67,92147 2U20•U4 $14348 1439197 - 80.148 289906 299069
142+92 66@925 676606 20190145 51934:8 439199 -80.146 286908 2900 1
143000 580995 67740 2019.24 519349 439199 0809195 289909 299072
TABLE 8C
APOLLO SOYOZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
S-18 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATT1TuUE RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YAW ROLL YITCK YA01 ROLL PITCH YAw BULL
USEC1 (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (UEG/5) (DCG/S1 (DEG/5) (UE(9) 4DLG) (DEG)
-17.24 0000 9000 -47.100 -.6132 9003 •062 •OUL •ODu •u00
•Gu --.043 0046 -47+066
-.UU2 90u3 9002 -.043 9u46 •u34
14.-00 -•02Y
-0007 -470104) -.U00 •ULl .ODu -9011 -9022 9000
20900 -3.512 *•000 -389532 -.40d
-0(lu0 1•J04 9255 9208 09932
30.00 •7.731 9023 -289530 -.44L
.uu6 1.000 9316 0197 -0930
40.00 +12.381 •030 -18.530 -.496
-quu8 19Uuu •422 9168 •1930




-23.24q -.605 9093 -,562 +.011 •U04 •341 0.605 1091
L	 66000 •23.412 -.609 9086 -.563 -9013 -9047 .341 -9609 •084F	 70.00 -29.144 -0774 9001 +•595 -9U48
-0000 .453 +-774 -• W2
7493 9 -31.785
-.790 0005 -0597 •G28 tool •536 -9790 .002
80040 -35085 -.616 94j01- -.675 .032 -.402 06U9 09616 -.OUZ
90000 -429552
-.096 •402- --.768 9043 •U43 0654 -9096 0001
IOO90u< -479929 WOODS 0009 -0501 -9UO3 0001 9438
-toed .009
110000 -52.816 +.036 •017 -.495 9443 .00u 9442
-•U36 •017
120.06 457.565
-.063 0014 -•466 -9uU2 0JOU 94.45 a9U63 -9013
130.00
-62.348 x.162 0010 -•469 -•uu2 -.UOU r4u5 60162 0009
132:•00 •63.287 -.167 9.009 •.47u -•643 -9u00 •425 •.161 0008
136*62 +63.819
-.17l •007' .J5d -•Oul
-.uU3 -•I u7 9.171 9007
138062
-63092
-0170 9005 -•412 .Ju2 •400U' -•0(s0 +•17U 9005
140900 -63.789 -.126' •404 ou16 •u55 -0041 -9077 -0126 9004
141.62 .63.761
-.075 9303 .U15 .009'
-•UOI -0049 •.u75 9003
1'42•?2 +63.755 -•066 9604 -9405 9013 9u63 -9043 •9066 .UU4
142092 -63056
-•063 9004 -9608 0015 9UO14 -0044 -•U63 0004









APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICA6 PLANAR CASE i
S-48 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC CENTRAL PITCH ATT, PITCH ANGLE
TIME TOTAL) ACCELERATION PRESSURE HANGE ANGLE COMMAND OF ATTACK
(SEC! lKG) (N) (N) (M/52) IN/M2) IDEG) IDEG) 1OEG)
1) 143•00 138804. 40075. 3329• 9265 7640 19098 •639712 -9980
2 ) 144032 138804. 399659 28610 9268 6510 1.122 -639712 -0220
3) 147.72 138502• 804088. 2029• 5.792 430• 19184 663.7,12 •105
4 ) 150.72 137848. 8668560 14369 6.279 3069 19239 -639712 14,136
5) 159'.92 1368300 110/91720 8839 7s4'12 1889 10317 8639712 29966	 ,•	 ;
160.00 135533. 1019337s 5120 7.S16 1039 19413 -639712 39519
6) 166031 130978., 11019765. 26U• 7!•764' 98.' 1.534 -639712 4.892
7) 166.62- 130641. 1019713,8 2510 748U4 960 10540 -639712 49960
170.00 128891•' 1021335• 1750 7.923 3U. 1.606 +.639712 59664
8 ) 1X1975 128461. 1026181• 144. 7.987 24• 10641 +63.742 6.048
180.00 126432.1 11023228.- 107. 8.443 lit 19806 -559824 19.468
1 90000 123974. 10233680 369 8+255 4 9 20011 "56r432 169774
20U@QO IZI51Ga 1023438• 120 89422 1. 29222 *579575 17.398
21,0.00 119065• 1021221. 50 80577 40 2.939 458t556 1 {1. 008
220000 116614. I620447. 29 89751 U0' 29562 0599664 18.460
230.00 1141689 1018423• 1• 8.920 U9 29892 -609616 190010
"' 240000- 111721. /0179849 19 9.112 Us 39127 -619780 199371
250000' 109280. 10165380 0• 9,302 0•' 30369 •62.737 199769
260000 104838. /0165120 of 90519 U0 3.618 •63.815 209027
27p •00 104390. 10178940 i)9 9.751 0• 39874 +65.IU6 199965
280000 101944. 10185719 00 .	 9.991 09 4.137 19660145 209174
290+00 994940 1017727, 09 10s229 . 0•' 49407 +679304 209185
300•00 97046. 10166609 09 109476 U• 99685 `0680426 20.176
310.00- 94602.; 10172549 as 10+753 U9 4.972 !69•y14 200270
320000 92159. 10165,15• Us 119030 U9 5.266 +700538 209160
330000 89716. 10173389 U9 119339 09 5.569 -71.588 209058
340400 872669 10/89559 09 11.6'6 09 59881 -72+917 199693
360900 84817. 10174700 00 11.996 0. 69202 !730996 199400
360000 82372. 10/666/0 00 12.342 U9 6.533 •759003 1'°9243
370000 79927. IU155609 U9 12•_706 09 69874 •769084 189978
380.00 77477. 1018962. U. 13•,)52 09 79224 -77.261 180609
390.'00 75029. 1013965. J. 13*514 U. 79586 -789392 169162
400.00 72587. 1013822• U9 139967 U9 79959 -790378 1799L1
410900 70149. 1013540. 09 14.449 00' 89343 -80+529 179448
420900 67702. 1413301. U• 14.967 U• 8.740 -61.677 160950
1) S-IB/S-IVB Separation
2) S-IVB Start Command
3) J-2 90 Percent Thrust
4) Termination of Ullage Burn
5) Jettison Ullage Rockets'





APOLL O SOYuZ TEST PROJECT_
TYPICAL PLANAR "CASE
-•
S +yB STA(.E FLIGHT	 DATA
FLIGHT "Ass THRUST ORAL LONGITUDINAL, DYNAMIC CENTRAL PiTCM ATT, PITCH ANGLE
TIRE (TOTAL) ACCELERATION PRESSURE RANGE ANGLE COMMAND OF ATTACK
I SEC 14 IKG) INj IN!" 0/521 (N/M,4 (DEG) (DEG) I DEG )
430.00 65259. 1016529. U. 15.577 U• 4.148` .82.818 1e•436
44O.G0 62809• 1417444• 4. 16.199 v. 9.570 "84.044 15.806 .
1450000D.n 60364. 1613580. u. 169741 0. 10.OG6 - 65.126 15.278
i'	 ,.
^.,
466.00 579215. 11113339• 0. 17.495 u• 10.456 .86.244 14.703 -	 ,	
'.
470600 55522. 1012726. O. 18.244 U9 10.921 r87.38u
b7.4U9
14.064
^}9) 470.25, 55466. 912754• U• 16945e do 109933 - 14•U69
480000 53415. 8589990 Us 16.081 U• 11.4UO -d8.515 13.538
490600 S1360. BS88640 O• 169722 U• 11.894 -890556 139470
SON•00 49306. 8587329 U• 17.416 U0 12.401, -90.591 124605
510.00 47252. 6585590 0j;+ 18.169 0• 12.924 +91.669 121U54
520.00 45199. 858380. U0 1b.991 as 139463 e92.845 11.391
rn -	 53000 4.3145. 859179;. 0 . 19.89 6 J• 14•018 -93.981 109798
540.00 41092• 857962• U•- 2U•879 U. I4.59y +95.147 10.085
550600 39032. 861875:._ 0. 22.081 u• 15.18.1 .96.446 96297
56N.OU 36973. 858674. 0. 23.224 u• 15.791 -97.309 d.b66
570.00 34919. 858237v 0. 24.577 U. 16.421 -99.698 6.790
5815900. 32867.. 857623.• U. 26.0.93. we 179073 -99.529 7.460
10) 589.40 349396 856777, 0. 27.69,4 140 17.707 -99.437 79960
5911.00 30885. -52920• U• 1.713 4• 17.748 •99.437 79994
11) 599.40 36865• 0. 49 '.60ko Uo 18.393 -99.564 119634
9) EKR Shift









APOLLO SOYUZ TEST .PROJECT
- 'TYPICAL `PLANA R CASE
S-48 STAGE	 FL-I-GHT DATA
FLIGHT SPACE FIXED .-••• • n + SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS
TIME; RADIUS VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A Y' I DX DY
(SEC;) IM) (M'/S) (DEG) (M) (M) (M) (M/5) IM/S)
143.00 6432NSJ• 2309.52 66.U99 6431p859 6057U• 1001930 90U927 298976
144932 6433379. 2304973 66.363 6432266. 6OV659 1029759 687.69 298.66
147.72 64364710 2296.85 67.040 69352300 6198ue lIU1379 857918 298.57
150972 6439131• 2304601 679,611 64377709 62d760 1164910 836939 298091
IS4 092 6442768. 2319041 68.379 6441227• 641310 1254769 809090 Z98061
160 0 00 6447036. 2339.18 69.288,' 644$257• 68645• 1364859 778.23 297.85
166431 6452454• 2365.54 70.389 6y5p0y79 67523• 150416• 739x16 296.93
166.62 6452400• 2366992 70.442 64502769 676159 1511090 737.26 296.88
170.00 6455'0'45. 2382030- 71.U14 6482730• 686169 1586729 716.79 296030
171x75 6456394. 2390952 731306 64539759 691349 1626249 706.24 295099
180100 6462548• 2429096 72.580 64596U1• 715679 1815409 659.33 293•23
1 9 0 0 00 6469628* 2478068 72.87() 64659489 74479• 2050659- 610906' 289029
200000 64763220 2b3091 75.111 647/8019 77352• 229246• 560.50 285032
210000 6482635• 25864S1: 76.3p5 6477157• 601869 2541029 510.56 281044
Ln	 220000 6488572• 2645954 77#443 64820120 82982. 2796510 1460.43 277978V
230.00 649414p9 2707.82 789530 64863640 851420 3059149 409991 274.28
240100 6499345. 2773451 79.561 6490210• 884689 3329[190 359918 270.86
250 . 00 6504192. 2842951 80.542 64935469 91161,. 3606569 307987 267952
260900 6SO8690. 2914986 819468 69963670 936180 3891779 256922 264.19
2 70 0 00, 6512844. 2991903 829345 6498669• "96943• _	 4184960 204.02 260.89
280600 6516661. 3U70:969 83.173 650041450 990369 "4486389 151•u6 237.61
290900 6520147. 31S4.U3 83.952 6501689• 1015966 14;796289 97.50 254.31
'300900 6523311• 3241904 8,,682 6502393• 1041226 5114929 143.18 ZSU•99
310 . 00 6526158. 3331958 85936.5 65025509 1066150 5442579 +11092 247962
320 0 00 6528699. 3425o88 850999- 6502/520 109074• 5779489 `6708 2.44.2U
330 . 00 6530941• 3623.93 860590 65011919 1114990 6125969 124.60 240.75
340400 6532896. 3626.38 87.133 64996589 t13d899 6182310 -182931 237.2,4
350100 65345719 3733.41 87.640 64975409 1162449 6848870 1241.50 233974
360900 65359749 3843174 889105 64948250 1185640 722599. 6301.83 230.16
370 0 00 6537118• 3958075 889526 6491500• 120847• 7613989 363930 226952
380060 6538015. 4u78 49 88.907 64875589 123094• 8013229 -426907 222.82
390900 6538677• 42039!12 89.252 64829739 125303. 8424139 W49U*57 219•l0
400.00 6E39118. 4332.28 899558 6477739* 127475. 8847089 +556.53 215929
410900 65393520 4466971 89.825 64718389 129609. 9282480 0624.09 211042'















































SJ48 STA_4E FLIGHT	 DATA
FLIGHT '°	 +++++ SPACE FIXED •++++ -+- SPACE FI^cEU	 FUS1T10N AND VELOCITY	 vECTOR COMP014ENTS
TIME RADIUS VLLOC1TY PATH ANGLE A Y Z OA UY UZ
(SEC) , (M) (M/S IDEG) Iril (rt)_ _	 (M) (M/S) (M/S) ( M /S'1 tf	 -
430 . 00 6539266• 4752.70 904254 64579596 133759• 1019255+ 176b* 19 203.54 46d6.28
440.00 6538982. 49#5.52 90.4"16 6449940• 135774• 1066b27• •d3yvU7 199.53 4819.11
450 • OG; 653856,0. Su6V•7'u 9u.547 6441169., 1377Sy. 1115855• -915.54 195.49 4977.43
460.00. 6538023. 513x•93 90.643 6131621• 139684• 1166397. -994.67- 191,3b 5131.95
470.00 6537395. 54p4.86 90.706 6421269• 141677• 1218518• -1076.37 187.11 5293.28
470.25 6537378. 5109.17 90.707 6421U00• 141624• 1219842. +1078.47 187.11 5297.27 k,
480•uri 6536669. 5659.67 90.8UR 6416078. 14343U• 1272151• -1161.39 183.34 5433.70
490.00 6535836. 5720.4;1 90,881 6396013. 145244•, 1327211. 1251.20 179.41 5519.G1
u'	 500.00w 6534920. 5n88•u5 90.922 638b045. 147u1e• 1383752. +134[.80 175.38 5730920
510.00; 6533952• 6#63.13 90.932 6371146. 148751• 1441836• '1437.5# 171.27 $887.76
620 . 00 6532959• 6246.32 90.913 6356242• 150443. 1501531• -1535.99 167.11 6052.22
530 4 U0 6531971. 6438.36 96.866 6344413. 152093• 1562907• •1634.47 162.92 6214.2U
SVp.UU 653.1023. 6639•dB 9Ei.791 6323498•- 153701. 1626043• -1745x43 158.69 6404.40 f'r
550 . 00 653UISUo 6d52.8! 9U.688 6305488. 155267• 169lu29. 185%.51 154.46 6594.45
560 . 00 6529390• 7#77.45 90.560 6286327• IS6190• 1757966• +1975.63 150.27 6794.46
570.00 6528782• 7314166 9#.413 6265954. 158171• 1826955• -21UIo08 145.89 /JG4t89
580.0D 6528350. 7566*,27 90.210 6244281• 1597Ub+ 18981D7. •2234e82 141.44 7227.62
$899.40 65281876 7816r6V 90.009 6222.693• 161016• 1967077. -2360.11 137.02 7450.56
590 8 00 6528186. 7423.69 9i,.up3 6221274. 161698. 1971S5u• +2366.55 136.83 7455.30




5.^.^ ^a^'^n.r?' .^"•1sil,^ ,s...i:,,E,w.S.'^i^.:-
,
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TALE I 1 C
APOLLO SOTUZ TEST PROJtCT
TYPICAL PLANAR 0654
5•48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT EARTH F1AED •++•' •••t EARTH FIXED POSITION AND VEL O CITY VECTOR COMPONENTS +•-•
TIME POSITION 'VELOCITY-- PATH ANGLE X' Y Z Ox DY OZ r
{SECT (M1 1M/.S) (DEG) IM) (M) (M) {M/S1, (M/S) IM/S1
143000 899870' 2036.75 626650 $0639. 4620 682566 920020 4.05 1617.03
144.32 42597 • 2031.27 629940 59846• 4689 706570 907086 4911` 18-17.10
147.72 99288• 2021968 63.692 628809 41129 768370 878001 4646 1821.06 f',
190.72 105.193• 2027045 64+351; 654849 4,07• 823249 857090 9+22 1836999
/54 92 1135039 2041.15' 65.248"' 69033• 5200 900959' 831940 $954 1863.70
160900 123625. 2059.05 66.310 731sup 5480 99636• 801.94 $058 {b960y6
166.3) 136345. 2083.25 67.597 78125a 583• 111741•' 764992 5069 1937.93.
166•`62 136974: 2084.53 67.660 783629 5859 1123430 762060 5.69 1940902
170 6 00 143839. 2096.86' 68.329 809yT• 6U40 1189299 742.98 5970 1962094
!71 6 75 147417• 2106.55" 68.671 82194• 614. i2Z375• 732988 5.69 197y095
180 . 00 164458• 2143.97 70.166 88U48. 6580 138901• 688.07 4.43 2030055
190.60 1855179 2190092 71.681 946969 692s 1595279 64<1940 2933 Z094@93
200^0Q 20T04`4j 2241.63 73•!36 104876. 705. 1808069 $94.55 935 IJ619:4
210.00 229069. 2295.90 749530 1065860 7009 2027609 - 547041 p1938 222906°
`^° 220.00 251621• 2353.79 750856 111624• 679• 2254079 SOO920 •2972 2300.02
23000 274733• Z415•D9` 779117- 116589•	 - 6469 248767. 452,071 X3976 2372927
240.00 298436. 2479.96 78.308 1206789 6059 272859. 405.12 •4054 2446964
i 290•`00 322764+ 2548.27 79.438 129689• $560 2977069 357907 •5607 2523913 
26p• 00 34775(. 2620.09 80.500 128019• 504. 323329• 30d081 05941 2601982
270.00 373434. 2695.83 810500 1308654 4499 34975g• 260014 +5953 2683.24
28p900 399848. 2775917 62.442 13322119 3,040 377002• 210984 +5045 2767914
290900 427032. 2858.27 83.323 135tis1• 3419 4051040 161609 •5.19 2853.72
300 6.00 4650249 2945.13 690146 1364419 291•" 4340869 110.73 -4075 294300
310.00 483861• 3035.58 840912 1372939 2116• 4639749 59974 +4.15 3034099
320900 513581• 3129.87 650620 137634• 2089 494795. 8916 •3037 3129.85
330'@DO 544225• 3227.95 86.276 137454• 1190 526580• +44023 •2.42 3227.64
340.00 5758340 3330.46 86.878 13674d• 1609 559361. +97931 01.27- 3329.04
3509DO 608453• 3437020 870437 1355049 1550 5931736 •151969' •/3 3433.85
360000 6421259 3548.06 87.947 133711• 1640 628049. •207902 1.71 3542.01
370 . 00 676893. 3663923 88.408 IJ13609 189. 664025. +263030 3.48' 3653975
380000 7128050 3783914 889822 1284429 2449 701137• *320964 5.47 3769052
390000 7499119 3907.95 89.195 1249439 3006 739430• •379.50 7.74 3889.48
400000 788259. 4037.31 89.525 1208480 3899 7789409 •439059 10.22 4013.29
410+00 827899• 4171.94 BY9813- 11:6147. SU50 819711• '501903 12.95 4/41.72
420600 868487• 4312014 909061 1166220 8499 86179199 •564917 15.97 4275905
.,	 #
FLI GMT' ' •••.-''EARTH F1XEb EARTH F1XLU Pu51TION	 AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS -•--
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X T 1 DX UY 42(i
! ISEC) lMl (M/S) (DEG) IM) YM1 IM) (M/51 .IM/S) WSJ
` 430•U0 - 911283• 4458.32 909271 104d57• 815• 905230• -62y.u9 19.30 4413.67
Iif
I 1440.00 95515,1• 4611...33 9D9443 981349 1036• 95UU860
-6969ul 22997 4558.44
450.OD 100055`9. 477u969 909581 90930. 1246. 9964179 -765.21 27900 4708984
460.09 1047573• 4937,.10 909681 829230 i578. JU442849 •836.59 31938 466596U
4 7,0900 1D96268• 511,1619 909746 7419U9 19150 IU937530 •91U 36.16 5029.31
1470.25: 1097508. $115051 909748 739629 1924. 1U96011• -912.38 36.28 5033.36
4 8 0 . 0)0: 1146589. 5Z66`9.13 90.853 64696. 23u2• 11447609 •98b979 41.24 $17293U
490.00 1198457. 5426999 90.928' 54406• - 27419 1197218. •1069.58 46969 5320.35
500 • Q0 1251941• 5594.75 90.970 431969 32379 1251 1879 -1151.83 5Z04d 5474644
c	 510900 1307111. 5769,95 900979 31341• 37929 13067309 '1236.87 58966
5635908
5 20 9 00 1364046. 5953.24 94.958 1Qb08. 4411._ 1363913. -1326922 65932 581)2961
530900 1422830- 6/45s31 900908 47649 SIiuO• 1422813• -1421.21 72.49 5978928
5 40 . 00 1483553. 6346097 90.828 -99299 58630 14835178• -151tl.23 80922 6162.19
5509ti0 1546318. 6559.97 90.718 -256169 67079 15460920 •1619.88 b8961 6356.20
560.010 1611242. 6784.66 900584 •43446• 76JBe 16106679 -1727.1,4 97.77 6560.44
570.00 1678440• :	 7021.91 90.431 -61)176•- 86614. 167.7338• •1840.99 IU7@51 677.5943
'S8p•00 1748041• 7273955 9092511 -7918&• 9791. 17462199 -1961.60 117994 7UU3.U5
589.40 1815790. 3523093 90901G -981620 lu948. 18131020 •ZU75986 128041 7230976
590•LO 18201939 7$3U.38 90.003 - 994090 110250 1817443. -Z081977 128.93 7235+76





APOLLO SOYU2 TEST PROJECT,'
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
5.48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED	 EARTH FIXED (POS.	 EAST) DECLINATION LATITUDE
(SECT (KM) (KM1 (M/S) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG)
143.00 59.p02 679753 2019*23 519349 43#199 -B0,145 28.909 299U7T
144. `32 66235 700121° 20'14.40 51`6359 93*210 +80.128 28025 296088
14702 63.340 769213 -	 1990.91 51@375 43.244 w80.085 28964 29.128
150.72 66.011 819618 1996946 5	 353I 430286 •8 09047 29.000 296163
154«92 69x664 899267 -	 2009.87 519268 43023 -790993 29.050 298213
160@00 73..951 98.649 2027.46 51'92ul 439355 -799927 290111 29.275
166.31 790094 110i539'' 205128 519096 439399 +79.843 29x189 29.353
166o62 79.342 9119130 2052.54 519091 43.401 -79re39 299193 29.357
170c00 82.000 1179593 2066.68 510034 439424 %790793 299235 29.399
471975 83x355' 120#973 2074928 51'9004 43.435 w79.769 296257 29.421
180 . 00 89.543 1379170 2111.32 50.843 439454 -79.654 29.363 29.527
1 9 0 . 00 969665 1579356 2157.93 5,4x657 439467 +79.511 29.494 29.660
200 . 00 1 Ole 103 1789153 2208.30 50.442 43+489 -79.363 29.630 29.796
210*00 109.761 1999583' 2262.27 509322 43e523 -79.210 29.770 29.936
220 . 00 115.745 2219665 2319.87 50@179 439572 -79.052 299914 30.080
230 . 00 121.361 244.423 2380689 504051 439633 -76x890 30+062 30.229
r	 2140.00 1269:61.3 2679879' 2445.50 499917 &13t7'OS +789721 30x215 30.382
250.00 131.5`14 292.055 2513956 490835 439787 +78.547 309372 30.540
260+00 1362064 3169975 2585x13 49.744 43.877 - 789367 30.533 30.702
270 900 1409273 342x668 2660.64 49.665 43.975 -78.161 30.700 309869
280900 144.146-' 3699160 273905 49.596 449082 -77.988 30.871 31.041
290.00' 147.691 396x481 2822.64 49*538 44.195 077.789 31.047 31.217
300•UO 1506914 424.662 2909.28 49.490 449316
-77.582 31.229 :31.399
310.00 153.823' 4539731 2999.5.3 49x453 449444 -77.368 31.415 319587
320.00 IS69428 4839719 3093.60 499426 44.578 +77.146 319608 319780
330.00 1S89737, 5149661 3191647 49.409 44.720 '76.917 310806 319978
340!'00 I6D.760 b46+590 3293.78 49.402 449868 +76.678 329009 321183
350900 162.506 579,547 340D•31 49.4,47 459025 176.431 32.219 32+393
360.00 1639982 6131570 3510.95 4904,12 450190 -76.175 32+435 329609
370.00 1658201 6489697 3625-90 490447 459361 -p75.908 32.657 32.832
380.00 166.176 6849970 3745.59 499484- 4S95M! "75.632 329086 33.062
390 OO 166.919 722•436 3870.18 499S32 459729 075.345 33•l22 33.298
400900 167042 7616140 3999.30 49•SV2 45.925
-75.046 33.364 33.541
410.00 167*763 801.129 4133.69 49.69,3 46x131 -749736 339614 33.791
420.00 167.896 842.486 4273.64 49.747 46.346 -74.413 33.871 34.049
TABLE 12 C_(Continued)
APOLLO 'SOY.UZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASC
5-4B STAGE FLIGHT DATA
".	 FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE vELOCIIY VECTOR AZ1HUTn LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC pEODETIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED EARTH FIXnu (POS.	 EAST) DECLINATION LATI)UDE
(SEC) (KM) (KM) (M/'S) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) IDEG1 (DEG)
430000 167.858 dB5.177 4419.56 49.843 46q,571 .74.077 340136 344314
440.00 167.668 929.355 4672.3.0 49.953 460BU6
-73.728 34.408 34 .588
450.00 167.344 975.056 4731•-38 SO 0?6 147.053 -73.363 390689 34.d69
460000 166.908 1022.344 4897050 50.;2.13 47.311 -72.963 34.978 35.159
470.00 146.385 lu71.244 5071.19 50.366 47 +581 -72.586 35.275 35.457
470.2 5 1669371 10729590, SU75.60 50.370 479568 -72.576 35•Z83 35.465
480000 165.767 11219855- 5225091 So. 5'f7 47.865 -72.174 35.581 35.764
ON	 490.00 1650045 11739954 6386.45 50.742 48,.161 -71.744 35.695 36.078
500.00 164.244 12270661, 5553-57 50.951 489470 -71.2YS 36.216 369400
510.00 163.393 I1B39D44 5728.72 519176 489792 -70.834 36.545 369730
520.00 162.521 1340•I81 5911.,64 SI.416 49.128 -70.350 369883 37.068
530.00 161.658 1399.156' 6103.3-3 51.674 49.480 -69.84.6 37.229 37.414
540.0E 16u•837 146yru59 6304.59 51.950 49.849 -69.321 37+583 379769
550 0 LO 16U-J96 1522.990 6517.17 52.246 50.237 -68.772 379947 38.133
560000 159.471 1S88.465 6741.43 52.562 50.844 -68.198 30•319 380507
570•Q0 159.002 16559398- 6978.13'- 52.9u0 51.071 -67.598 38.701 38.d90
580.00 1589714 1725.120 7229.41 53.261 51.519 -66.969 39.0914 399!82
5890 1#0 1589688 1792.957' 7479.33 53.6,1 51.961 -66.350 39.471 390661
590000 158.697 1797.364 7485.75 53.647 $10990 -66069 34.496 39.685
59 9 040
I
158.836 1666.432 7486.U5 54•ubl 52x950 -65.671 39.877 409U66
.	 ,,,.Y...;;,.	 < < ,...,._r ..
	
...... .,	 x	






















APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
S-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATTITUDE RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAit ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL
(SEC) IDEG1 _(DEG) ('DEG) (UEG/5) 1DEG/5)
	 - (DEG/5) (VEGI (DEG) (DEG)
143.00
-639757 6.062 9005 ••UQ9 •o1a 00014 10045 -1062 •005
1 11 14.32 •63.817 .037 0018 -9073 9146 9016
-9105 9037 4018
147.72 664.101 19135 9126
-•017 9286- •076 -9388 1.1-36 9113
150.72
-639809 •865 0308 .159 -9337 •9010 •9090 9866 0308
151092
-630451 -*317 -•035 •QO14 6s1U1 69175 926.1 09317 •9036
160900 +63.574 -9269 6,0115 -stile 9020 *0056 .138 .9269
-6115
166.31
	 - +.63.632 -•346 10260 '0uQ6 -9021 •027 9081 00346 -9260
166062 0630634 -935.3 •9253
-0006 -9011 9020 9079 -x353 -0153
170.00 -63.457 -9409 n •293




-0069 9039 •9419 -9391
1 60.00 656.9116 610970 9363 097U 9076 9073 -1.122 99539 9397
1 90.00 056.788 61.8217 +•560 •.086 9005
-•014 •046 •9460 -•561
200.00 -57.955 01.765
-9742' -9139 9010 0035 0123 -•470 -9745
210900 658014114
-1.557 -9352 -.096 0020 x037 •074 +9493 -9354
220900 659.60.9 •10361 -@035
-.109 9015 9033 0056 +9492 -9036
rn	 230000 -60.5144 •1.240 9313 -9097 •oi,l 9033 0070 -9498 •312
240000 •61.676
-1.1211 0605 •,9139 90114 9022 slue ••506 0603
250900 -62.665
-1.053 9648 9.097 0006
-9059 0069 .9506 9647
Z60900 -63.717 -•.991 9034
-0113 9007
-9063 *087 -9513 0033
270.900 6650049 --•904 w @647 -./1! 90095 -9062 9059 09513 •9648
`	 260900 666.065 +.87391443
-0108 9009 9031 90tl1 -9513 •9444
2 70900 -67-225 ••827 .9159 -0114 •Q04 .029 9080 0.530 -0155
300x00 068.355 -9792 •143 -0117 0003- •029 9070 -9536 •143
310000 -69.331 ••782 9482 09108 9003 •031 0080 09548 .482
320.00
-70.460 -9750 9779 ••111 9002 •030 0075 -•553 •778
330.00' -719526 -9731 •4511
-9101 0001 -0050 •060 -9559 9954
340000 672.103 -9682
-9124 •9195 9ou7 -9063 •115 09571 -0115
360.00 -73.971 -066'0 6.671
-0116 •001 -.U54 9027 -9574 •#671
360900 -74.979
-9649 -0566
-0106 0OU1 0021 sQZ7 +9582 -0566
370.00 +76.056 0.630 w9360
-.109 •062 9U20 0030 -0591 0.360
360.00 -77.200 -.601 -91.73
-9175 0006 9013 0062 -9604 -9174
3 90000 -780391 -.5'73 •000 -sQ92 -9001 0025 soul -9607 9000
40 •u -79e344 ! • 24 1 w •	 2! • oU ] •U1 9 9033 09622 9241
410900 -80.495 -•542 91424
-0116 sOU3 9olb 9032 09630 0924
420.DO
-81.645








..,_+_	 .:n.-r.^-fame:.	 .....'3^ ^^.,. tom'	 ': ..«• ^..:._ <.....r.^.u:.-,i`.:.. 9-999, .Y ,vS	 ^...	 .SrR',:a	 .. <	 .	 _.. ..•.e. 'r' ^iLS;:. `^.s..,.....^....>...	 !" .,.a._	 ...n
	 t	 ^..... S^
VEHICLE ATTITUDE. ANGLE 	 VEHICLE ATTITuuE RATE	 VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR












430.30 -8.2.784 +.490 9791 -•114 -uu2 •Ula 0030 -9650
440.00 -84.012` -9453 •828
-,117 9QU3 -9J59 9028 -9660
450.00 .85.!07 -.431 •313
-.107 •OU2 -.u51 •017
-0665
460900 686.224 -.407
-.212, x•114 9Ou3 - 10 9021 +.674
470.:00 .97.364
-.380 ••744 -•l14 94u3 -9053 6010 -9682
470925 687.392 x.380 -0750
-.114 .4N3 •U26 0021 -9682
480800 -68.506 -.359 *6339 x9108 •Du2 0044 •012 +969U
490.00 -89.554 -.346 •107 -9Iuu •UUO 9u46 0OU2 -0697
500900 -90.577 -•339 •558
-•lod •402 9043 9011 -97U9
SNOOD -.910661
-s320 0559 -0114 90u4 -0061 0014 09719
520.00 -92.832 -.291 -*063
-0111 •003 -9061 •013 *9724
530.00 -93.970 •.262 -0679 -0116. .403
-•U61 •Oi5 •9730
540.00 -95.134 -.229: -•284 -.117 94303 9044 •015 -9739
550.00 -96.41! -•173 9125 -.139 9UU5 9038 0034 e.75u
560.40 -97.625 *•151 .547 -0101 005U4 9047 -9020 ••747
574900 -99.874 -.178 9248 96#3.1 •0u3- -9U17 -9178 -9763
580000 -99.674 -0153 •113 .015 9U1r3 -9U15 -•145 -9770




































Safe STAGE MASS CHARACTERISTICS
FLIGHT MASS ..• CENTER OF GRAVITY ••-
•---
MOMENT OF INERTIA
TIME A+AXIS Y•AX15 Z•AXiS X-AXIS Y -AXIS ZOAXIS
1SEC) IKG) (M) IM? IM /KG-M-521 (KG•M -S2) 4KG•Mw521
• 17.20 594674. •0000 00000 9000U 09 00 09
900 568243. 1693828 •90069 9UUIO 2163920 78305789 70299769
10900 559814. 1692483 090074 .0010 203907. 7796576• 7795962•
20.00 53i215. 1691589 •90079 90010 191616• 77759149 77752899
30#00 502474. 16.1224 •.0084 Paolo 179274s 77629850 7769364•
491.00; 473691. 16.1504 +40089 90U13 166896. 77510549 77504219
50900 4'14862s 1692542 +00094 •0013 1545209 77316169 77309789
59470 4169389 1694441 •90099 -0015 1425080 76969119 7696277•
60 @ 00 416079. 16.4507 •00099 9OUJ5 1421390 76996699 76950359
70.00 3671289 16.7653 090107 @0015 129726• 7628167• 76275339
74,39 3744219 1699460 •Pull. 90015 124295. 75853939 7584755•
80000 358161• 1792216 ••0117 •0018 1173409 75158449 75152179
L" 90000 329300• 17.8535 •.0127 90016 1049699 7340118• 73394789
100.00 3u0560P 1897100 -.0140 90020 92637• 7073936• 7073295•
110:o0 2718869 1998641 •90156 90023 8113309 66706469 66780149
120900 243314. 21+9177 •.0173 90025 680589 6100917• 6100276•
13090U 214892. 2395223 ••0196 +ou3U. 55842• 52624669 5261816•
132000 209239• 2900536 •90201 sou31 53410• 50414010 50407539
13S462 1990020 2590416 •90214 PUO33 49007• 46284449 46277999
138962 1905660 25.9578 ••0221 90033 1453439 42379169 4237267•
140.00 JU82139 2642465 090223 90034' 443209 41095110 4108861•
141962 1#54329 2695877 •90226 •0036 431119 39577599 3957108•
142972 184799• 26.6700 •@0226 PUU36' 42771,• 39202949 39196569
14202 184684. 2696850 •00226 90436 427099 3913481• 39128479















Y-AXIS	 Z-AXIS	 X-AXIS	 Y-AXIS
	
JSEC)	 (KG)	 IM)	 (M)	 (M)	 (KG- M-52)	 (KG-M-S1)
Z-AX15
1 KG^M-S2')
143•oO 1488049 8.1289 ++0257 •Gu48
144.32 1388040 be 1289 ..U251 .Uu4d
197.72 138542. 8.1322 ••0257 euu4d
f°	 i5t.72 1378480 8•,1401 ••0258 e0U9d
154.92 136834• 8.1541- -•0259 +uU49
16ki0GO 1x5533• b•1730 -•U266 •uu51
166.31 130978,. 79.5513 -e0271 0uu47
166.62 1306410 7.4967 -eij27,1 9UU47
17Je00 128891. 7.3088 •90275 0uu46
171.75 1284610 7.3129 -•027b 0uU4b
1`30•o0 126432• 703331' -•0281 oUU147
1 9 u•00 123974. 7.3645 - .0286 ,0048
240.00- 11!1515. 7.3914 -90191 +(+Uyb
214.00 119065V 7.4251 -•U296 .UUyv
22u•u0 11661'A.n 7.4623_ •*0302 oUU52
230.uU 114160. 7 objU38t e03ud •UU51
24;•uU 17172'1. 7.5486 •.4315 •uU5.t
25U.Uu IW92804 7*5977 •90321 91jti53
26u01t 1,,0838. 7.65J5 -.4329 •UU50
246 o 60
 1u439u. 7.7078 -•U330 ODU56
28U•UO 1u-1944. 7.77ue -•U344 0iU57
29usu0. 99994. 7@8380 ,4354 •UuSd'
3ou.r,O 97V46. 799115 •*ii36u •uu6I
31'u•U p 1,46419 7.9897 •00369 64461
32u • UO 921599 8.U75U ••U37d •UU6a
33U+UG 697160 d•167j) -e038d •006.,,
340.00 b72669 b$2659 -•439'+ •UU60
35u•UO tl481,,7e dr374U -•0411 •(u69
36u900 Q2372•- 864894 +00421 •Uu71
37u•oi) 79927. d•6193 -.0935 •UU71
38u•uo 774779 6.75u1 .u44a •0075
394.48 754299 b98965 •$C$463 •Ui,77
90Ueuu 725879 90U559 +.4jy7es .4uau
41u0UO 7u14if. 9.2284 -9W494 .448,2
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TABLE 15 C (Continued)
APOLLO SOTUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
5-48 STAGE MASS" CHARACTERISTICS
FL'I'GHT MASS ..• CENTER OF VRAVITT ••- -••- MOMENT OF INERTIA ••••
TIME AmAXIS Y-AXIS Z-AXIS x.AXIS Y-AXIS 2•AXIS
(SEC) 4KG1 iM) (MI (M) (KG-M.S21 (KG-4-521 (KG-M-52)
430000 65269. 9.6218 -•0530 •UUBd 13673. 6917109 6915969
4 410.00 628090 998472 -00551 •0091 136719 682440• 6823249
450900 60364• 10.0937 ••057I 917095 136690 6722299 6721119
460900 57920.,, 10.3692 `90595 +0099 136680 6609930 6606759
470'•00 55522x 1096563 -00620 90403 136669 6487!69 64185999
Y70925 55466: 1096635 0.0621 90103 136669 6464159 6482969
480+00 53415• 1099354 -90643 •ulod 136649 6369959 6368739
490.00 57360. 1102323 -90669 90110 136629_ 624467• 6243449a,
SOU•OO 49306., 11.5582' -90697 •0115 136610 6106060 6104810
510900' 47252.,' 1199151 -90726 ♦0121 136590 5953339 $95206•
520900' 45199• 12*3084 `90759 90126 13657. 5784169 $782889
530.00 43145. 1297437 -•0794 90132 13654• S595819. 559450•
540900 410929 1392272 -.0832 •Ul3B 13652. 5365060 5383739
550.00 390321 13..7686 -90877 •UI46 13649• 51`g8239 $146889
560.00 36973. 14.3763 -•0923 90154 136479 4680550 4879180
570900 349199 15+0608 -90978 •0162 13644• 4575169 457377•
580900 32867• 1598391 -91037 •0172 136419 4224680 4223259
589.40 30939. 16.6736 +91102 90182 136389 3845099 3843639
5&90900 30885•' 1696736 091102 90181 13638• 3645091 7843639






^ ! t 	 4
1AbLL	 16C
APOLLO SOYwZ	 TLST PROJLCT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASt
S-18 STAuE AERUUYNAMIC CHAKACTLN4511CS
FL4GHT _ MACH _ CENTER OF - AXIAL	 FURCE NOWMAL FURCE
TIME N0, PKESSWRE COEFfICILNT COLFFICILNT
4SEC) (M) i 1 /RAP)
^17.2U 000 •U4u0 .uuuu •Ouuu
.G0 004 li • 2360 ,6g92 6.OuJu
I ^i .00 •09 ioo2J6U •bb91 6eUuGU
21.04 920 1u 9 2360 .S13u 69UUUU
3u.6ij • 33 20.2360 .4183 6.013i1u
4'u.Uu 9 51	 , 11 . 221U . 353a 6 9UU54
5il•OU 973 19-•6479 •3411 6•In4i
59.70 1.00 18927bO 96941 6t7Suu
a;	 6.4eU0 1001_ 18:6320 •7445 6.6596
°D
	7:u0c,o i•36' 11•$126 •5997 6.2430
74.39 1.56 12.5654 .5132 6•G0 u5
8 1.00 1.8 6 47.2670 04466 5.2085
4,(100) 2.9(1 1896.645 .3ts6y 14 8d.I i
14i0ou 2994 2805960 03393 4.7111
Ilu.uu 3.55 18.237u •3u35 496157
12ijsUO '1.22 17.9738 01644 4.6444
i:i :r•Ut) 5.01 &796297 -ODUU9 4.6uuu
131•i10 5.24 27.5460 -91395 496ut7U
135.62 5.64 18.8338 -•2956 4.7sui
138.62 6.04 34.8184 -.5525 5.679u
14410U0 6.17 3545181 x.6177 508044
141x62 6.32 jS.5665 -07457 5x9793
04202 6,36 35s5770 -.7Bu4 5.993U
142692 6.37 3595770 -W.703U 599403









































IKH I IM/521 
• 00 • 1,;':'0 
009 12.IAf5 
.23 13.120 















52'07 '10. 11 59 
5'1.85 'I2.liI(j8 
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TA8LIi: Pc 
TYPI'A~ PLANAR 'A~E 
TYPICAL LAUN,H WINDOW OPENIN~ 
S.18 STAGE PROPULSION CHARACTEW'S~l~S 
... - .. - - .. - - - .... H-I ENblNE T"~~ST ~AGNITUDES - - - - - ~ - -
ENrilNE I ENGINE 2 I;.NG 11'>·E 3 ENGINE 'I E.\I''iINE 5 ENGINE 6 ENrilNE 7 ENGINE 8 
IN) INI lid Ii'll IN) IN) IN I I N I 
u. O. o • u. o. o. o. o • 
887185. 8953Af2. 890033. e93819. 896Af97. 887508. 88 9802. 872615. 
913589, 92177Af, 916'181t 920232. 92300U. 913913. 916~2S, 919023, 
927509 • '135735, 930"21. 93Af'177, 936979. 92786Af. 930317· 9U959. 
9Af0115. 'i'1\83ti2, 9"3U3'1. 9 .. 6818. 9 .. 9576. 9'1!.i'l1S0' 9'12911:1, 9'15568. 
95'14153. 96~669. 957J76. 96111.11. 96392'1. 95'1769. 957269. 959851, 
971'178. 979728. 97'+"03. 978159. 980869. 971799. 97'1lI5. 970879. 
986352' 99'1511'1. 989275. 993016. 995783. 986718. 98 9 128. 991798. 
986729. 99'1978. 91S965l, 993'11!0 996178. 987113. 989522. U2193. 
1002999. 1011128. 100592l. lu0955Ci. 1012332. 1003327. 1005678. 1008'105. 
1009231. 1017'160' 101215'1, 10158910 1018691. IU0957'1. 1012037. 101'1653. 
1015620. 1023873. 10185'12. 10223u'l. 1025020. 101 5 951_ 101 8367, 1021030. . I 
1022719. 1030595. 1025638. l1.i29029. 1031997 • l02286'h lU2 5 H2. 10279 '17. I 
10211568. 1032693. 1027'182. lu311,9. 1033970. 102'18'10' 1027313. 104!9926. I 1022952. 1031069. 10~Sij55. 1029512. lu32'171. 10232Z\. 102 58 0 9 • 102i1lI6, 
10184 6 1. 1026765. 1021:''18. 11.12521 9 • 10280 38 • 10190419. lu21371. 102".155, .-
I 10 120 22 • 1019983. 101'1886. lUI8'15,. 1021'199, 1012398. !;)j'l82\. 101752\. 
10101 35. 1018339. 1\l12H3. hll681U o lUI960'l. 101U5 u 9 • 1012925. 101563'1. 
1006330' 101'1'1'16. lQ0917'1. 101Z92'1. 1015781. 100""98. 1009098, 1011 8 31' 
1001623. 100 9788. 10.;'1'130' lUOiiZl:lI:l. 1011022. 1001979. 100'1352. loa7i07. 
98'1221, 992'162. 9871l()3' 990 9 73. '116 80. '11303. '11399. 'tISI9. 
800213. 982357. 8i.12t127. 98121.13. O. Q. o. O. 
78'27. '1'1617. 78852. 'I'I5~I. O. 00 o. O. 
65a71. '12290. 66059. '12227 • O. 0. o. O. 
60253. '10890. 60'126. '10831.1. II. U· O. o. 
TABLE	 18 C
AP O LLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL
	 PLANAR CASE
5-46 S T AGE PRO P ULSION CHARACTERISTICS
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
	 LONGITUDINAL THRUST MAGNITUDE
TIME ACCELERATION J-2 ENGINE
(SEC) (KM) (M/S2) $N)-
1 143 • 30 59.00' *265 0•
194932 60924 *268 00
147.72 63*34 5*792 798732•
15 10e72 66901 6.279 866856•
154 0 92 69.66 7.442 1019172•
160*00 73.95 7.518 1019337•
166 o 31 79.09 7*784 1019765•
166•62 79.34 7*8014 1019713•
170 0 00 82000 7*923 1021335.
171975 83-36 7,987 1026161•
180 0 00 89054 8.093 1023226•
193*00 96.67 8.255 1023360•
2DU o 00 103.40 8.422 10!3438.
21 4 . 00 IC 9o 76 8.577 1 021221•
223*00 1,15.75 8.751 1020447•
230•g0 121*36 8.920 1018423•
2 14	 g D 126-62 9.112 10179104•
259 , 01) 131.51, 9.. 302 1016536•
2639j0 136*06 90514 10165126
272 0 30 1-140.27 9*751 1017894.
283*00 1414.15 9.991 1018571•
29us00 147-69 10&229 1017727•
300 —j0 150.91 10076 1016660•
31 — :)o 153.82',_. 10#753 10172540
320 . 0 U i56.0 11*030 1016515•
332 • oq 158.74 11@339 1017338•
3 4 3 , 00 !60.76 1018955•	 t
35o t o0 162*51 11.996 10171470•
360 0 00 163.98 12.342 1016661•
37tl *,30 165*2,0 12.706 1015560*
387 • Orj 166-18 13.152 1018962-
393.00 166,092 13@5114 1'013965•
167*44 139967 1013822.n- 167976 114*1199 1013540-,






t	 , , r< APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR `CASE
S-4B S T AGE PROPULSION CHARACTERISTICS
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
	 LONGITUDINAL THRUST MAGNITUDE'
TIME ACCELERATION J-2 ENGINE
(S E C[ (KM)	 (M/S2) IN)
430.00 167.16	 15.577 10145290
440 9 00 167.67	 16.199 10174449
'ISO•00 167.34	 1:6.791 10135800
410900 166991	 17095 10133399
470 . 00 166*38	 18.240 1012726.
470925 166.37
	 16.45* 9127549
480.00 165.77	 16.081 6589990
490 9 00 165.05	 164722 8588649
500 9 00 164.24	 170411 118732.
5 10 0 00 163.39	 189169
	 - 8&8559•
E2: 0 00 162aS2	 160991 851380•
530.00 161066	 190690 858179•
- 540000 160.84	 20.879 657962.	 `=
550.00 160010	 229081 8618750
560.00 159,47	 23.224 BS86749
$70.00 159000	 24.577 1582379
580000 158971	 26,093 817623•
589040' 151.17	 27@692 056777•
590000 158.70
	 1.713 529209




^s APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE






















































































,(t	 a APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PROJECT 1
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE






























APOLLO/SaYUZ TEST Foy eCT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE




















































@ TYPICAL PLANAR CASE





















































































i TYPICAL PLANAR CASE











































APOLLO/SOYUZ TEST PR	 CT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE



























































APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE





Space Fixed Velocity: 	 7577.21 (ft /s)
Space Fixed Path Angle:	 66.099 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 51.349 (deg)
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 43.199 (deg)
Geocentric Declinations	 23. 909 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude:	 29.072 (deg)
Longitude:	 (Pos. East)	 -80.145 (deg)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COM PONENTS
Xs	 _	 21099339,
	 (ft)
Ys	 _ 198717. (ft)
Zs	 = 328671. (ft)
Xs	 - 2953.75 (ft/ S)
Ys	 _ 980.19 (ft/s)
Zs	 _ 6908.59 (ft/ s)
VEHICLE ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE RATE
Pitch Attitude Angle	 _	 -63.757 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle 	 _	 -0.062 (deg)
Roll Attitude .Angle	 =	 0.005 (deg)
Pitch Rate	 _	 -0.009 (deg/s)'
Yaw Rate	 _	 0.016 (deg / s)






"s	 APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
f	 S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE




ti	 Altitude:	 520631.	 (ft)
Space Fixed Velocity:	 25645.13	 (ft/s)
Space Fixed Flight Path Angler
	
°;3.009	 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 53.621
	
(deg)
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth: 	 51.961	 (deg)
Geocentric Declination: 	 39.472	 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude: 	 39.661	 (deg)




Descending Node Argument: 	 156.014
	
(deg)









Ys	 =	 528267.	 (ft)
Zs	 _	 6453666.
	 (ft)






h	 Pitch Attitude Angle	 _-	 -99.564	 (deg";
Yaw Attitude Angle	 =	 - 0.129	 (deg;=







	 =	 521883.20	 (ft)
'	 Eccentricity	 _	 .00071
Semi-Major Axis	 =	 21432349.11
	 (ft)
f	 True Anomaly	 =	 346.45	 (deg)
Period	
_	 87.58	 (min)










APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
z^
Flight Time: Orbit Insertion	 599.40 (sec)
Radius: 21417930. (ft)
Altitude: 521114. (ft)
a Space Fixed Velocity:	 25669.13 (ft/s)
Space Fixed Flight Path Angle:	 90.000 (deg)
Space Fired Flight Azimuth:	 54.081 (deg)




Geodetic Latitude:	 40.066 (deg)
Longitude: (Pos. East)	 -65.671 (deg)
Inclination: 51.575 (deg)
Descending Node Argument:	 156.015 (deg)
Inertial Range Angle;	 18.392 (deg)
Weight: 68046. (lbs)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS




Zs	 =	 6697872.	 (ft),
Xs	 =	 -8039.00	 (ft/s)








Pitch Attitude Angle 	 _	 -99.564 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle 	 _	 - 0.135 (deg)-
	
t





*Perigee Altitude	 _	 492191.62 (ft)
*Apogee Altitude	 _	 601509.21 (ft)
Eccentricity	 =	 .00255











APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
FLIGHT TIME	 PROGRAM TIME
(SEC)	 (SEC)
-17.20 --- Guidance Reference Release (GRR)
0.00 - First Motion
0.20 (0.00) Lift-off Signal; Initiate Time Base One
59.70 --- 1 Mach One
74.39 - - Maximum Dynamic Pressure
-	 132,00 (131.80)1 Tilt Arrest
135.62 (0.00)2 Level Sensor Activation; Initiate Time
Base Two
138.62 (3.00)2 Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)
141.62 (0.00)3 Outboard Engine Cutoff (DECO); Initiate
Time Base Three
- 142.72 (1.10) Ignite Ullage Rockets
142.92 (1.30)3 Separation Signal
143.00 --- S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
144.32 (2.70) S-IVB J-2 Engine Start Command
147.72 --- 3 90 Percent J-2 Thrust Level
150.72 --- Termination of Ullage Burn
154.92 (13.30)3 Jettison Ullage Rockets
166.32 --- Dynamic Pressure = 1 PSF
166.62 --- LES Jettison
171.75 (30.00) IGM Initiation
469.72
3
(328.10)3 EMR Shift Command
589.40 --- Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS)
589.60 (0.00)4 Inertial Attitude Freeze; Initiate
Time Base.Four






   
TABLE 4 D
APOLLO SOPUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
$-18 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FL'16HT
	 -	 MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC ArH91. MACH PITCH ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERATION PnLSSURE Nov OF ATTACK
(SEC)
	
(LB) (LB) (LB) IFT/SEC2) (Ld/FT2) (LB-FT/FT2-0AO) (OEG)
1) -17-20
	 1311032	 • 00 09 0000 U. Op 000 N/A
2) 900	 12968549 16033759 599 399847 00 0. 900 N/A
10 9 00	 1234179a 16511150 2568• 430044 119 1601• .09 y1.764
20.00	 11711289 16765148 98930 45.862 529 33020• 120 -1.350
30.00=	 1107765. 1699799. 21287. '(89812 137• 211731. 933 -0598
40*00
	 10443109_ 1726631- 34792• 52*167 269. 823147. 951 0001
50900 	 9807979' 1758273. 540639 559961 4359 23640839 .73 .217
3) 59970	 9191920 1786104r 1480290 57067 5890 5462806 9 1.00 .267
60 9 00	 917296-. 1786837. 151168. 570421 5939 558235ut 3.01 9280
70900	 8534729 1816954• 1478162 629966 6810 10560824. 1936 0064
4) 74.39	 0254579 18286439 128762- 66.292 693• 13356273- 1.56 -s057
80000	 789610• 1840524- 108104+ 70.604 67U. 173644860 1986 9067
w 90.00
	
725982• 18.53495- 70701. 799010 5079 250179559 2940 +9233
100 0 00'	 6626229 18572859', 38973. 889290 3180 31705363,. 2994 -9510
1,10000	 5994066	 - 1854530• 196670 989497 1789 36713576. 3955 -10313
120.00'	 536416. 18468260 5471- 11J9456 919 4006JUB89 4.22 2.116
130900
	
4737559 1834856• -1092- 1240699 459 42132729. 5201 -39079
5) . 132000	 4612920 1831562. -17470 1"279884 399 424382539 502U -3.274
6) 135*62	 4387239 1824656. -31529 1340661 319 429217149 5964 -29555
7) 138.62	 420125. 1816163. -48679 1390461 259 432709620 6904 -19655
140600
	
414938• 9280679 -48120 72.337 229 434049769 6.17 -19314
8) 141062	 408807, 803133. -49939 639602 199 43583935- 6932 -.826
9) 142972`	 4074139 555459 -46190 40752 16- 43685U679 6936 -8544
10) 192.12	 4671599 574759 -45270 40900 169 436988900 6937 -0498
11) 193.00	 4U7130- 545949 -44920 49670 160 437039890 6037 -0481
1) Guidance Reference Release
2) First Motion
3) Mach One
4) Maximum Dynamic Pressure
5) Tilt Arrest
j	 6) LSA, Initiate. Time Base Two
{	 7) IECO
8) DECO, Initiate Time Base Three
9) Ignite U1,lage Rockets
10) Separation Signal
11) S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
^. _
TALE SD
APOLLO SOYUZ	 TEST PkUJLCT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
5+18 STAuE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ..... SPACE FIXED ----- --- SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY	 VECTOR COMPUNENIS -.-
TIME RADIUS VLLOCITY PATH ANGLE- A Y 2 OA OY uL
(SECT IFT) IFT75) (DEG) (FT) IFT1 iFTI (FT/51 IFT/Sl (FT7S)
-17.2U 2G913535. 134U•44 9u•uu0 209UY952.- 401279 -4318!• euO 981.93 912.47
.00 20910334. 1340094 9u-1+00 209u9939. 57u12. -27483- -1.46 961.34 913-06
ID O UO 24910497. 1343056 85.653 209tu3630 66422. -1835ue 94.b4 V80.7Z 913.42
20-uu 24912059. 1365053 8U+732 20911917• 76627- -91.82. 216.74 980.27 926-61
30-ciu 24914984. 1428.41 75.01-0 ZU9l48u6. 86428. 276- 36S93U 98U.16 972.14
40 0 40 24919536., 1542-57 69.294 ZOIV312. 96241• 10395. 540.36 983.02 1058986
SO e LO 26925979. 1719-75 640249' 2u92b699e 1u6u99. 21621- 74UO3 988.74 1196022
59.70 26934253- IV520.8U 60.631 2u9339v50 115716- 34109+ 949998 993039 1387.14
6 U 9 Ou 209345390 196ue63 60.551 2693419D. 116u:12- 345249 956-16 993952 1393.62
7D.^oD 2U94524U. 2260994 56.522 209448u20 125982- 497U2• 117U-67 luuo.81 1655022
74 ► 39 2u95U647- 2421973 57.943 Zu95U163e 1303779 5727U• 1274.Z3 10U3•z2 1798951
4	 BO.uD 2058258. 2655+62 57.488 269577470 136017. 67945. 1414.34 luu5.71 2010-1U
9p+4o 2u973853- 3154935 57.549 20 71l bo- 1464659 90279- 1674.98 IUU2.7b 2477e67
1U0 9 40 24992126- 3168.7U: 580587 ZU9912150 156472- 117936. 1939.64 999924 3072084
IIO g UO 2IU13lbU- 4b41422 6u.u51 21011973. 166u540 152151- 2211094 997.06 3791.33
120'8OU 21037U86- 5362-66 61.796 1103b453- 176u11- 1942329, 2483.b0 994-Ui 4648.06
130•Ju 21063873. 637197u 63.710 21061624• 185926. 2456539 2747.ol 988051 5663.22
132.#0 21069575. 6593.14 64.1J6 21067167- 187VuZe 2572u49 2196994 987.14 5687.3o
135-62 21d8U2u2r- 7ul2.73 64.808 210774b2- 191475. 2793120 Ld9Z.7S 984.37 6312•uu
138+62- 21089381* 7378-61 65.313 210802d8o 1944250 298794- ZY70.48 982.U2 6678093
140 o uO 21093554. 7479054 65.551 2lu9u395. 195775- 3USLI660 2987.87 981.23 6786.26
141 0 62 21098589- 7b71.e76 65.633 2109b2bi+ 1973690 319178. 2980.93 960.57 6888.27
142972 21141989- 7579.38 66-U44 2IU965269 198447. 3267720 2961.ds 98u.10 69U7.5U
142992 21142604- 7577.61 66.G83 2109VII7e 1986439 328153. 2955097 980.21 6908031





APOLLO 50YUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL 'PLANAR CASE
S.18 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ••.•• EARTH FIXED ••• EARTH F1Xt0 POSITION	 AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ----
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y Z DX DY UZ
(SEC) (FT) 1FT/5) (DEG) (FT) (FT1 (FT) IFT/5) (FT/5) (FT/S)
• 17s20 _295. .00' NSA 295, 0• U• .ua ao00 •.00
600 29S• .O0 N/A 2959 •U. U. ,uu •.0u .u0
10000 7588 97.17 •400 758. •2, •0. 97.17 w.49 •.Il	 t
2.0.00 2320. 220+25- 3.112 2320, •9. 3u. 219.95 x.93 11.43
30 @ 00 15256. 373886' 8.905 52459 •21. 342. 369.48 •1•ZO 57.08
40000 9885. 564.03 14.766 9799• •236 1304. 545.69 1135 142+66
50 0 00 16$904` 797.93 20*545 161'f6. 16. 3362a 747.69 6.64 278.56
59.70 25`489.' 1066x60 26.115 24526• 1U3. 6938. 958.51 10+84 467.75
60 6 00 2SO03o 1075.13 26.286 24813. lu6. 7079• 964.75 10.9a 474.37
70000 37846. 1390.99 31i925 35b23+ 248. 13052• 1181.62 17x91 733,70
to	 74-39 44165• 1556.48 34.329 4U935. 332. 16576. 1186,44 2021 875894
L`	 80600 53334. 179q.55- 37.309 48552,' 4y3. ZZU68• 142b.40 22.62 1086.08
90 # 00 73156, 2296.U9 42°510 64156• 670• 35148. 1693,13 19+85 1550.78
100900 98282. 2906.12 47x476 82427• 852. 53520• 1963.16 17020 114201
110s00 129819. 3632.35 51.783 103454. loll. 78417.' 2341933 16158 2857.56
120900 168977• 4466462 55.604 127279. 11d$* 111139. 2522.54 16.16 3710,29
130900 217122- 5487.73 59,052 153USB. 13414 153161• 2791.45 14.68 4721.15
132600 227963. 5707.6! 59,704 159538• 13708 162828. 2851.23 14.28 4944.40
13S962 248731• 6124,54 60.832 170051• 142(1, 181515. 294Y*77 13*55 5367937
138.62- 267066. 6488.85 61.645 179u34. 1460• 198764• 3039.67 12r97 5732.84
140000 275797. 658895(1 61.975 183127. Was 206131• 30SU.60 12090 5839969
141 . 62 286260• 6678.99 62.347 188186. 1499• 215705• 3051.34 13.07 5941622
142+72 293402. 6684.94 62.589 191531. 1513• 221256. 3027.06 13023 596000











APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASt-
S-18 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GtOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED	 EARTH FIXEU (POS.	 EAST) DECLINATION LATITUDE
(SEC) (FTI (NM) (FT/5) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DE(a)
-17.20 0• ruu0 .U0 9090uO N/A -80.621 280466 28.627
9170 295. 9000 3.91 90.000- N/A +BO.621 18.466 18.627
10.00 758* •u0'l 97.28 89.978 399356 -8(1.621 28.466 28.627
20.00 2321. 0066 226019 899591 36+407 80.621 189466 289627
30900 52460 .u58 372.75 as* 186 41,J13 •-80.620 289467 280628
	
,..
4090u 9799• 9118 559.73 85.823 439021 -80.618 28.969 289630
50900 162,47.' 9558 786.74 82.524 43x968 -80.614 28.473 189634
59870 245289 It 1 149 1044.58 78.555 440UU6 -80.603 28.480 28.641
60 . 00 24815. 1.172 !952967 780428 449003 -8U.6u6 289480 28.642
7:0 . 013 355280 2.157 1352004 74.Ilai 44.131 -80.593 280492 28.653
rn	 74-39 40942• 26737 ISIG•U2 72.107 44.074 -80.585 28.499 189660
80 . 00 48564. 3.640' 1749.07 699539 43.969 -80.573 28.509 28.671
90•'au 641860- 59789 228U.23 659(1u9 43.548 -d0.545 28.535 280697
100.00 82496. 8.802 2865.51 619.118 43.313 -800506 289572 289734
110+00' 103601• 129878 3578.08 57.779 439225 -80.453 189621 189783
120.00 127574. 189214, 441u992 55.170 439187 -80.383 289686 28.&48
1 30*06 1$4447'. 2591)75 5417.61 53.066 439168 -80.294 28.769 18.932
132900 16U169. 269649' 5642953 Sy.698 43.167 -80.274 28.788 289951
135962- 170835. 299690 6U63.34 52.073 439168 -80.234 28.625 289988
138.62 179968. 329397 6423.47 51.598 439172 -60.199 28.858 290021
140000 184237• 33*692 6517997 519473 439178 -80.182 28.674 299037
141'-F2 189291. 35.247 6619•UU 51.362 43.189 -8U.162 28.1193 299056
142.72 1927056 3693;11 6627.43 51.348 43.197 -80.148 28.9116 19.069
142.92 193322. 369504 6625950 51.3`18 43.199 -ap.146 28.908 299071
143.00 193554. 369577 6624081) 5;9349 43.199 -60.145 2869U9 49.u72
t
iTABLE 8D
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
S-18 STAQE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATTITUDE RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL
ISEC) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (UEG/5) (D46/S) (DEG/5) (DEG) $DEG) (DEG)
-17920 6000 9000 -479100
-.V02 9003 6002 •OUQ •000 0000
•00 -0043 .046 447.066 •0002 9003 vUO2 "9043 1046 .039
10a0^ ..024
-.007 -479100 -aUOU t0ul 0000 ^9011 -0022 9000
20.00 -3.512 09G00 -38.532 •9'108 *9000 10009 9255 9201 -9932
30.00 -7.731 .023 +289530 -9440 •UU6 19000 0316 0197 -9930
40.00` -129381 9030 wlS#53G -6996 +9008 18000 9422 1168 -0930
50.00
-179791 -.184 68.534 -0552 x9028 •999 0454 x•1ZU +0934
59.00
-23.244 60605 x093 -.562
-•011 9004 0341 -9605 0091
60000 -23.412 -.609 9086 +.563 9013 -9047 9341 +t6 U9 0084
70000 -29.144 -.774 9001 +.595 -.048
-9000 9453 -9774 -9002
74.39
-31.785
-.790 0005 -0597 9028 9001 9536 -9790 .002
80.00 -359385 -9616 0001' x.675 .032 -9002 9609 -9616 - 0002
90.OG -42.552
-
0096 9002 - 9766 •043 9003 9659 •0U96 •UO1
!,00.00 -47.929 -0008 0009 -.501
-•OU3 90G1 .438 w9008 .009
11,0900 -52.816
-9036 1017 -0495 9003 .000 9442 -9036 9017
020900 057.565 -.063 9014 -9468
-.L142 9000 9445 09063 9013
130-00 062.348 +0162 9010 -.469 9002 +•UOU 94U5 09102 .009
132900 •63.287 •.167' •009 -0470 "9GO +9000 0425 -9167 t00B
135a62
-62.819 0.171 9007 .U58 +0001 -+003 9107 •,171 0007
13Yi62 x63.792 09170 9005
-0012 - 9UU2 -+00u
-9080 9917U 0005
140000 663.789 -9126 0004 .016 9U55 "•_OOl - 9077 -9126 9004
141*62 6634761
-.075 9003 @G15 +009 -0001 -•049 -19075 9003
142072 6630755 -0066 9004 +9005 9013 9003 -6043 .9066 9004
142.92 +630756
-.063 6009 -9008 9015 9004 -0044 -9063 9004





APOLLO SOYuZ TLST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASk
5-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC CENTRAL PITCH	 ATT* PITCH ANGLE
TIME ITOTAL)- ACCELERATION PRESSURE RANGE ANGLE CUMMAND OF ATTACK
ISEC)	 - Me (LB) (LB) (FT/59) (LB /FT2) (DEG) IOLG) (DEG)
1) 143.00 306011- 9UU9• 748• .869 tb. 1.098 +63.712 +.480
2) 144-32 306011. 69846 643. -876 14. 1.122 -63.712 -.220
3)'. 147.72 3053469 180766. 4566 19.001 96 1.184 -63.712 .1u5
4) 150.72 3039u2. 194877. 323- 20.600 6. 1.239 -63.712 1.136
5 ) 154.92 301658. 229119• 198. 24.417 4. 1e317 -63.712 2.466
160.00 298800• 229156. 115• 24.6.64 1. 10413 -63.712 3.519
6)", 166.31 288756. 229252• 58- 25.539 1 1.534 -63.712 4.892
7) 166.62 288014. 229241. 56. 25.603 J. 16540 -b3.712 4.960
170-06 284156. 229605. 39- 25-994 Is 16606 x63-712 56664
8) 171.75 28320. 230695. 32- 26..2u5 1. 1.641 -43.712 6-u98
1 8 0.00 278736. 230031. 244 26.551, G. 168U6 -55.824 149468
I q u.GO 273316. 230u62. at 27.089 06 2.011 -56.432 169774
200sOO 267901. 230078. 3. 27.631 D. Z.222 -57.575 17.398
21u-00 262494. 229580. It 28.139 U• 20139 +58.556 Itl-U(j8	 h
220900 257089. 229406. p- 28.709 U. 2.662 -59.664 18.460
Co
230.00 251697. 228951. 0. 29.266 0. 2.892 -6096lb 19.043
-2400OO 246304. 2288529 0• 29,894 J• 3-127 -6t-780 19.371
250.00 240921. 228527. G. 3u-519 y. 3.369 +62.737 19.769
260.O p 235538. 228521'. p- 31.215 Go 3.618 .63.8)5 2U.L27
270-00 230141- 228832. Of 31.991 u. 3.874 +65.176 19.965
28G,. p 0 224747-- 228984- 0• 32.780 u. 4.137 -66.145 20-174
290.0u 219347. 228794. Of 33.559 y6 9.407 w67.3G4 2U•165
300a00 213950. 228554. ir• 34.374 11. 4-6n5 -68.426 ZU.176
310.4)0 208563. 228688. y- 35.276 U- 4.972 -694414 2U6270
320.00 2p3"175. 228522. Q- 36,187 U• 5.266 -70-538 2U.160
330;.00 19779y- 228707. U- 37.2u3 U. 5-569 -71.568 201058
3411.00 192388. 229070- u6 36.3ub u. 5.881 +72.917 19.693
350.00' 186990. 228736• p- 394357 U. 6.202 -73.996 1914UO
360. 00 781598. 228554. p- 41,.49.1 U. 6.533 .75.OU3 19.243
370*00 176208. 228307. of 1116686 U. 6.879 -76.Ob4 16.978
380-00 170808. 229072. 0• 43.148 U. 7.224 -77.261 lb.6u9
39u.00 165411- 227948• p- 446336 U• 7.586 -786392 1b. 162
400.00 160026. 227916- y. 456823 U. 7.959 -79.378 17.921
410.00 154641• 227853. 0- 97.905 U• 8-343 -606529 179448
920.00 149258-, 227799. p. 49.104 U• 8040 -81.677 16.950
1)	 - S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation 	 5) Jettison Ullage Rockets
2) S-IVB,Start Command 6) Dynamic Pressure = 1 PSF
3) J-2 90 Percent Thrust 7) LES Jettison°
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TABLE 9D (Continued)
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
S•4B STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC CENTRAL PITCH ATT. PITCH ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERATION PRESSURE RANGE ANGLE COMMAND OF	 ATTACK	 (';
(SEC) (LB) (`LB1 (LB1 (FT/5t) (Le/FT2) (DEG) (DEG) (UEG)	 ;.
430.00 143871. 228525• 00 51.104 U. 94148 +62.818 160436
140.00 138469. 228730• 0• 53.146 0• 9.570 +640044' 15.806
450.00 133079. 227862• as 55.089 U• 10•UU6 -859126 15.278
460000 127693. 2278089 00 57.399 0. IUS456 -869244 )4.703
470.00 122405. 227670• Of 59.841 09 10.921 +879380 14.084
9) 470.25 12228T• 705195. 0• 53.989 U. 100933 -87• y 09 1SPU69
480.00 117769. 1931112 p. 52.8 61 0. 11.400 »68.515 130538
490.00 113230• 193080. Of 54.862 U0 11	 894 ^89055b 130u70 
SOO.00 108701. 19305!. 00 570139 U0 12.4U1 090.591 110605
510.00 1041730 1930129 00 590611 U• 120924 -91.689 120054
520.00 99646, 192971. 0• 62.306 U• 13.463 -92.845 11.391
530.00 95119. 192926• 0. 659256 00 146018 -939981 200746
540800 905930 192877. of 68.499 We 14.890 +950147 I000b5
_55Oi00 860520' 1937576 09 72.443 We 159181 -969446 99297
660 UJ 61612. 193038. Do 76.193 U• 159791 -9796U9 8•S66
57000 76984. 192939• ,	 00 80.633- U0 16.421 999698 60790
580.00 724599 1928019 00 850606 v• 17.073 •999529 79460
10) 589040 68209. 192611• 0• 90.852 U9 17.707 -99.437 7.960
690.00 68090. 116979 G• 5.621 U• 17.748 99.437 7.994
11) 599•x90 680460 09 1• `•Oua U• 18.393 •990564 89634
9) EMP Shift
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TAdLL	 1OD
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
5-48 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ----- SPACE FIXED ----- -'-- SPACE FIAEU PUSITION AND VELOCITY	 VLCTUR COMPONENTS ---
TIME RADIUS V4LOC1TY` PATH ANGLE X Y Z Ox DY Ol
ISEC) (FT) IF'T/S1 (UE(a) (FT) ;FT) (FT) (FT/S) AFT/S) (FT/S)
143900 21102856- 7577917 66.u99 2109V3609 1981219 328718. 2953.63 98091b 6908960
144.32 21106887. 756.1.43 66.363 211432359 2u0U159 3378459 2912936 979.87 6908.93
1470 2 211170309 7535-61 679u40 27110599 2U33459 361J439 2812.26 979-86 6922921
150972 21125758. 7SS9910 679611 21/212939 2U62869 3821879 2744.U7 980.67 6974984
k	 154.92 21137691- - 7609961 68.379 211326359 2104049 4116669 2657916 979968 7062999
160000 21151693. 7674949 699288 211468569 2153699 4477849 2553923 977921 7171904
166031 2/1684849 776	 997 709389 21161571• 2215310' 4934929 242S9U6 974-1d 7307971
166662 21169292- 7765948 7,09492 21162323- 2218339 4957639 2416-b4 9749ul 7314.59
1 7 0 9 00 21177969- 7d15995 71.u14 2117b3739 225117. 5205769 2351968 972911 7390911	 r
171975 21182394- 7642992 719306 211794589 2266189 5335439 2317907 971-U9 7429.64
1 8 0800 212025849 7972930 729580 21192917• 2347999 5956039 2160914 962.09 7612968"
190000 2/2258139 8132915 73.870 212137409 244355. 672786. 2001950 949913 7824964
200 9 00 212477759 8303952 75.111 21232943• 2537819 752119• 1838992 9369U9 8043904
r	 210900 212684879 8485992 76.305 2/2505149 2630779 8336679 16759u6 923-36 8267955
0	 220900 212879679 8679960 779443 21266444- 2722599 9174919 1510960 911936 8498941
230•00 21306234- 8b83993 789530 21280723- 2813069 1UU3656. 1344986 699.87 8735932
240.60 21323309- 9999945 799561 2129334J9 2901489 10922209 1176-41 888-65 897899.5
250900 21339214. 9325-80 80.542 213042849 29908u. 11832559 lulu9U6 877.69 9229930
260900 21353969. 9563-20 81.468 213IJ539- 3u7dU29 12768299 840962 866977 9486967
270-00 21367599. 9613•U9 82.345 21321L93• 316416• 137302U9 669-35 855496 9752974
280.00 21380121. 70074945 839173 2,1326919- 324921• 14719/1/9 495959 845-19 10U2691U
2 9 0 9 OD 21391559• 10347986 839952 21331UUOQ 3333199 15735829 319.89 834935 10309,21
300 900 21401937. 10633933 849682 2/333310 9 341608- 1678124- 14196d 823945 10600945
310 0 00	 - 21411279- 10930937 85.365 213338259 3497889 17856199 -39911 812.4D 1U40U9U6
3 20+00 214 ► 96159 11239.77 85.999 2133c5219 3578569 1896156- -222937 801.19 IIZU8197
330900 21426973- 11561+46 86-590 213293689 365d119 ZOU98299 -40d981 789.85 11527920
340960 21433385. I1d97.56 879133 213243389 3736529 21267419 -s98i 13 778.35 11856999
350 900 21438880- 12247942 679640 213113890 381378. 2Z47UU5• -792931 766.86 12197968
3 6 0900 21443483- 12610.69 880105 213064609 388988. 237U73u9 -990926 755,13 12549-05
37 0 . 00 21447236. 129889J2 88-526 212975739 39648U• 24980259 -1191994 743.18 12911i84
^.	 380.00 214501799 13380.86 8899D7 21284628- 4038519 2629J1u- -1397985 731.04 13287955
390900 27452354. 13789.77 899252 21269597- 41110u• 2763422-9 -1609.48 718.83 13676-65
400 9u0 21453797. 14Z139S3 890558 212524240 4182279 19[;2584• -lb26-88 706935 14078905
4 10 . 00 21454567. 14654.57 89.825 212330639 425227. 30454339 -2u47.53 693.64 14494924




APOLLO SOYU2 TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
S•48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ••••+ SPACE FIXED ''••+•• -•- SPACE FIXED PUSITION AND VELUCITY	 VECTOR COMPONENTS ••+
TIME —	 RADIUS VLL'OCITT PATH ANGLE A Y 2 DX DY D=
(SEC) (FT) (FT/5) (DEG) (FT) (FTI (FTI (FT/51 .► FT/S) (FT/5)
430 0 00 21454286. 15592x86 900254 211875299 4388420 3344012• -2510945 667979 1537404
440 9 GO 21463352• 16()94024 900416 111612209 4454S4e 3500U89• -2752985 654963 15443951	 ?
460 ► 00 21451969. 1668017 90e547 211324450 4519.340 36609439 "3003973 641936 16330914
1460 *U0 21450207• /7161985 909643 211011209 4552819 38267619 - 3262086 627s88 16137912	 s
470900 21448145- /7732946 90.706 2/0671579 464491. 39977620 -3531941 614922 17366041
4700,25 214480919 17746+63 90.707 21066273* 4646459 40021059 -3538927 613.88 17379949
48,0 0 00 2144S74S• 18240938 90.808 2103U44Q@ 4705709 41737259 •3813.61 601951 17827.11
490900 21443031• 18767974 90.881 2099U855* 4765210 43543659 -4105000 558.62 18303084
o =
	 500900 2144Ob28* 19317973 90.922 209483119 482341 ► 45398689 -4405051 575.40 18799087
5 10 0 00 21936849. 19892917 9Qa932 20902711s 488U289 47304349 •4716937 561991 193/6979
$20000 21433591. 20493.18 90.913 208539449 4935799 49261829 -5039*33 548927 19656936
530900 2143O352. 21123.04 900866 2US416810 4989930 $127647. -5375.56 534451 20420@59
540 9 00 21427241- 21784@38 90.791 207463849 5042699 5334787s -5726947 $20962 21011980
Si0*00 21424378. 12482997 90.688 206872960 SU94U5. 5547996s -6094.20 $06975 21635934
S6D 9 00 21421884+ 23219099 9Q$560 206244329 5144040 57676069 -6481973 493902 22291@52
570000 214198696 23998.23 900113 205575920 519263@ 59939470 -6893@31 478.63 22981991
$$0*00 21418472• 24823972 900240 204864850 5239759 62273849 -7326@79 433070 23712967
569940 214179359 25645013 900009 204156589 52$2670 64536660 -7743014 449955 24444@11
590000 11417934• 25666931 90*QQ3 20411005• 5285360 64683401 •7761926 448993 24469,64
591.940 21417930. 25669913 90.000 ZU336727s 532725• 64978729 -8039000 492911 24373082
,
iTAtfLE	 IID
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJLCT
TYPICAL ,PLANAR CASt
S-48 STAVE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ---- EARTH FIXED --- EARTH F1Xru POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPUNENTS - --
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y Z DA DY DZ
!SEC) (FT) (FT/S) (DEG) (FT) (FT) (FT1 (FF/S) (FT/5) (FT/5)
143900 295233. 6662.26 629650 1929849 1517- 223939. 3U19•UZ 13927 5961937
144932 303796• 6664-28 62.940 196346,9 I515o 2318140 297d.b5 13.49 5961960
147972 325747. 6632-BU 63.692 206299• 15610 252090• 288u•61 14.62 5974.61
150.72 345121• 6651.74 64.351 2140419 1619. 27U091• 2dI4.64 17+12 60169.87
154992 372385. 6696.69 65.248 2264869 Ouse 295587• 273U.98 18.18 611405.0
160.00 405592. 6755.43 669310 24UU920 l7y7- 326891. 1631.U4 18929 6221999
166031 447325•' 6834.82 679597 2563156 1914• 3666U4. 2SU7.95 18.67 6358904
166.62 449390. 6839-U1 67-660 257y93. 192U9 3685dO. 25U1998 18968 6364.49
170 . 00 471913• 6886.01 68.329 265428- 19d3. 390187• 2437-6J 18969 6440.10
171*-75 483651• 6911-27 689671, 2696659 20169 401492• 2404-45 18966 6479950
I so* aJU 539559- 7034-02 709166 288872- 2160• 455711• 2257044 14.52 6661-92'
19000G 608651. 7188-07 71.681 31U6819 227U. 523382• 2104.34 7.65 6873.14
2UO o UU 679279. 7354.41 730136 33u957* 23149 593197• 1950.62 1915 7091.02
210900 751538. 7532.47 74.530 34969U. 2296- 665223- 1795.96 -4.52 7315.23
220 000 825529- 7722.39 75+856 366677+ 2227. 739523. 1641.07 -8194 7546.U1
N	 2309Uu 901355• 7923.51 779117 3825099 2120: 816163• 1485.26 -12.32 7783.05
240900 979121• 8136.35 78.308 396b81• I9d4- d9520- 1329.12 -14.88 8027904
250 6 UO 1058938., 8360.48 79.438 409086. 18159 9767279 1171.48 -'16.62 6277098	 „I
26()9(}0 1140916.' 8596.10 800500 4200110 1653• lu60791. 1013.16 -17974 85JO016
270 . 00 1225176.' 8844.58 81.500 429J48- 14739 1147461• 853.47 -18+15
6803-29
28O.OU 1311837. 9134.87 82.442 437075- 12920 1136883. a91.73 -17.88 9078.54
2 9 0 . 00 140(024. 9377.52 83.323 443179* 1117• 1329u82. 524.52 -17•U4 9361960
3 00 • u0 1492860. 9.662.48 84.146 44764u• 9540 142.4166.- -j63-3U -15.59 9655464
3 101110 1587469. 9959925 849912 450438• 8117• 1522223• 19b.9y -13960 9957932
320,9 40 1684977. Lp266.59 85.620 451554. 6d3- 1623344. 26-76 -11907 1026d.55
330.03 1785514.. i659u.37 86.276 4509650 5889 1727626. -146.12 -7.93 10589937
340+U0 1889218. 10926.71 869878 448o479 516. 18351739 -319.27 -4916 10921-05
350.00 1996236. 11276991 879437 4495660 5x79 19461u4- +49/068 942 11265.92
36091)0 21067US. 1164U.61 879947 4380840 5379- 2u6U528. -679.21 5960 11620-77
370900 2220779. 120Cd.46 88-40.8 430y72• 6219 2176559. -864983 11942 11987.37
380900 2338599. 12411.86 88.822 42lj97. 767• 23UU320• -IUSI-97 17995 12367.19
390,UO 1460339. 12821.37 89.195 4099179 983• 2425950. -1247.09 25.40 12760975
4 00+G0 2586150• 13245.76 896525 396483. 1278. 2655577. -1442.22 33.53 13166.97
410.UO 2716209• 13687.45 89.813 381u5d* 1657. 2689341. -1643.81 42949 13588932
420*00 2850681. 14147.44 90.U6'1 363590. 21300 2.827398. -lb5u•y4 52+4U I401S,74
9	 1
:
5-46 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT EARTH FIXEp •••• • •-•- EARTH FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ----
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X T I DX DY 0=
(SEC) (FT) (FT/51 (DEG) (FT) (FT1 IFT) (FT/S) (FT/5) (FT/51
430 . 00 29897740 14627.03 9,0.271 344u219 2708• 2969914. -21)63.96 63.32 14460.54
440 . 00 31336986 15129904 9,0.443 3213909 34010 3117078• *2283951 75.35 14955952
4ip •00 3282672• 15651.87 90.581 2983279 42199 32690869 - -251U.54 88958 15448097
460 @00 3436918. 16197983" 90.681 2720579 51769 3426129r •2744.73 102996 15963926
470eOO 35966809 167691.00 909746 243405• 62839 35884290 -2987.18 118963 16500936
470925 3600747. 167871.18 90.7148 242657• 63129 35925569 2993.39 119.04 16S13965
480*p0 3761774. 17277.33 900853 2122579 7551. 3755773. - 3244905 135931 16969950
w	
4900'00 3931946. 17805910 90.928 1784989 8993• 39278829 -35051913 15317 17455920
5009U0 41074160 18355.48 90.970 142049• 1U6199 4104946. - 3782.29 172917 179"976
5 10 1 00' 4288422• 18930.28 90.979 102823+ 124410 42871719 -4064.54 192946 18487978
520000 44752179 19531.63 90.958 607220 144739 4474781. -4357068 214930 19038.10
$30900 4668076. 114161.79 906908 156319 16732• 46680209 -4662976 237983 19613977
540 9 00 4867299. 20823.39 909828 -325769 19246• 48671529 -4981906 263919 20211915
510 9 00 5073223. 21.522.20 90.718 .84016 220u3• 5072479. •5314957- 290.74 20853968
560900 5286227. 22259.38 900584 -1389299 250599 52843429 -5666914 320977 21523975
$70900 $5066929 23037.76 909431 `1974269 284259 5503078• -6039.99 352973 22229909
580.00 5735044. 23663.35 909250 -2598039 32121. 57290669 -6435971 366995 22975.89
589840 5957316. 24684.82 909010 -3220529 35918• 5'9484969 6810957 41,1.29 23722997
590900 59717619 247OS.99' 90.003 03261450 361719 89627389 -6829997 423901 23739939
599.40 61980710 24708948 909000 -391555• 402499 61855590 -7486.51 444946 23666918
p - " ^In NC r. {VfT^	 Vp1A
FLI4MT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE - VELOCITY VECT01t	 AZIMUTh LDN4ITUDE GEOCENTRIC uEOUETIC
TIME 'VELOCITY SPACE FIXED	 EARTH F[ X tO (PUS.	 EAST) DtCLINATION LATITUDE
(SEC) IFTI (NMl (FT/S) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEGI (DtU)
143000 193575• 36.584 6624.76 -51.3119 43.199 -80.145 28.909 29.072
144932 197622. 379862 6608.94 51.359 43.210 -8U.128 28.925 290088
147972 207807. 419152` 6531.87 510375 430244 +80.085 28064 29.128
150.72 2F6571. 449u7U 655u•V6 51.353` 4392b6 -80.047 299uU0 199163
154 0 92 228557. 48020u 65949U7 51.2418 439323 -799993 29.050 199213
160.00 242623. 539266 6651976 5192ul 93.355 -79.927 299111 29.275
166.31 259495. 590686 6729.92, 5,1.096 43.399 -799843 290189 29.353
166962 26U307. 60.UU5 6734.44 519.191 43.4ul -799839 29.193 199357
170.00 269028. 639495 6780x43 SI•u34 43.424 -79.793 19.235 290399
171`*75 273476. 65.320 6,b05i37 551•uu4 430435 -799769 299.257 199421
1 8 0 . 00' 293777. 749U66 6926.91 50.843 439454 -79.654 29.363 19,527
1 9 0.00 317144. 849966 709*61 50.657 439467 -79.511 29.494 19.660
200 . 00 339250• 960195 72459U9 S094d2 43.489 -79.363 199630 29.796
21`0.00 360109• 1079766 74:22914 5x.312 439523 -79.210 29.770 29.936
220.00 379742• 119.690 7611.11 5u9179- 43.572 -799052 29.914 30.u80
230.00 398166. 1319978 7n11.31 SO•OSI 43.633 -76.890 30.062 30.229
240+00 415404. 644.643 SU23028 499937 4397U5 -78.721 300215 30.382
250900 4314769 157.697 4246958 499835 4397 87 -78.547 3u.372 30.540
260900 446404• 171•153 8481.41 49.744 439877 -78.367 30.533 300702
270.00 46u214. 185•U26 d729913 49.665 43.975 -78.1dl 3u9700 30.669
280.0(i 472921. 1999330 8988.69 499596 44.082 -77.988 30.871 31.{141
290.00 484550. 2149;83 9260962 49.S,18 44.1$5 -77.7d9 319047 319217
300 0 U0- 495125. 1299299 9544.80 499490 4993-16 -77.562 31+229 31.399
3109U4 SU4670. 244.995 -9640.96 49.453 44.444 -779368 31.415 31.587'
320.00 513217. 161.188 10149.61 49.426 449578 -77.146 319608 ,;1.7130
330900 520792. 277.894 IU47u.72 49.409 449720 -769917 31.606 31.978
340.00 527428.	 - 05.135 Iu806.37 49.402 449868 -76.678 320UU9 32.183
350•&)0 533155• 4129930 11155988 499407 459u25 -769431 32.219 32.393
360.00 537997. 3319301 11518.88 490412 459190 -76.175 32.435 329609
370900 541997. 35U,o268 11896.01 499447 450361 -75.908 329657 s29d32
380.00 545196. 369+854 12288.69 49.'id4 450541 -75.632 32.886 339062
390+00 547635. 3906084 12697.45 49.532 459729 -759345 339122 33.298
400900 549351. 416.983 13121.07 49.592 459925 -75.046 33.364 33,b41
910.00 550403• 432.575 13561.97 49.663 469131 -74.736 330614 33.791







- APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASE
5.4B STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE -RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC
	 i
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED EARTH FIXED (P05a	 EAST) DtCLINATION LATITUDE
ISEC1 IFTI (NM) (FT/S) IDEGI
_	
(DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG ►
430000" 5507149 4779957 14499.87 499843 460571 749077 349136 345314	 x
490.00 550091+ 5019811 ISO00999 499953 469806 +739728 344,408 349588
4$0000 5490300 5260488 15522991 50.076 474,053 1739363 34.689 349869
460.00' 5476000 552.022 16067.91 509213 47.311 172.983 34a978 35.159
470900 545882. S789453 16638908 50.366 479581 •72#566 356275 35.457
470925 545$36. 5799125 16652.24 50.370 470588 +72.576 35.283 354,465
00900 5438564 6059753 17145.38 50.547 479865
-72.174 350581 35.764
490900 5414870 63398'85 17672.08 50.742 489161 -71.744 359895 36.078
600.00 538858. 6629884 18221.35 50.951 489470 -719298 369216 369400
510000 536065. 69297'88 18795.00 519176 489792 +70.834 369545 369730
520000 533204. 723-640 19395015 51.416 499128 *709350 369883 379068
s3ci-10 530373. 755.484 26024-06 $19674 490'180 *69.646 379229 379414	 l{.,
540900 527681• 78&.369 20684.36 519950 499849 •69.321' 379583 37.769
550.00 5252500 8229349 21381abI 52.296 509237 o68a772 379947 389133
560900 523199. 857.487 22117.57' 52.562 509644 -680198 389319 389507
6704,00 521661. 8939843 22894.47 52-9ijp 51*071 +679598 36.102 389890
61,04,00 520714. 9319490 23718.52 53.261 $19519 0669969 399094 39.282
589040 520631a 948»119 24538949 539621 519961 -66.350 39.472 399661
690,00 5206599 9709499 24559.56 539647 51.990 0669309 399496 390685
599040
f








APOLLO 'SOYUZ- TtST PHUJLCT
TYPICAL PLANAR CASt
S-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATTITuuc RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YA* ROLL PITCH CAR ROLL PITCH YAb ROLL(SEC) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (uE6/5) (DtG/S) (DEG/5) (UE(a) 1DEG) (UEGI
1436U0 +63.757
-0062 0005
-.U09 .016 9UD4 -0045
-'9U62 •005
144.32
-63.817 .037 •018 -.u7J 0146 •416
-01,45 •437 9018
147.72 .64.101 10135 9126
-.017 9266 9U76 n 4388 1.136 .123
15U.72 -63•aO4 9865 •308 .159
-•337




-9035 9uQL1 -•Iul -9175 9261 ••317 -9036
160.00 -63.574 -.269









-.U06 -9421 •U2U 0079 -9353 +6253
170.00 *63.657 -.409 *9293 +9409
-9UU9 -9042 .066
-94U9 -.294	 117105
-63.675 -.419 .6391 -.Ull
-9uU3 -9J69 .039 +941 9 -9391
	 -
1 1,0.00 x56.946
-1.470 9363' .97U 9076 6U73 -1.122
-.539 .397
1 9 4.00 -56.368
-1.627 +6560 -.U86 •UU5 -•014 9046 +.46U -0561
20U.U0" -57.455
-1.765 +•742




-.U96 •020 9037 .074 -9493 +•3S4
220900 -59.609
-1.361 X9035
-0104 9u15 .033 9056 ••492 -.036
230.00 -60.544
-1.240 0313' -.u97 9411 9033 9014 +•49d .312
240600 -61967U
-1.124 9605 -9139 6014 •U22 9108 -9506 9603
250.OJ +6,2.665
-1.053 9648 -.u'97 9006
-.U59 6069 -4SU6 .647
260.OG *63.727




-•U62 9059 +0513 -964d
280900 -66.065 -.873
-9443
-9106 SUU4 .u3l 90d2 -05,43 -•444
290600.
-67.225 -.8Z7 -6154
-01,14 9uU4 .U29 9D8u
-•530 -91553OU0 0u ►68.355 .792 0143
-9117 •uu3 NU29 9074 -0536 .143
310.04 +69.331
-.782 •482
-91Ub 9OU3 •J31 9pdu -9548 9482
320604 -70.466
-.750 9779 -9111 •Ju2 9J3u 9U75 •.SS3 977833V.Ou
-71.525 -•,731 •454
-0161 •UuI -.35u 006U -9559 .454
34U•00 -72.803 -9682
-•124 -01,15 •11U7 -9U63 •115 *9572 -0125
35090ii
-73.971 +9660 -0671
-9116 •uUl -+U54 9027 09474 -9671
36U.Ou -74.979
-.649 -9566 -0106 •Ju1 9021 9027 •0582 -•566
370900
-76.456 -•630 +9364
-•149 9UU2 .-U2u .03U 09592 -936U 
380.00 +77.20)
-0601 -•173 -0135 9006 •U13 •062 69604 -9174
390,00
-78.<391 -.573 9400 -.U92 -94jul 9U25 foul -9607 600U
400.00 -79.344







-.114 •uU3 .U18 .429 -0640 0607
S • 4 8 STA4E FLIGHT DATA




TIME PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAM ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL(SEC) (DEG I- (DEG) (DEG) (UEG /5) (DEG/S) (DEG/51 (UEG) 1DEG) (DEGI
430.00 •82.7$4 -9490 •791 +•114 9002 •018 1030 01650 9791440000 084.012= •.953 9828 *9117 9003 `9054 9026 +•660 h0828
450.00 .85.107 00431 .313 x•107 •002 -1051 1017 •1665 9312960.OQ .86.224 -0407 -9212 -8114 9003 -9053 9021 ••674 `9212470.00 -87.364 -0380 00744 -9114 90J3 -0053 0020 09682 -0744y 70.2S 087.392 `•380 -.750 -9114 •003
.026 0021 •0682 -x750480.00 -68.506 -.359 .•339
-9108 9002 9094 9012 09690 •9339490000 •89.554 `•346 9107 -91JU 0000 •046 9002 0.697 9107
o	 500.00 -90.S77 -.339 9558 -.108 0002 9043 0011 -9709 $SSG	 -510.00 091.661 •'x320 .S59 -9114 •004 09061 +024 9*719 •559520000 092.832 -•29!1 •.063 -0112 .003 -•061 •013 -9724 -0063S30004 -93.970 +.262 •9679 -.116 vOU3 •9062 •D15 •973J 09679640900 •960134 -.229 ••284 x.117 .Op3 •044 1015 •.739 .0284S50600 •96.471
-.173 •125 -0139 •Otis OU38 0034 •v7SU 9125S60000 097.625 00151 .547 -0101 •90U4 0047 00020 -9747 9547S70'•OO .99.874 -0178 9246 •003 •003 -9017 •9178 -9763 9247680000 0996474 0.153 9113 •015 •OU3 `+01S -9145 •9770 9112589040 .49.564 *9129 -9035 08004
-9001 ••018 •0127 09772 -003S590000 0990565 -.130 •0D146 0400 -0OJ1 -0018 -127
-9772' `1046599:40 099.564
-1136 .0218
.GOO -.OJO -0018 -1125 -9777 -9219
l
.I
' 4 TABLE 1E
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING
Flight Time: OECD + 1.379 seconds	 143.00 (sec)




Space Fixed Path Angle;	 65.826 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:
	
45.558 (deg)
Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 36.423 (deg)
Geocentric Declination:	 28.955 (deg)
Geodetic Latitude;	 29.17:8 (deg)
. .f Longiutde: (Pos. East)	 -80.207 (deg)












_	 330.65	 (m/s) k
Zs	 2068.22	 (m/s) -
VEHICLE ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE RATE
¢ Pitch Attitude Angle:	 -63.756	 (deg)
Yaw Attitude 'Angle: 	 - 0.060	 (deg)
i Roll Attitude Angle: 	 0.005	 (deg)
_. Pitch Rate:	 -	 de
 











Flight Time: Guidance Cutoff Signal
Radius:
r Altitude:
', & Space Fixed Velocity:
Space Fixed. Flight Path Angle:
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:
` Earth Fixed Flight Azimuth:
Geocentric Declination:
Geodetic Latitude:






APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT





























SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
Xs	 _	 6224807.	 (m)
Ys'	 _	 297719.	 (m)
Zs	 _	 1944316.	 (m)
Xs	 _	 - 2354.61	 (m/s)
Ys	 _	 1169.10	 (m/s)
Zs	 =	 7355.32	 (m/s)
VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
Pitch Attitude Angle	 _	 -100.090 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle	 =	 14.613 (deg-);
a




*Perigee Altitude	 =	 139.71 (km)
1
*Apogee' Altitude
	 =	 150'.27 (km) .
Eccentricity <	 _	 .00080
Semi-Major Axis
	 =	 6523.15 (km)
True Anomaly	 =	 191.68 (deg)
Period	 =	 87.39 (min)





f APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
t S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING





Space Fixed Velocity:	 7818.36 (m/s)
4 Space Fixed Flight Path Angle:	 90.000 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:
	
54.836 (deg)







	 East)	 -66.336 (deg)
Inclination: 51.574 (deg)
I Descending Node Argument: 	 154.186 (deg)
Inertial Range Angle:	 18.337 (deg)
Mass: 30611. (kg)h
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
Xs	 =	 6200803.	 (m)
Ys	 _	 309407.	 (m)
s
_ Zs
	 _	 2017798.	 (m)
Xs	 =	 - 2444.85	 (m/s)
is	 =	 1166.71
	 (m/s)
Zs	 =	 7334.05	 (m/s)
VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
I Pitch Attitude--An le	 _	 -100.091g (deg)(	 g
Yaw Attitude Angle	 =	 14.614 (deg)
j
t
Roll Attitude Angle 	 =	 0.267 (deg)
r OSCULATING CONIC PARAMETERS
*Perigee Altitude	 =	 149.91	 (km)
3*Apogee Altitude	 =	 165.47	 (km)
Eccentricity 	 .00118
Semi-Major Axis	 =	 6535.86	 (km)
t 'e True Anomaly	 _	 359.59)	 (deg)
Period	 _	 87.64	 -	 (min)
*Referenced to Equatorial Radius (6378.16 km)
111
TABLE 3E
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
R SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
+; TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING
.FLIGHT TIME PROGRAM TIME
r: (SEC) (SEC)
t
-17.20 --- Guidance Reference Release (GRR)
0.00 --- First Motion
0.20 (0.00)1 Lift-off Signal; Initiate Time Base One
>x 59.63 --- Mach One
74.35 =-- Maximum Dynamic Pressure
{ 132.00 (131.80)1 Tilt Arrest
135.62 (0.00) 2 Level Sensor Activation; Initiate Time
r Base Two
138.62 (3.00) Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)
141.62 (0.00)3 Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECD); Initiate
Time Base Three
142.72 (1.10) Ignite Ullage Rockets
142.92 (1,30)3S eparation Signal
143.00 -- S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
I ^
144.32 (2.70) S—IVB J-2 Engine Start Command
147.72 --- 3 90 Percent J-2 Thrust Level
'f 150.72 --- Termination of Ullage Burn_
154.92 (13.30) Jettison Ullage Rockets
j` 166 .48 --- 3 Dynamic Pressure = 1 PSF 	 r^.
166.62 _-- LES Jettison
171.75 (30.00)3 IGM Initiation
469.72 (328.10) EMR'Shift Command
590.64 --- 3 Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS)
590`.84 (0.00)4 Inertial Attitude Freeze; Initiate
:. Time Base Four





A P ULLO SO YUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAU NCH WINDOW CLOSING
S-18 ST A GE FLIG H T DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC AOH•I- MACH PITCH ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERATION PRESSURE NO. OF ATTACK
ISEC) (KGT (N) (N) (M/SEC2) (NIM2) (KG-M1M2-RAD1 (DEG)
1)
-17.20 594674 c 00- 09 9000 0. 00 .00 N/A
2) 600 5882439 7132169. 262• 12.145 10 00 000 N/A
100.00 5598.140 7394526. 11424. 13.120 SIU• 2383• .09 -1.769
20000 531215• 745750x. 44002• 13.976 25000 99120• .20 -1.317
30.00 502979• 7561086, 914858. 198878 6579 ► 3154399 .33 -0668
40*00 4736919 768py3I. 1556.32+ 15.906 12926• 1229284- 951 -0091
50.00 4448820 7831200. 292032. 17.055 208900 35369769 .73 .163
3) '59.63 917132• 79442779 661073. 17.478 28288+ 8183360• 1 300 9296
60.00 416079• 7948279. 678316. 17-990 285046 81402792- 1001 9298
70.00 387128. 8082234. 659812- 19.188 3x773. 15880500. 1.37 .192
4) 79.35 379535•' 81338249 575715. 20.193 33362. 200460009 1.57 0066
80.00 358161. 9187070. 482493. 21.516 322143• 261369549 1.86 6140
90000 329300- 8244775. 314479. 241.082 29283. 37539568. 2940 -.251
1000Op 300560• 8261618. 173415. 26.911 15256. 47494260. 2.95 -.SU3
110.00 271-886- 82,,19359. 87598. 30.021 8559. 54961498. 3.56 -1.280
120.00 243319- 8215089. 29192• 330668 4385. 59959664. 4.23 -2.077
130.00 21'11892• 81`61895, -4980. 38.009 2160• 63058061. 5.02 -3.055
f	 5) 132900 209239- 8147192. -7852• 38.979 1875. 63514673. 5.21 -3.261
6) 135.62 199002-- 81164809 -19110- 906859 1471• 64237061. 5464 -2.545
7) 138.62 1905669 8078692. -21819. 42.509 1188. 64759230. 6.05 -1.639
140.0C 188213• 4128247. -21633• 22+049 1047. 64959823. 6.18 -19290
8) 141662 185432- 3572512. -2241.3. 19.387 897. 65227837. 6.32 -.805
9) , 142.72 IB47990 247074.
-207390 1.449 7930 65379365. 6.37 -.515
10) 192992 184684• 2556639 -20333- 1.495 7749 65400090. 6937 -.967
11) 193.00 189671- 24204- -20183• 1.424 767. 65407736. 6.38 -.449
1) Guidance Reference Release
2) First Motion
3) Mach One
4) Maximum Dynamic Pressure
5') Tilt Arrest
6) LSA, Initiate Time Base Two
7) IECO
8) DECO, Initiate Time Base Three
9) Ignite Ullage Rockets
10) Separation Signal
11) S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
,^--^-..,,-.,-^-^x^.,-.^„
.-,......w. ....:..^w_	 _	 ..
TABLE 5E
APOLLO,SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH M,INDON CLOSIrvm
5.18 STAuE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT SPACE FIXED --•-• •-• SPACE FIXED FUSITION AND VELUCITT VECTOR COMPONENTS
TIME RADIUS VLLOCITY PATH ANGLE A Y 1 DX DY
ISEC) IM) (o/5) (DEG) IM) IM1 IMl (M/51 (M/S)
• 17.20 6373379• 4L8.57 90•UUO 6370353• 10597. -145099 •uU 329.93
ou t) 6373379. 4u8.57 9O.LOO 63703499 16271• r1U3639 -645 329.79
10 o u0 6373520• 4U9.52 85.853 6373485. 19*68s -79S0. 20091 329.60
20 . 00 6373996.- 415089 80.725 6373952• 22863• -5527• 66.U6 329.48
30x00 6374887. 433.78 74058 6374833. 261580 -3u15. 111.35 329.50
40600 6376274. 466.82 69.138 6376206+ 29457. "3u2. 164.73 330.53
50 . 00 6378238. 518035 63.933 63761549 32772• 2747• 225.92 332.53
59.63 6380741. 585996 60.170 638u637• 359899 6164. 289.2) 334.16
60^OG 6360848. 588.77 60.L65 6381743+ 361069 6305. 291054 334.21
70.00 6384110. 677.20 $7.897 6380979. 3946U. 1US530 357.05 336.73
7 4 .35 63857439 724935 570280 63855990 40Y26. 12674. 380.37 337.57
60 0 00 6388078• 794029 56.786 6387915. 42837• 157349 li31.4J 338.47
90-00 6392831. 943602	 : 56.846 63926259 46219. 221629 51y.J2 337.5O
100000 6398398. 1127926 579944 63981349 49bd7. 31j213• 591.47 336.36
110 . 00 6404,809. 1348.ul 59.495 64u4464. 52948. 402639 674.49 335.74
120100 641,2088. 1608049 61.338- 6411624+ 56801• 52711c 757.29 334088
130.u0 642u240• 1914916' 63.345 64196u3• 596439 68008. 8379&1 333.23
132suO 6421975. 1981.32 63.759 6421294. 603u9. 71453• 853946 332.8U
135.62 6425208. 2108.64' 640492 6424440• 61514• 78u55. 882.66 331095
138.62 642.7976. 2119.73 65.021 6427125. 62bpe. 83882. 906.19 331023
14O$U0 64292699 2250*36 65.267 6420377. 62y64• 866559 911.u5 330.98
141.62 6430801• 2278933 65.557 64298589 63501. 89981 0 91D•76 330.77
142.72 6431835. 2280.60 65+771 643u856. 638659 92254. 903612 330.6/
142+92 6432022. 2T80911 65.811 64310379 63931. 926689 901633 330965






























APOLLO SOYUI TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH *INDOM CLOSING
S.16 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ++*++ EARTH. FIXED w + ++w -+-+ EARTH FIXkU POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ++++ ,
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y L DX Oy OZ
(SEC) (M) (M/S) (DEG) (M) (M) (M) (M/S) 4M/S) (M/S?
+ 17920 900_ .00 N/A 9G• .09 +09 '900 w•00 w.00	 t..
000 90• _ .00 N/A 909 "00 at +900 +vUO .00
10000 2319 29.62 9400 2310 .19 0. 29.62 +915 •002
20.00 707. 67913 39153 7079 •30 90 67.u4 9929 3.52
30000 16029 113096 80940 15999 w7. 105. 112061 0936 17945
40#00 30130 171992 149765 2997. -7• 3990 166934 954 43945
60.00 50570' 243.18 20.508 49529 a$ IU240 227.95 2936 84969
59063 7747• 324.39 26.032 7457• 380 2102• 291975 3979 141.76
60000 7865• 327957 269242 7564v 390 2154. 294908 3#65 144.23
70 9 00 115340 423.74 31.862 108290 890 3970• 360.25 6916 223902
r
Ln	
_74936 13441• 473.6.7 349249 124639 1179 $0310 391692 6.96 265.92
80.00 16252. 546.66 37.261 14bG1. 159. 6712. 435.47 797d 330.37
90 . 00 22297. 699.47 42.497 19557• 2340 106929 516900 6977 472.18
100 . 00 299449 895.39 47#488 251259 2959 162886 598.10 5977 652980
110000 39551. 1106975 519811 31530• 352• 238759 682998 5951 67D•87
120.00 514806 1367916 559645 387869 '1U60 33848• 768.10 5932 1.130998
130#00 66149. 1672.3S 594104 466879 4570 46659. 851.51 9976 1439933
132900 69451. 1739.38 59+758 486069 4660 49606. 667.81 4.60 1507942
135962 75779, 1866.49 60.889 516069 4829 553039 897067 4931 1636.44
138#62 81366• 1977.55 61+706 545399 4959 603799 924991 '1OU8 174702
140900 8402`7+ 2007.93 62.037 558150 501• 628089 928018 9.03 1760.52
141962 8721'19 2035.53 62.410 573249 5L70 657279 9269,34 4906 1811.50
1M2•72 893910 2037.35 62.653 `°58342• 512. 677259 920992 VOID 1617933
142#92 897860 203607 62.697 58526• 5130 680690 919.16 4.11 1817057







APOLLO SOYuZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAVNCh 61NDOw CLOSING
S-1B STAGE FLIGHT UATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTn LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED EARTH FIXLU (PO5,	 EAST) DECLINATION LATITUDE
(SECI (KM) (KM) (M/S) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG)
.17.20 0000 ouUU 000 900ii00 N/A - BU.621 28-466 28.627
000 0090 +000 1019 90.OU0 N/A -809621 28.466 28.627
10 woo 0231 0001 29065 899978 399320 -8u.621 28.466 289627
20*00 .707 .u12 67.12 89.553 290844 -80.621 280466 280627
30900 10599 9109 113.66 880001 349383 -809620 280467 289628
40000 2.9.87 .'fO5_ 170.77 65.368 360489 -800619 28.469 280630
50.00 499.52 1•G35 240.16 81065.1 379478 -80.615 280473 280635
59963 79157 29117 318948 77x159 379462
-80o 61i8 280481 28.643
60.00 7.564 24,169 321851' 76.9bl 370478 -80.608 280481 289643
Y
70 . 00 10.830 30989 413.26 72•Ou1 370584 - 60.596 28.494 280656
74.35 120465 50050 4610I6 699697 37+519 -80.590 ?8obU2 28.664
80.00 140805 6031 534.37 66.607 379384 -80.579 280514 289676
90000 190566 10.766 695.18 610400 3369890 - Su.555 280542 280704
100.00 259146 1692.83 879984 56.745 369610 -d0.520 280583 28.745
110000 310575 23.830 IU91.59 5209d2 36o5uO -80.474 2d0637 28.799
120.00 38.876 339733 1345096 49.963 36.446 -au.414 28.709 28.871
130800 47.057 469,425 1652.6jj 4705,19' 360412 - dUo337 2d9bU1 28o963
132000 48x798 490341 172u•61 470116 360407 -800319 28.822 28.984
135.62 520U45 54#975 )d48076 469396 3694u2 •8U.2d5 eb0862 29.U25
13 8 .62' 54.824 590990 1959022 450859 36 ► 4U2 - 809254 280899 290U62
140x170 569123 629389 1988415 45a7uS 36.4U6 -Su.240 28.916 29.079
141962 57.661 650270' 208x83 450576 369414 -809222 280937 290100
142.72 58.699 67924.2 2021.89 459Sb8 36042.1 - 80.210 28.951 290114
142992 589887 67 6uO ZU21.43 45.558 360422 `81}9208 280954 29.117
143900" 58.958 67035 2U21626 45.5b8 3694Z3 -80207 28.955 29.118
f 0. aan i rtni «t Arr1fv0E ANQLt VtHI6LE ATTITUDE: RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERRORTINE P1TCM YAW ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL PITCH YAN ROLLISEC) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG/5) (DEG/S) (DEG/$) (DEG) #DEG) IDEG)
417.20 0000 .00D -53.856, •.GU2 •003 *UO2 9000 .OUO 0000






-1022 900020.00 •30512 a00M -45x289 -.408 +0000 I+004 x227 9232 -0933
30000 -7.720 0032 -35e285









-9011 10000 9342 00645 -9941609 GO 023.470
-.679
-59296 -9561
-9018 I900U 0344 +9650 -6941
70000 -299329 -0870
-9006 -9598
-9051 9003 0369 .9870 +000974935 0319840 -0883 9001 -0595 0030 0001 0456 •9883
-9003
r	 80600 -350944 -9690 X0002 -0671 1037 •9001 9550 +0690 -0005
v	 90.00 042.558
-.104 9002 -•762 0048 9UO3 0648 +0104 9001100900 047.927
-9006 0009 -9500 +90U14 9001 -r 440 79006 9009110.00- -52.813 -9027' •017 -.494 *003 0000 0444 +9027 0017120900 -57.563
-•058 9014 .0468





-0160 00091720.00 -63.287 -9165 0009 +.47u
-tUU3
-0000 9425 s ► 166 000813Si62
-63.819 09170 0007 •058
-0001
-9003
-0147 99170 0007138062 0630792 06169 egos -9012 "9002
-9000
-9080 +9169 egos1 14 g 000 -63089'
-.129 1004 0016 9Us5
-0001 -0076 49124 9004141062-
-63.761
-.073 9003 0015 9009
-9001 -9049 +9073 0003192972 -630754 0.061 0004
-0004 x014 9003 m904I -9064 000402012
-630755
-8061 9001 +0007 0016 *004 +1043 -*061 0004















































































APOLLO 50YU1 TEST PROJECT
! TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDUN CLOSiN%
S•48	 STA(aE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL. DYNAMIC
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERATION PRESSURE	 H
(SEC) (KG) (N) IN) 0/521 1NIM2)
1) 143600 138BU4... 40075. 33520 .266 767,.
2) 144.32 138804. 39965. 2887, •267 657-.
3) 147.72 138502. ed4087. 2075• 5.791 436-
4) 150.72 137848. 8668566 71#73. 6.279 3109
5) 154.92 136830. 10191729 903. 7.442 1919
160900` 135533.' 14193379 525. 7451b' lobe
6), 166.48 130798.,	 - 1619738. 2639 7.795 460
7)	 - 166.62 130641+ 10197130 259. 7•eu4 470,
170.00 128891. 11721335. 1816 7023 319-
8); 17,1075 128461• 1ii261 III . 1499 7.987 2b9
1 00900 126432. 1023228- 1119' 8.091 86
1 90-00' 123974. IU23368. 379 8.255 it
200-00 121518* 1023438. 139 -8.421 If
210.00 119065. 1027221- 5e 8.577 Ue
220.00 116614. 1620447. 21 8,751 0.
230.60 114168., 1018423. 1• 8.920 ^.
240+00 _111721. 1017984. 19 9.112 60
t, 25000 1.09280. 1016538. ti. 9.3u a U9
260900 106838. 10165129 U. 9,514 0.ao
270@00 104390. 1017894- U. 9e751 U•
280e0U 101944. 110185710, 0. 9.991 U.
29U903 99494. 1u17727e 0. 14 .229 U-
300e00 971)14 _1016660. U. 1a. 476 y.
310.00 94602. 1417254. 00 1U9753 Ut
320900 921590 10165159 G. 11*030 U.
330:00 897169 141.7338. U9 11.339 U9
340.00 87266• 115189550 U. 11.676 U9
350.00 84817. 11)17470. U'• 11.996 ^.
360.00 82372. 14166619 U0 129342 Ue
370eO0 79927. 16155600 Ue 12066 Ue'
380.00 77477. 10189629 09 13.15[ U0
390000 75029. 10139650 U. 13.514 u.
4OU600 72587. 10113822• 6• 139967 U•
410.00 70144. 1013540• 4• 14.449 U.
42U.a6 67702• 1013301. U9 14.967 U0
1) S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation 	 5) Jettison Ullage Rockets
2) S-IVB Start Command 6) Dynamic Pressure = 1 PSF
3) J-2 90 Percent Thrust 7) LES Jettison








APOLLO 'SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH 016DOO CLOSING
S-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT. MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC CENTRAL PITCH ATT9 PITCH ANGLE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCELERATION PKESSURE RANGE ANGLE COMMAND OF ATTACK
(SEC) (KG) (N) (N) (M/S2) (N/M2) (DEG) (0461 (DEG)
4130.00 65259. 10165299 U9 15.577 U9 99090 482.339 169874
440.00 62809. 1017444s U• 160199 U9 9.1160 -830595 160240
450901) 60364. 10135609 09 16.791 U. 9.894 +84.710 15.723
t460900 57920• 1013339• 09 179495 G9 10.342 -85.871 159152
470900 55522. 10127269 of 08.240 119 109805 -879058 149533	 {.
9) 470925 65466. 9127540 09 I694S6 N• 10.817 4879097 149517	 J
410.00 534156 6589990 Us 16.081 U. 11.283 *88.249 13.958	 1
990900 51360• 858864. 09 16.729 U9 11.774 +89.343 13*366
500.00 49306. 858732. U9 17.416 U. 129280 0906427' 12.789
r 610,600 47252. SSOSS90 00 18.169 U• 129801 091.571 12.137
r 620900 451999 8583800 U• 180991 Ut 130337 •929778 119389
530600 43145. 8581790 Of 19.890 U. 13*891 093.975 109742
S4O+00 41092• 8579629 U. -	 20.879 G. 140461 -95.211 10.043
550000' 39032. 861875. U. 22081 q9 150.650 +96.577 99220
560000 36973. 8586746 of 239224 09 150657 +97#816 69451
670400 3490. 858237. as 24.577 Y. 169266 •1U09235 69571
680900 32867• 857623. 0. 26.093 Do 160935 •100*082 d91UU
590-00 30816. 8567149 U9 2798(ju U• 179607 ♦99.964 796d5
10) 690964 30685. 8566279 0.' 279916 U9 170651 099.964 79705
600900 30612. O9 0• "9000 U• 18.293 0999964 89[69
11) 600464 30611• 09 4• `004)6 09 189337 -1U09091 893U9
9) EMR Shift
10) Guidance Cutoff Signal
11) orbit Insertion
`.,..._	
.-	 « .-	 ^..a'.	 M-i	 .. •..	 ...	 v	 ...
	
..:..,	 _s .-.-r r:	 ... Ai.6.........m -... .-M..;.0	 .	
., a	 .. .2...	 s	 -n.	 ..	 a..
TABLE	 10E
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH OIN DUh CLOSING
S"48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT -+--+ SPACE. FIXED ----- --- SPACE FIXED	 PU5ITION AND VELOCITY	 VECTOR COMPONENTS -^+
TIME RADIUS VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A Y Z DA UY OZ
(SEC) IM) (M/5) (OE4) (M1 (M) (M7 (M/S) FM/5l (M/S)
143*Uu 6432099* 2279991 65.827 64311.11* 63Y57* 92837• 9uU062 330.65 2068*22
144*32 6433328. 21759p6 66.(19q 6432292* 643949 955690 88dOU4 33U.54 2068034
147072 6436409. 2267*fj4 66.781 643b2570 65517. 1026040 857053 330044 1072041
160*72 64390620 2274005 670361 6437798* 665099 1088459 83009 330981 2088046
154092 6g42690• 2289014 682143 6441257* 67899• 1176739 8_1U*32 330051 2115036
160900 6446945. 2348077 69.068 6445269. 695740 128492. 774.66 329.73 2148.34
166 0 '16 6452178* 2335057 70.219 6450204* 717Ob. 141551• 73o*57 328.74 2191018
166962 6452292. 2336*20 70.244 64503110 71755. 1428680 737070 328971 2192016
170 0 00 6454928. 2351044 70.827 645.066. 728649 1501p5* 717923 328011 2215022
171975 6456272*- 2359059 719129 6454012* 734380 154193* 7U6066 327079 2227029
180900 6462401• 2398971 72.423 6459642-. 76132. _1728029 65907 375 .uu 2243.17
4900-00 64694480 2447026 73.742 6465993• 793650 1959560 61U*40 321.61 2347.98
200000 6476106. 2499043 75*U10 64718490 d2b67. 21976b* 5600d4 318.91 2414972
210*00 6482380. 2655005 76.226 64772u9• 857450 2442560 5lu098 317*0 248392b
220000 6488176. 2614018 -77.384 64820690 889119 26944p* 461004 316.2U 2553.70
230 000 6493802* 2676.81 780487 6486429* 920720 2953360 41U*79 316.31 2625191o
240,00 6498964. 2742948 79.530 64902850 952411* 321965* 360941 317035 27UJ*11
250!00 6503770. 2b11.69 80*522 649J6359 984220 349345* 309051 319027 2776*30
260.9U0 65082270 2884027 818456 6496475* lul628* 377497* 25b936 322.u9 2854*57
270 9 00 -6512343. 2960067 82*338 6498801. 104467, 4064459 206.71 325079 2935*92
2809u0 6516124* 3u4U955 83.171 65Ou6U7* Iue147* 436213. 154937 330939 301+1961
290000 6519578. 3124911 83.95.1 6501887* 111478* 466826* 101*48 335.91 31U4*34
3 00*00 6522712• 3111033 840682 6SU2635o 1148689 4983U99 47087 34293d 3192966
310lluo 6525534. 3302005 850364 65028420 11832dv 5306880 -6048 349.8U 3283947
320•UO 6528053. 3396.52 85.996 65JY5u30 12ld67. 563988* -61054 358.14 3377902
330900 6530280. 3494u7l 86.584 6501609+ 1254969 5982379 -117*52 367.72 3473932
340060 6532223* 3597.26 87.!24 65JO151* 129226. 633466* -174934 378.33 3573906
350.00- 6533892. 37rj3.97 87*627 6498117* 133066* 6697090 -231*63 390003 3676903
-3609u0 6535195- -3619074 88.087 64954950 137U3u* 7069979 0292*U4 4U2097 3782014
370U0 6536443* 3929976 880504 6491273* 1411309 7453639 +352057 417.15 3891i62
380000 6537351., 9,149947 88*880 6484439. 145374. 784842* -414.38 432966 4u04.91
390*UO 6538030- 4174.G4 89.221	 - 648398(10 149787+ 825475* -477.92 449051 4121015
`400900 6538492- 4303*09 89.522 64768770 1543739 8672979 -542992 467*dU 4242999
910 0 00 6538753. 4437@38 89*786 6471libe 1591499 9103517* -buy*54 487.66 4368*16
420*U0 6536830. 4577*21 900015 64666b0• 164131* 9546760 -678.13 509•1b 4497997
} 0
TABLE 10 E (Continued)
APOLLO SOYUI TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDON CLOSING
5-48 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT SPACE FIXED •^-•- --- SPACE FIAED POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPUNENTS
TIME RADIUS VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A y L DA DY Ul
ISEC) (M) (M/S) (DEG) (M) (M) (Ml (M/5) 4M/5l (M/5)
430+00 65387360 4722996 90.209 6459547• 1693379 IOUO3269 -746x80 532.39 4632.73
4 ,40000 6538492. 4675050 90.368 6451697• 1747859 10473519 "821.76 587.55 4773.30
450 9 00 6538116. 54039.35 90.497 644011)30 1804950 /0958099 "897931 584.63 4919.12
460900 6537627. 5200.20 90.591 64337429 1864850 1/457549 *975.39 613.87 5070.89
970400 6537050• 5373969 900653 64235860 19.27809 1197249. -1U56935 645941 5229.16
470925 6537035• 5378.Dp 90.655 6423322• 192941. 11985579 1056.42 646920 5233907
9YOr00 65363789 SS28.D7 90.756 64.1259y9 199375• 12502289 -1141967 623998 5366.74
490900 6535599. 5688.34 90.832 6900744• 2062669 13046029 `1229987 704.41 5508.94
r"	 5oOlOO 6534736. 5d55.49 90.876 6387992• 2134719 13604269 -1320995 736993 5656.74
w	 510940 6533817. 6(,30902 90.891 6374314. 22,11713. 14177579 1415.25 771.96 5810.53
520+UO 6532870. 6212.59 90*878 63596759 228919• 1476659• -1513.28 809.62 5970982
530900 6531924• 6403088 90.837 63440350 2371159 1537198. -1615939 88090d 6138920
540800 65310110 66U4v70 90.768 6327352• 245Y3U• 15994509 "1722004 893946 6313.35
S50O00 65301659 6616984' 90.672 6339577• 2550959 1663498• •1633.93 990.07 6497987
5 60 . 00 6529423• 7040.65 90.553 62906539 264742• 17294417• -1951994 989.88 6691.85
570.UO 6528822• 7276979 90.41D 627U5199 274908• 17973699 -21176.53 1044903 6895964
380800 6528384• 7527+97 90.256 62490859 285639• 1867390• -221U936 1102.72 7110963
590900 68281880 7793948 90.026 6226305• 296975• 1939632• •2345.90 1165900 7340915
510964 6528187. 7811.00 90.UO9 6224807• 297719. /9443169 -2354961 1169.10 7355.32
+00 9 00 6528185•' 7818.36 909001 6242360• 3080639 20131220 -2439919 1166998 7335989




APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCh AINOOR CLOSIt0m
S-48 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT EARTH FIXED ----'' -•-- EARTH FIXtu POSITION	 AND VELOCITY 'VECTOR COMPONENTS ----
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A Y 2 DX DY OZ
(SEC) (M) fm/5) (DEG) In) (n) (M) ih	 s) IM/5) (M/5)
143 • u0 89¢•49. Z(,36 *54 629714 586410 5139 682380 9ld946 4011 1817.66
144932 92558. 2031.06 639005 59x069 $18• 7U639. 900010 4917 1817974
147972 99247. 2021.50 639760 62d349 533• 76822• 876.18 4949 1821.74
150012 105151. 2027.29 640419 65431. 547. 82311• 656003 5.27 1837.69
154.92 113459. 201.03 650319 68973• 571• 900850 83u.44 5958 1864.44
160 9 40 1235780 2058.97 66.384 731149 5999 9963p. 799084 5.57 1897.26
166048 136631• 2083991 679710 78167. 635. 112061• 761.17 5962 1939992
166962 136925. 2084.51 674739 78177. 6369 112342. 76U932 5962 1940989
170 9 00 143789. 2u98.87 68.411 Bu814. 655. 1189310 740.6u 506U 1963.86
171975 147367. 2106659 689754 820979 6659 122378• 73uo44 B#Bd 1975.89
180000 164405. 2144.09' 709255 87931. 7u7. 138913• 685,38 9926 2031.60
190900 185462. 2191.22 71.779 94549. 7131. 159550• 638.3U 2.69 2u96.19
200 9 00 206969. 2242.09 739241 1006969 764. 18l}843• 591911 1.97 2162.76
210 0 00 229015+ 2296.50 749639 IU63719 7449 202811. 543.75 2.24 2131020
220 0 UO 251570• 235K•48 759965 IIly72. 812• 221473. 496.40 3970 2301.55
r	 230900 274685. 2415.82 77.224 1162989 861• 248848. 448-9p6 6.29 2373974N	 240x00 298392• 24813.66 78.411 12ub5U. 9420 272So5a 401.30 9.97 2447.97
250 9 00 322724. 2548.88 794S34 1243230 10640 297814. 35:3.34 11.71 2524923
260.0J, 347714. 262u•53 8ij9589 1276160 1239. 3234479 305.26 20453 2601961
2709u0 373399. 2696.02 81.581' 13u42d. 14789 349876, 256.83 2794,5 2683.62	 -
280 9 00 399814. 2775.05 829S14 132751. 17719 377127. eO7.83 35042 2767.03
290000 426995. 2857.76 83.385 134583. 21904 405225. 158045 44.53 2'•.`53902
300900 454981. 2944.15 849197 135919. 26060 434196. 108.54 54080 2941964
310 900 483807• 3034.07 84.953 136752. 3290• 4640660 57.97 66924 3031.79
320900 5!3512r 3127.74 95.652 137477. 4015. 494862. 6.92 78.92 3126.73
330 440 54{:133. 3225.13 86,298 136688. 4872. 52661U. -44089 52986 3214948
3400(rij 57571-2• 3326088 869890 136.1789 5876• 5593430 -97.34 108.)8 3323.70
350 0 00 608292.' 3432979 87.439 1349379 70'409 593095. *151944 124.86 3427010
360900 641916. 3542.75 87.940 1331540 8379• 627898. -205.66 143902 3533•B9
370900 676626.' 3656.96 88.393 136621• 99u60 663784. -261018 162+69 3643.99
380,4u0 712466. 3775.84 88.799 127927. 116489 700791• -317974 183997 3757995
390 0 00 749988. 3899.57 89•146 1244610 135910 736957• -375977 206989 367509U
400000 787738. 4027.77 890489 1204094 157d1. 778321• -435.0! 231956 3997051
1410rp0 8272640 4161.19 890771 1157579 182289 818922• -495.59 258013 4123951
4	
420*00 868122. 4366. 14 9D#OI5 1104929 2050a 860807. -557984 286.66 4154.15
5.46 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ++-++ EARTH FIXED ..... + - EARTH FIXCU POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ++++TIME
POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y 1 DA DY Di
(SEC) (M) (m/S) (DEG) (M) IM) (M) (M/51 1M/S) (M/S?
430 0 00 910368• 4444999 909222 104$959 239689 9040220 +621905 317.30 4389983
440.00 964068., 4596.63 900391 98D4439 273u49 9486240 6687.61 350925 4531936
4G0 0 00 999286. 4754055 900526 900310 30981. 994667• w756.ul 385.53 4678.20
4 60000 104608.8. 4919.45 9D9625 829219 350230 1042208* +.eZ6935 423940 4831003
1470 . 00 10943480 5091.97 909689 742969 394580 1091310• -899917 464901 4990942
470 @ Z5 1095781• 5096.,25 90x691 740719 395740 10925589 +90lqu4 466903 4994936
4809DD 1/446089 5245950 909797 649209 44285. 11419089 9976957 501070 5129931
490000N 11961940 5404091 909876 547579 49500•
11939199 •1056951 541067 $272990
w	 300000 '1249370. 5.571.19 90*921 43782• 551279 12473850 •113d*93 584.19 5422015
510 0 00 1304207. 5744983 90.935 319699 611944 13023789 `1224.15 62997U $577045
520 0 00 1360780. 59.26949 _ 900920 19288• 67732+ 13589579 +1312965 678937 $739934
$30 0 00 14191720 6116086 900876 57040 74773* 14171900 +1404974 730039 5908940
540000 1479472. 6316079 900803 +862179 823519 14771529 '1500.84 785995 6085931
560 0 00 15417809 6527994 900702 -243289 905175• 15389299 +1601.60 845941 6271069
560000 1606211• 6750.80 900577 +406719 992739 16026190 -1707988 9D898O 4467965
$70 0 00- 1672878* 6985997 900427 +586039 1086989 16663179 *1b2U9u6 977929 6673953
$40900 1741907. 7235.65 909266 - 773060 1188380 17361289 •1940073 1051925 6890979
590100 1813450. 7500969 90002.7 •973219 1297380 1806183• '2062931 1129056 7122059
590964 18181008 7518.15 909009 •986389 130460. 18107289 +2070911 1134971 7137990
600000 1846526. 7525039 90900'l -1184929 1411260 1877511• +2146.79 1141971 7121915
400064 1891184• 7525038 909001 •1197649 1418540 18820500 w2154.0 1142.05 7119049
a'	 FLI(.MI ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCIIY
	
VECTOR	 AZ1MuTH LONGITUDE GLOCENTRIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED EARTH FIXLU (POS9	 EAST)- OLCLINATION
(SEC) {KM) (KMl IM/3l (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) IDEG)
143.00 58.964 67+748 ZU21.25 45.5b8 3691123 +809207 289955
144.32 6U* 195 70.116 2UI7.99 45-567 36.432 -80.192 289972
14 7 .72 6392911 769212 1997.81 45.578 369462
-801155 29.ul6
150972 6599613 81.619: 2UU3942 459597 369503 -80.122 299055
154.92' 69.605
	 - 899272 2bl6.92 456405' 369535 -8ct.075 299110
160.00' 730882 989659' 2U34.61 45.356' 369562 -80.018 299178
166.48 79.142 1109871. 2059.24 459222 369599
-799943 299266
166962 79.258 111.147 2059.84 450219 3696uO -79.941 29.268
170 OG 81.908 117.614- ZU749U5 45.148 369618
-79.9u1 29.315
171•75- 839260 - 12u•996 2081969 450111 369627 -799881 29.339
180.00 89.427 137.202 2118990 449916 36.638 -79.781 29+456
190.00 960821 157.403 2165.74 44.707 369656 -79@656 299SU2
200.00 103.227 1789216 2216.31 449526 3697G1 -799528 191752
n~,	 210900' 109.550 199.662 2270.42 449375 369775 -79.395 2999017
220 . 00 1159'198. 121!763 2328•U9 449258 369882 -79.257 3119U66
230900 121.077 2449540 2389.IU 44.171 37.016 -799115 3119229
240900. 126.:294 268.012 2453.60 '149112 37.175 -76.967 30.398
250.00 131'.157 292920 2b2!1•48 449077 37.356
-78.814 309571
260•00 135'9672 3179138 2592.77 44.067 379558 -78.656 30.749
270 . 00 1399849 3429841 26679Y1 441078" 379778 +78.492 301932
280 • t10 1439692 369034U 2746.86 449110 38.G16 -78.321 319120
290*OU 1479209 396.663 2628989 449.163 389271 +79.143 31.313
3009010' ISU+409 424.840 2914990 449265 389542 -77.959 319511
3109.00 153.299 4539898 3u04.42 44.3&6 389828 -779767 319715
320 . 00 1550889 4839d69 3097.69 44x437 39.129 -77.568 319925
330.00 158.9188 514.785 3194.66 440565 399444 -771360 329140
3409001 160.206 5469679 3295.99 44.712 39.779
-77.144 329361
350900' 161+952 579.591 3401.47 449876 409117 -769918 329588
36,0 . 00 163.434 6139557 3$,10.98 459058 40.474 -761684 32182-1
370sO0 1649664 6480616 3624.73 459257 40.845 -76.439 339u60
3 80 9 110 165@656 684.808 3743.15 450474 419230 -76.183 J3.3u6
390.00 166.422 722.180 3bb6.4u' 45.707 41.627 -759917 330558
400 . 170 166.973 7609773 3994.12 45.9b9 429038 -75+638 339817
410.00 167.326 bp09636 4127.04 46.228 429464 -759348 349082















































APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH NINDON CLOSING
5. 48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC ti
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED	 EARTH FIXED (FOS.	 EAST1 DLCLINATION LATITUDE
(SEC) IKM) (KM! (M/S) (DEG1 (DEG! (DEG) (DEG) iOEG!
430900 167.501 8899377 4409979 469810 439357 *74.726 349634 349d15
440900 167.368 9289373 4566.88 47.143 439827 +74.393 34.921 35.102
460.00 167.085 973.871 4718.25 47.485 44*312 74.045 359116 35.397
460000 166.703: 10209934 4862.58 47.847 44.813 -739681 359518 35#700
470.00 166.236 1u699634 5054.52 489230 45.331 •73.298 35.827 36.010
970.25 166.223 lu70.873 5u58.78 48.139 459344 "739288 359035 369018
480.00 165.676 11190921 52u7948 480612 459831 •72098 369144 36.328
r	 490*00 165i012 1/719724 5366x33 49.013 469347 +71081 369468 369652
tNn	 5pOr00 164o267 12259110 5532#01 49.434 46988.1 172.045 369799 36.983
6_10a00 163.470 1180•(48 5705.05 49x877 479435 •71.590 379136 379321
$20900 162.647 1336x913 5886.08 50.393 48.010 071.119 37080 37.666
530.00 161.828 13950486 6075.80 $0.833 489606 o709616 37.831 38.u18
540900 1610045 14558956 6275.Q2 5'(.346 1190224 +70.095 38.190 38.377
560.00 1609332 15(89423 6485.53 51.803	 : 490865 .69.548 380555 389743
660.00 159.725 15819999 67u7.70 52.445 509518 +68.974 38028 39.116
570.00' 159.263 16499796 6942•(4 53.039 $1.212 68.372 39.308 399,197
680900' 158.968 1718.943 7191.07 53.665 51+946 X67,".738 399696 39.885
590900 158.918 17909581 7455.35 54.313 524,690 w679071 40x091 409281
- $90964 158.925 17959236 7472.76 54.355 529738 0679027 409117 40.306
600000 159.061 18630748 7479.53 54.0Q5 539217 166.380 409489 409679
-600.64 1590070 1868x413 7479.48 54.846 $39249 '66.336 409514 400704
i
i
r9cn•u6L mit0fwvt AN4LL	 VLH:LLE AiTiTuUt RATE	 VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME	 PITCH	 YAW	 ROLL




	 (DEG)	 (DEG)	 (uEG/SI	 IDEG/51	 (DEG/5)
	 (uEG)	 (DEG)	 (DEG)
143.OU -63.756 -6060 •005 -.uUd •u17 •1104 +0044 .•U6U
141.32 •63.810 .045 .1718 -.u64 01,54 0015 '+098 •045147.71
-64.023 1.214 9113 .UG4 9368 9666
-9311 1#21415002




-•110 -•144 9275 99307160.00 +63.564
-.262
-•313 •.u18 9022
-•u45 9148 -9261166.46 +63.628
-•346 •0356














-1.794 9011 996U 0133 +9443
-1.057 -96331 90.0U +56.447
-1.143





-•538210.00 +580385 1119 .0473 .U89 •072 •059 .063
-•571221r•Ju -59.437 •796 9064 -.u97 0u64 0U55 .045 -9570230.UQ •60.308 1.417 •636
-.691 .660 9056 •06U ••5732469uir +61,.377 10991 .513'
-•134 .U54
-Ou32 •099
-9571250.00 +62.321 29533 0274 -0092 •053
-•u23 9061
-.576260.Ou





-65.597 4.004' -.476 -.135 • 047




-67.833 40911 +•643 -0114 •U43 9U55 0066 •959931Q00. -68.783 50361
-9059 -.106 •U44 •U57 9076 .96Ud320900 -690894 5.793 9507
-9109 9u43 •U57 0071
-0614330.Ou -70.944 6.223 .547 -.luu 0044 +•U42 9057
-962434U900 072.21.8 6.622 •U89
-.145 9038
-0048 0113 ••624350.Ou -73.363 7.046
-.347
-0115 4, 048 -•U43 9027 ••627360900. -74.393 7.466 .•737 -flub •U40 .u37 •027 W0627376.00 •75.473' 7.863
-9215
-0149 •U39 •U52 9029 0.636380030 ,76.626 80246 •306 -.137 9635 .u5u •U62 .•64U3 90.00 -77.831' 8.623 •809'
-.093 9042
-9037
-9000 .•661400.00 -78.861 9.032 +256 -0114 0037














































APOLLO 50YUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH NiNDOM CLOSING
5. 98 STAuE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT- VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATTITU DE RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PiTLH YAM ROLL PITCh YAM ROLL PITCH YAM ROLL
1SEC1 (DEG I (DEG) (DEG) (DEG/S) 046/5I (DEG/_S) (DEG) IDEGI IDEGI
430000 •82.309 100128 .9296 •9117 9036 9U25 0031 •9685 •0291	 .:
440900 .830566 106466 -0054 •912U •035 9025 0029 1.695 09049
950000 .84.690 10.839 •204 •0114 0036 9026 0019 •.704 9208460000' 085.845 110180 0466 -slid 9034 +026 6023 •9712 0471970000 •87.030 110516 0731 •0119 0034 9027 0023 *9722 0737970 9 25 0870059 11.524 0738 +9119 9034 OU27 0023 !x9722 9744
400.00 X880227 1Ia931 9940' ••113 0021 •0041 0015 w9709 09614
n	 -490-00 •89.334 120!56 •529` •0106 0030 •0041 0006 -R9735' 0531
500000 090.412 12.503 *Ile -0113 9037 •9041 9013 x0799' 9122
510000 •91.546 120875 .9292 118 9029 •0041 9026 99745 •0286520000 •92.767 130194 .0655 •0110 9032 •023 9015 •9757 -0652
530000 •93.958 130490 •0418 00122 9027 9024 0019 w9758 +0414840600 095.192 130795 .0178 +.124 0024 9024 0019 .9763 %9173S50s00 •96 «S38 13.896 0069 •0146 0016 9025 9038 W9766 0078
S60600 •97x829 140168' 010 00-110 9046 91123 •00161 49808 •3073 7 0000 •1000235 14.693 0593 09282 9024 0030 1+004 *9765 9593
580000 •100.226 140671 9781 0015 •0DU4 tole •0145 90760 •744
590000 01000089 149619 9880 000ou •00u0 •0057 •9127 *•772 0848
S90.64 •100.090 140613 9844 09001 09000 •9067 -9127 •9773 •811
600000 •1000091 140613 9304 0i+0O 4000 •0U58 •0125 •0773 9271









TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING







TRAJECTORY LISTING FOR A









APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING
r
Flight Time; OECO + 1.379 seconds	 143.00 (sec)
Radius: 21102664. (ft)
Altitude: 193430. (ft)
Space Fixed Velocity:	 7480.05- (ft/s)
'	 Space Fixed Path Angle:	 65.826 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 45.558 (deg)






Geodetic Latitude: 29.118 (deg)
Longitude: (Pos.	 East)	 -80.207 (deg)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
Xs	
_	 21099423.	 (ft)




Xs	 _	 2954.89	 (ft/s)
Is	 =	 1084.80	 (ft/s)
Zs	 _	 6785.50	 (ft/s)
VEHICLE ATTITUDE AND ATTITUDE RATE
Pitch Attitude Angle:	 -63.756	 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle:	 - 0.060	 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle:	 0.005	 (deg)












IFlight Time: Guidance Cutoff Signal	 590.64	 (sec)
Radius:	 21417936.	 (ft)
Altitude:	 521409.	 (ft)
Space Fixed Velocity: 	 25626.63	 (ft/s)
Space Fixed Flight Path Angles	 90.009	 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuths 	 54.355	 (deg)






Geodetic Latitude:	 40.306	 (deg)
Longitude	 (Pos. East)	 -67.027	 (deg)
Inclination:	 51.577	 (deg)
Descending Node Argument: 	 154.192	 (deg)










	 _	 20422595.	 (ft)
	
Ys	 =	 976767.	 (ft)
	
Zs	 _	 6378990.	 (ft)
	






Pitch Attitude Angle	 100.090	 (deg)
Yaw Attitude Angle	 14.613	 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle 	 0.844	 (deg)
OSCULATING CONIC PARAMETERS
*Perigee Altitude	 =	 458366.16	 (ft)
*Apogee Altitude	 =	 493011.83	 (ft)
	
Eccentricity	 =	 .00080 (ft)




True Anomaly	 =	 191.68	 (deg)
	
Period	 =	 87.39	 (min)
*Referenced to Equatorial Radius (20925721.78 ft) i
131
TABLE 2F (CONTINUED)
'$ APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
S-IVB STAGE END CONDITIONS OF FLIGHT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING
Flight Time: Orbit Insertion 	 600.64 (sec)
Radius: 21417930. (ft)
Altitude: 521884. (ft)
Space Fixed Velocity:	 25650.78 (ft/s)
' Space Fixed Flight Path Angle:	 90.000 (deg)
Space Fixed Flight Azimuth:	 54.836 (deg)






Geodetic Latitude:	 40.704 (deg)
Longitude: (Pos. East)	 -66.335 (deg)
Inclinations 51.574 (deg)
Es Descending Node Argument:	 154.186 (deg)
Inertial Range Angle:	 18.337 (deg)
Weight: 67486. (lbs)
SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS
M
Xs	 _	 20343843.	 (ft)
Ys	 =	 1015114.	 (ft)






is	 _	 3827.78	 (ft /s
r
Zs	 _	 24061.83	 (ft/s )
_-
VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLES
Pitch Attitude Angle	 _	 -100.091 (deg)
Yaw Attitude- Angle	 _	 14.614 (deg)
Roll Attitude Angle	 =	 0.267 (deg)-
OSCULATING CONIC PARAMETERS
` *Petigee Altitude	 _	 491830.72	 (ft)
*Apogee Altitude	 _	 542880.59	 (ft)
Eccentricity	 _	 .0011$
Semi-Major Axis	 =	 21443110.27	 (ft)
True Anomaly	 =	 359.59	 (deg)
Period	 87.64	 (min)
*Referenced to Equatorial Radius (20925721.78 ft)
132
TABLE 3F
APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
rN SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING
^p
FLIGHT TIME PROGRAM TIME
(SEC) (SEC)
;i
-17.20 -'-- Guidance Reference Release (GRR)
0.00 --- First Motion
0.20 (0.00) Lift-off Signal; Initiate Time Base One
59.63 --- 1 Mach One
74.35 ---- Maximum Dynamic Pressure
i 132.00 (131.80) Tilt Arrest
c 135.62
1
(0.00)2 Level Sensor Activation; Initiate Time
Base Two
138.62 (3.00)2 Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO)
141.62 (0.00) Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECD); Initiate3
Time Base Three
142.72 (1.10) Ignite Ullage Rockets
142.92 (1,.30)3 Separation Signal
143.00 ___'3 S-IB/S-IVB Physical Separation
144.32 (2.70)
3 '
S-IVB J-2 Engine Start Command
147.72 --- 90 Percent J-2 Thrust Level
150.72 --- Termination of Ullage Burn
154.92 (13.30)3 Jettison Ullage Rockets
166.48 --- Dynamic Pressure = 1 PSF
166.62 ___ LES Jettison
171.75 (30.00)3 IGM Initiation
469.72 (328.10) EMR Shift Command
590x64 --- 3 Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS)
590.84 (0.00)4 Inertial Attitude Freeze; Initiate
Time Base Four






APOLLO SUYUZ TtST PROJLLT
TYPICAL LAUNCH n1NDON	 CLO51rvtj
S-18 STAGE FLIGHT OA1A
FLIGHT MASS TrIRUST DRAG LuNG)TUDINAL DYNAMIC A.H6l. MACH PITCH AN4LE
TIME (TOTAL) ACCtLERATION PKtbSURE N09 OF ATTACK
(SEC) ILB) (LB) (LB) (FT /SEC2) (Ld/FT2) (LB-FT/F12-r(AU) (DEG)
1) -17920 1311032-• y- 0. •0UO U. U. .00 N/A
2) 000 12968540 1603375.. 590 39.897 U• U. .UO N/A
106.00 1234179<r 1651115. 2568• 143.049 11- 16010 .U9 -1.764
2064)0 11711289 16765140 96920 45.852 520 33007- 02U -10317
30.00 1107765•' 1699800. 213259 48.812 1379 21196b. 0,33 -.668
40 0 00 10443100 1726629. 349d7. b29185 Z7U. 8[6u4u. .5l -0091	 t,
SO-u0 980797. 1758276. 54411. b5.956 436. 237673d. 973 .163	 t
3) 59963 919619• 1785944• 1486150 57.342- b9l- 5498964. 1.UU .296
60000, 917296. 1766844. 1524919 57.382' 59S. 564641b. ).U1 9298
70.00 853472• 1816958. 148332+ 626954 6849 1067120x. 1937 6192
4) 74.35 825708• 1828556. 129426- 66.249 697. 1347(j29U. 1957 .066
80000 7896100 1840527._ 108469. 70.591 673• 175632216 1.86 9140
90.00 725982. 1853499- 70698. 799u,il 507• 252154239 2940 -+251
100.00 662622. 1857286. 389850 880289 3196 31914667. 2.95 -95UJ
110000 5994060 1854530- 196939 989495 179. 36932419. 3956 -19280
120900 5364160 1846825. 5439. 110.458 91. 40291u319 4.23 -29077
130900 473755. 1834856. -1120• 124.701 4S. 42373057. 5.U2 -3.055
5) 132.00 4612929 ;1831562. -1765. 1279885 39, 42679887. 5.21 -3.261
6) 135.62 438723+ 18246570 -3172- 134.053 310 4316530'► ." 5964 -29545
7)-, 138.62 4201259 1816162• -4905. 139.464 250 43516191* 6.U5 -1.634
140900 4149389 928067. -48630 72.341 220 436bu9bJ. 6.16 -19290
8)- 141.62 9U8807• 803133. -SU396 63•bO6 190 43831udu. 6932 -.Bub
9) 142.72 407413. 55544- -4662• 4.755 179 43932902. 6.37 -.515
10)' 142.92 4071594 574759 -45719 4.903 160 43946UZ9. 6.37 -0467
11)' 143600 40713u. 54494. •4537. 4+673 169 43941966. 6030 -•449
1)' Guidance Reference Release
2) First Motion
3) Mach One
4) Maximum Dynamic Pressure
5) Tilt Arrest
6) LSA, Initiate Time Base Two
7) IECO
8) OECD, Initiate Time Base Three
9) Ignite Ullage Rockets
10) Separation Signal




APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH NIN D OW CLOSING
S-16 STA%E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT •.••. SPACE ,FIXED •-- SPACE FIRED P051TION AND VELOCITY	 VECTOR COMPONENTS ••e
TIME RADIUS	 _ VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A T Z DX UY DZ
ISEC) (FT') (FT/5') (DEG) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT/5) (FT/5) (FT/5)
0 17020 209100350 1340044 9u0000 20909952• 34769• •476030 •00 1062946 790961
•O0 20910034• -1,340044 90#U00 209099390 533839 -339990 +1.48 1081.98 791026
10 0 00 20910497. 1343.56 65.653 20910383• 6470Uo 0260849 94984 1081.37 791.71
20000 20912059. 1364998 800725 2091/9170 750c1,. •18132+ 216.74 1080.97 603994
30 000 - 20914984. 1423916 749958 20914SU69 85820• •98910 365931 1061052 850948
40000 20919535. 1531957 69.138 20919312• 966434 •9900 540945 1084441 936o65
50900 30915979• 1700961 63.933 209257016 107519• 90130 741922 1090.97 1073o53
59063 20939169• 1922x46 60.170 20933847.. Ilaus89 2U2229 948991 1Q96.32 1262934
r	 60900 20934541• 1931967 600065 209341950 118459• 206859 956049 1096650 1270949
70900 20945242. 2221.77 57.897 209448139 1294630 346240 1171942 1104.74 1530.87
74935 20950599. 2376948 57.280 2095x1280 134272. 41S819 1274917 1107953 1672058
notoo 20958261. 2605992 56.786 209577279 140542. 516220 141b937 1110.46 1885932
90900 20973854. 3U93986 56.846 20973180• 1516379 72709• 1675991 1107.27 2353917
100 1 00 20992118. 3698937 57.944 209912539 1626880 991229 1940.51 1103.55 2948065
110000 21013154• 9422960 590495 210120219 1737139 132097• 2212.90 1101.50 3667931
120 . 00 21037033. 5277921 610338 210355119 184715• 172938. 2484955 1016.70 4524925
130000 21063779. 6280905 63.345 210616699 1950799 223123• 2748.73 1093.29 5539.69
132.00 21069471• 66p0939 63.759 210672386 197064* 234427o 2800007 1091.86 5763990
136962 21060079• 6918010 6140492 21077557• 2U1d170 256087• 2893988 1089.09 6188965
136062 2/0891600 7282.58 65.021 210863679 205U809 2752039 2979961 1066+7U 6555068
140 0 00 21093403. 7383.06 650267 2109!14769 206574• 2843029 2989.01 1085.89 6663.06
141962 2/0984270 7474.83 65.557 210953330 2083380 2952149 2988907 1085021 6765012
142972 21101820• 7482027 65.771 210966G9• 2095329 3026729 2962099 1084088 6764040
142992 21102434. 7480967 65.811 210992010 2097490 3040290 2957911 1084.82 6785921











APOLLO SO Y UZ TEST PROJCCT
TYPICAL LAUNCH wINDDN CLOSINU
S-18 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
--FLIGHT EARTH FIXED ----' ---- EARTH FIXLQ POSITION AND VELOCITY V.ECTUR COMPONENTS ----
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE A Y 2 DX DY UY
(SEC) (FT) (FT/S) (DEG) IFT1 (FT1 IFT) (FT/5) 1FT/5T (FT/5)
-17.20 295. .Uu N/A '4950 -U• -G• -OuU -•U0 -•UU
•UJ 295. •00 N/A 2959 -u. U. --.UO -.OU •UO
IO^UO 758. - 97077 040U 758. -2. Us 91917 -049 -.U5
20 . 0u 23200 220.25 30153 232u0 -100- 319 214995 0096 11.54
30 • u0 5257. 373088 89946 5'445. -12• 3440 369.47 -1 9 17 57.24
400VG 98860 564.04 14.765 97999 -22• 13ud0 54b973 1.77 192.54
50000_ 16591. 797.84 200508 16147. 15• 33610 747065 7073 277.86
59*63 25418. 1064.27 269032 244640 1140 68974 957918 12.45 465.10
60 0 00 2SOU30 1G74.69 260242 24616• 1299 7068. 964.43 12061 473.19
709UO 37841. 1394.23 310862 356211. 291. 13U25. 1181.93 20027 731968
ON	
74035 44097. 1554.04 340249 4ud9u9 3014. 16506. _1285.b2 22083 672046
80060 53321. 1793.50 370261 48b59. 512. 22020. 142d.71 25.53 1U83088
90000 73132• 2294.84 42.497 64164v 7670 35udu0 1691.91 22020 lb49.15
IUOsUO 98242. 2904.82 47.488 8243u0 9690 53439. 1961 ► 1d 18994 2141.75
110 0uu 129759. 3631.U7 51.811 1034444 Ilb30 7d3290 224u074 18.ud 2457.17
120 g u0 168898. 4485043 55.645 1'27'4500 1332• 111U510 252U.ul 17047 371U057
1300UO 217023. 5486.71 59.104' 15302do 14999 153ud0. 2793.66 15.6.1 4722+20
132•u0 2278590 57u6.63 590758 159469• 153u. 1627490 2d4/915 150.10 4945+62
135.62 248620. 6123.64 6p0889 1699660 15030 1814400 294b.i0 14015 5368091
138062 266949. 6488.02 61.706 1789359 16249 19SU950 3u34.47 13037 5134.65
140 0 00 275678. 6587070 62.037 18312u• 1642• 2U6U649 3045,22 13023 584.1.60
141 @ 62 286137. 667!3024 620410 188u7u• 16640 1156410 3045.75 13033 $943024
142.72 293277. 6684022 620653 19141L•	 - 16790 222195. 3u21030 13046 5962.37
142.92 294575. 6682.32 620697 192ul4. 1601. 2233d80 3U1b.61 13047 $963.17
1430(50 295061, 6681.59 620713 19224u• 16020 223835• 3U13043 13048 5963044
--^
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APOLLO SOYuZ TEST PROJECT'
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CLOSING.
S+18 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE, RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TIME	 - VELOCITY SPACE FIXED EARTH FIXED (POS. EAST! OECLINA'T10N LATITUDE ^•
('SEC) (FT) INM) (FT/S) (DEG) tDEG) IDEG) (OEG1 (DEG) i.
•!'7.20' D. 9000 .U0- 90.000 N/A +80.621 28.466 28x627
I.
000 295•' •000 3991 909OU0 N/A -80.621 280466 289627
i
yt
10900 7589 9001 97.28 69.978 399320 800621 280466 18.627
20900 23219 .006 220922 8995b3 299844 -409621 289466 280627
30 . 00 5246. •059 372.89 880001 349383 80.620 289467 280628
40900 9799. 9219 560.27 85.368 36+489 -dO.619 260469 289630
50.00 162489 9559 787992 81.651 37.478 .80.615 28.473 28.635
51.63- 24466. 19.143 1044.87 77.159 379,482 -8tj ► 608 280'481 289643
60900 248180 10171 ID549b2 769961 37.478 0809608 28.48) 289643 k+"'
70900`	 - 355329 29154 1355085 72.001 379544 80.596 18.494 28.656
w	 74.35' 40897• 29727 1512999 69.697 379514 -800590 28.502 286664
80900 485729 39634 1753.19 6696b7 379384 -80.579 28.514 289676
90900: 64194• 5.781 2280977 61.400 36.890 -80.555 28.542 289704
100 9 00" 82499. 89792 2886962 56.745 369610 •80.520 28.583 28.745
110 9 00 103592. 129867 3581934 529982, 36.54j0'80•474 26.637 289799
120900 1275449 18*214 4415688 49.963 369416 *80.414 189709 289871
130900- 1543869 259068 5421.90 479539 369412 -809337 280801 289963
132 9 60 1601009 269643 5645.06 47.116 369407 -809319 289822 289944
135962 1707509 299681 6u6595p 469396 3694u2 -80.285 289862 29.025
139-62 179868• 329192 6427988 45.850 369402 -d0.25q 28.899 29.062
140900 1841309 339687 6522980 459705 3694u6 -80.240 289916 299U79
141.62 189175• 359243 6623946 45+576 369414 •809222 28.937 299100
142972 192583. 369308 6633.50 45,5b8 369421 -809210 280951 299114
142.92 1931990 369501 6631997 459558 369422 •80.208 28054 299117
iI	143.00 1934309 36.574 6631943 459558 369423 +80.207 28.955 290118
f
T1:k.0
._....._	 _	 ..	 ,..:..Nx...	 ,.xrv.	 "..+.'S. TS	 ^._	 ^;`'.........M_.^..,Mw .......il".^tv._..^. 2.. ..r„^l.A..._.«..``^ ,..	 .._. ,-...,-.,	 .... 	 ... :::._	 _^,.....^.::... _.. ... -•-	 (v._`,%a-- :...... ......^ ^-C.n+, _.	 ,._ _	 ..	 _ ..	 R
TABLE OF :.
APOLLO SOYUZ	 TEST PROJLCT




FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VLHICLE ATTITOUE kATE VtHICLE ATTITUDE ERKQK
T,111 E PITCH YAw ROLL 11ITCH YAn ROLL PITCH YAK kULL
'	 {SEC) (DEG) -(DEG) (DEG) (UEG/5) (DtG/S) (DEG/5) (0EG) (DEG) (uEG)
-17.20 •OUO 9OUO -53.856 -9uu2 •Uu3 •702 •OuU •Uuu •000
0 Q u -.037 •051 053.822 -9002 •&)u3 .001 -•031 •U5l ,034
10s0U
-.024
-0U014 •539856 -tu0u 0ou1 .Uuu •9011 -9022 ,uUU
20s04
-3.512 •044 -450289 -0'138 -•OuO I•uO4 •227 9231 -•933
3G.00 •7.728 .032 -35•285 -.439 9007 1,ufju 0288 0242 -.929
40.00 *12.377 .U38 -,25.285 -9497
-Qou9 1000U •4uU 1725 -092d
50.00
-170812,' -0202 -150288 -.555 -0032 .999 .45u
-tudy -0923
59-9 63 "23.265 -•673
-59662 -•557
-0011' 1•UOU 0342 ..645 -•941
60•U0 -23.470; -.679 +5.296 -9561
-.018 1•uuu *344 ..65U -0941
^-	 7U. a t)w	 '- '	 -29.229 -9870 -•U06 -.59b -9051 •UU3 .369 -9870 -.UU9










1100DO -52.813 -6.027 9017 -.494 •uu3 •uUU 9444 -9U17 9017
1211900 "57.563 - . U 5 8 0014 -.46b v•uu2 .UOu 9447 -9U5d •U13






-90U3 -.uou 0415 •*166 taus
135:.62
-63.819 +•170, 9007 .u5b
-0oul -•UO3
-01'07 -9170 0007
138s62 -63.792 +.169' 9005 -.012 •Ou2 -.Uuu
-00(10 •0169 0005
140.03 -63.769
-*124 OU04 -9616 0055 -.U01 -0076 -+1d4 9UU4
141,62
-63.761
-.073 .003 •u15 0U(,9 -.uol +•049 -9U73 0003
142972 -63.754
-.064 •004 -vLU4 9614 .UO3 -9042
-OU64 0uu4
142992 -63.7b5 -.061 9004









APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH NINDOW CLOSIN4
S%48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT -MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC CENTRAL PITCH ATT9 PITCH ANGLE
TIME ' 1TOTAt) ACCELERATION PRESSURE RANGE ANGLE COMMANU OF ATTACK
(SEC) (LB) (LB) 1LB) (FT/S2) (LB /FT2) (DEG) (DEG ► (DEG)
1) 193.00, 306011. 9009• 753• •868 169 19069 •63.712 -9448
2) 144.32 306011. 8984• 6499 9877 14• 1,092 +63.712 -	 6001 
3) 147.72 3053460 180766• 4669 19+000 90 1.152 -61.772 9282
4) 150.72 303902. 194877. 331• 20.599 60 I.2J6 +639712 2.316
5) ..154.92 301658. 229119• 2039 '24.417 40 1.282 -639712 29582
160900 298600• 2291569 1180 249664 29 1.376 -630712 39615	 b.
6) 166948 288361• 229246o 590 25.573 10 10,496 .639712 509019
7) 1-66.62 288014• 2292410 580 250603 19 11501 +639712 $9051
170000 284156a 2296975• 14 1 25.994 1• 19565 +639712 59771 
8) 171.75 283208., 2306959 39• 26.205 l0 1.599 -630712 60132
l80.00 278736. 2300319 25. 26.551 U• 1.761 055.888 14.552
190900 273316. 2360629 8• 27.082 09 1.963 •566481 160792
200900 267901. 230078• 3• 27.631 U• 2.170 •57.543 170490
210000 262494. 2295BO• l0. 28.139 0• 29384 -58.445 1131181
220.00 257089. 229406• 1• 28.709 U• 206u4 +590483 180723
230.00 257697.- 2289519 0.0 29.266 00 29830 •60.371 190395	 v.
290.00 246304 . 2288529 Go 29.894 U+ 3.062 +610479 19.772
250.044 240921. 228527+ Of 30.519 Jo 3.3u1 -629383 2092J8
260900 235538. 2285219 ps 31.215 0+ 3.547 •631415 209507
270.00' 230141. 2288320 of 31.991 U9 3.800 •64.668 201474
280000 224747. 2289849 00 32.780 U9 4.060 +650673 201691
290:00 2193147. 2287940 00 33.559 V• 4.328 -66.802 2p9698
- 300.00 ?`13950. 2285549 0• 34.370 d• 4a6u4 •67.896 2097178
310900 208563. 2286880 00 35.278 110 40888 •68.859 209872
320900 203175. 2285229 09 36.187 i0 5.180 -690967 2U0825
(330.00 1977900 228707• D• 3792U3 u• 50480 -7190U5 209795
340 g OU 192388. 229070• 00 38.308' Uo 5.79U- •72.332 ZU9343
350.00 186990• 2287360 09 39.357 Of 6.109 -7304U8 209015
360.00 187598. 2285546 09 4U.49s J0 6.438 -74.416 190Bull
370000 176208. 228307. Of 410686 U• 69726 n 75.501 199584
390000 170808. 2290720 On 43.148 too 70125 •769690 199256
3 9 9900 1654110 2279480 00 440338 q9 7.485 -77.835 ld9844
400.00 160026. 227916• 00 450823 17• 7.856 •780837 180516
410.00 154641. 227853• 06 47.405 U0 8.238 -80.007 17.944
420.00 149258. 2277999 Do 49.104 N• 8.633 -819174 17.387
1) S-IB/S-2VB Physical Separation	 5) '' Jettison Ullage Rockets
2) S-IVB Start Command 6) Dynamic Pressure	 1 PSF
3) J-2 90 Percent Thrust 7) LES Jettison
4) Termination of Ullage Burn 8) IGM Initiation
1ABLt 9 F (Continued)
i.
1
APOLLO SOYU2 TEST PROJ[CT
TYPICAL LAUNCh;OINOOW CLOSING
5 48 STAuE FLIGHT OATH
FLIGHT MASS THRUST DRAG LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC CENTRAL 017CM,ATT. PI1CM	 ANGLL
TIME {TOTAL) ACCELERATION PkESSURE	 KANGE ANGLE COMMAND OF ATTACK
(SEC) (LB) iLB) 1LB) (FT/S2) 4LB/FT2) (UEG) (DLG) (UEG)
430.00 143871. 2385259 u+ 51.114 U0 9.040 -b29339 169874
'44U•00 138469., 228730. u0 53.146 u• 9.460 -d3.59b !6.140 I,	 '
450.00 133079. 227862. 0r 5b.089 u• 99694 -8'4.710 15.723	 };
0#60#Ou 127693. 227808. 00 57.399 y. IU•342 -85.871 15.152	
F
4..7..0.00 122405. 22767p. O9 59.841 U9 IU.11U5 -87.1158 149533
9) 471).25 122281. 2u5195. jj 53098Y U. 1U.817 -67.p87 14.b17
48p.00 1,17759. 193111+ 09 52.761 u• 1192a3 -98.249 130958,
r, 490.00 11323U. 193080. Of 549860 U. 119774 -89.343 13.366
r 500+GO 108701. -193051+ U• 57.13V U. 12.280 -909427 1197b9	 =
510000 104173. 1930129 -030 59.611 U• 126801 -918571 !2.1.37
520.00 99646. 192971). 0. 62.306 U9 13.337 -929778 110388
530900 95119.' 1929269 00 65.256 U. 13.891 -93.975 1U9742
540.00 90593. 192877. 0. 68049V U• 14.461 -959211 1u.043
550900 860520' 193757, u. T2.443 U. 15.050 "96.577 9.120
560.00 81.512. 193U38. p. 76.19,1 e1. 15.657 -979816 8.451
57G000 76984. 192939, p9 8U.63.) U. 16.286 -100.235 69571
580000 72459.' 192801. u• Bb.6ua We 16.935 -IU0.Ob2 7a140
590+00 67938. 192597. 0. 91.200 0• 17.6;}7 •999964 7.665
10) 590.69 67650. 1925779 0. 910581 u. 179651 -996964 797u5
60u:00 67489. 0. Of -.DUU u9 180293 -99.964 8.269
11), &G0'•64- 67486. 00 1• - 0 vU0 we 18.337 -IUO*O91 89309
9) EMR Shift









APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJLCT
TYPICAL LAU11CH WINDOW CLOSiiv6 Er
S+48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ++++- SPACE FIXED +•++ +J+ SPACE FIXED POSITION AND VECUCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ++.
T1HE RADIUS VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y z DX DY DZ
ISECI IFT) (FT/S) (DEG) (FT) (FT) (FT) (FT/5) *FT /S) (FT/S)
143000 21102685. 748Q91)2 65.827 21099444. 209834• 3045849 2954978 1084.80 6785151
144+32 21/06706/ 7464.09- 66.094 2110332Q9 211267• 3135489 2913rb(1 1084946 6785088
147 9 72 21116826. 7437978 66.781 211130499 2149529 3366260 2813943 IU89912 6799925	 r'
150.72 211255319 7460981 67.361 211213869 2182079 3571039 2743.37 1085.32 6851991
154992 21137433• 75iy963 68.043 211327339 2227659 3860669 265d.5S 1084.35 6940.16	 f
I;6D900 21IS1395- 7574.70 69.068 2114b9629 2281619 4215619 2554165 1081.78 7048.37
16684 8 21168562/ 7662162 70.219 211620879 235261• 467686. 2423.78 1078.54 7188992
166962 211689380 7664970 70.244 2/162438/ 235417. 4687289 2420928 1078.46 7192914
170,900 21177585. 7714070 70.827 2117114939 239US40 4931289 2353912 1076.4d 7267977
171 9 75 21181993. 7741943 711124 211745811 240937. 5058819 2318952 1075.42 7307938
180 9 00` 212021049 7469.77 72.423 211930519 249778. 5669349 2164.60 1066.27 7490972
190 8 00 212252249 SU29005 73.742 21213888. 260383. 6429009 2002.64 1055.16 7703936
F ' 20.0000 21247067/ 8200922' 75.010 212331029 270d889 721023. 1840,02 1016.3U 7922932
210900 21267650. 8382971 269226 212506859 2813179 8013669 1676945 1040917 8147923
r
220900 21266994. 8576971' 77.384 212606329 291702. 8839881 1512960 1037/4) 8378929
230 9 00 21305123• 87819-52 789487 21280934. 302u750 9689519 1347075 1037.77 8615920
240 9 00' 21322060/ 8997.65 799530 212935869 312467. 1056314, 1182945 1641918 8858963
250900 2/337828/ 9224.70 811,522 213045779 3229089 11461450 IU15047 1047918 9108960
260 9 00 213524510 9462984 81.456 213138940 3334260 12385099 847963 1056.72 9365937
270960 21365955. 9713947 82.338 2132/5279 344051,9 1333482. 67d*19 1068.88 9630963
280.0Q 21378360. 9975.'57 839171 21327452. 354d13. /4311479 506945 1083995 9903956
290900 213896909 /0249170 83.951 21331651. 36574(,9 15315820 331.93 1102.07 10184084
300000 21399972. 10535985 84.682 213341049 3768649 16348729 157.04 1123.28 10474962
310900 21409231. 1083305/ 85.364 213347849 3882169 17411019 +21927 1147.64 10771953
320 9 00 214174.980 /1/43945 859996 21333672. 3998281 18503539 .201.89 1175934 11079.45
330 9 00 214248029 11465958 860584 213307379 4117339 19627209 +385956 1206.43 11395941
340. 9 00 21431178. jJd02.Q3 87.124 213269549 423969. 20783019 .572.00 124:024 11722963
35p. 0O' 21436653/ /2152914 87.627 213l?2d2o 4365709 21972089 +763.21 1279.64 12060945
3 6 0900 214412559 12515955 880087 213106789 4495759 23195459 0958.12 1322009 12408959
370900 21445Q24. 12892092 889504 213001u89 463025/ 24154179 •1156974 1368.60 12767978
380 9 00 21448002+ /3285966 68.880 212875319 47696i9 15749429 -1359952 1419949 13139947
39,0900 21450230. 13694.35 89.221 212728999 4914299 27082519 +1567.98 1474976 13524911
4 00000 21451745. 14117.75 89.522 21256157._ 5064721 28454631 +1781922 1534.77 139ZU958
410 9 00 214526039 14558933 890786 212372589 5221419 29867119 +1999980 1599094 14331929
i"
j







i APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH AINDON CLOSIwu
-5-48 STAGE FLIGHT UAJA
FLIGHT •••- SPACE FIXED •---- SPACE FIAEU PUSITION AND VELOCITY	 VECTOR COMPUNENTS - -
TIMe! RADLUS VtLOCITT PA (M ANGLE >< Y Z DX UT UZ
(SEC) 1Fi) (FT/5) (UEG)- (FT) IFT) (FT) IF'T/5) AFT/S) (FT/5)
430.60 21452547. 15495.27 9u62U9 21192739+ 5555690 32b)9ud. -2456.68 1746.6d IS199.2S
}+ 440.0G 21451746. 15Y95675 9U•368 21186983• 573443• 34361919 -2696.06 1829.24 15660.43
f 450.00 2145OSIU. 16516.91 90.497 1113d7909 592174• 35951749 -2943.94 1918.U7 16138.85
4i 460.00 21948.9ij8• 17u61•63 90..591 211u80784 -	 61162d. 3759036• -3,1Gu.u9 2G14.u2 16636.78
470.00 21447016+ 1763u62i 9U•653 210747b8• 632479. 3927983• -3465.73 2117.48 17156.03}
470.25 21446966. 17644.34 90.655 21o7s891• 633009• 3932173• -3471•S2 2120.Ud 17168.86
480900 21444811• 18136.70 9U.756 21036710• 654118. 4101796• -374b•62 2211022 17607.41
490400 21442253. 18662.54 90.832 2099ge15• 676725• 428u189. -4u3b.Ul 2311.06 18073.96
N	 500•GU 21439421• 19210*91 90.876 20957979• 7004639 44633399 -4333.82
2417.76 18558987
i, 510•3Q 21436406. 19783.53 9D.891 209141.14• 725106t 4651434• -4643.22 2532.68 1YU63.42
ff




















540•Ut7 21427201• 21668•Y7 90.768 217759028. 8U6657• 5247534. -5649974 2931431 20713.UY
550:00 21424427. 22364.96 91.672 2u7uu71i6 8369229 545767Uo -6u16.81 3084.2! 21318.47
5 6G • DO 21421990. 23099.25 9u.553 2u6306246 868577. 5674UIb. -6404quu 3247•oti 21954.88
b7a•OO 2142u019. 23674tuG 90.410 20572567. 9u1Y28. 5896881• -61112.75 3425.28 22623.48
58p•po 21418583. 24696.42 9U6256 ZUSOZ2480 937135. 6126608• -7151982 3617.86 23328.85
590.04 21417941• 25569915 9u.026 2042751/6 9740269 6363622• -7696.51 3822.11 Z4U81.86
590.64 21417936. 2562'963 90.009 2U42159S* 976767• 63789969 -7725.)0 3835003 24131.62
d 600•'uu- 21417931. 2565u*du 90aU0I 2034d95u9 70126739 6604731• `8U0t.60 3828.69 24067.89




APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOO CLOSIN4
5.48 STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT •+-•• EARTH FIXED - •r • * EARTH FIXtO POSITION AND VELOLITY
TIME POSITION VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X T Z DX
(SEC) (FTI FT /S) (DEG) IFTI (FT) (FT) (FT/5')
143 . 00 295108. 6681.55 620714 1922619 16830 223878. 3013032
144x32 303667. 6663.60 639005 196215• 17009 231756. 2972076
147`972 325614+ 6632.21 639760 2061480 1747• 252040• 2874960
150 @ 72 3449830 6651.22 649419 2146729 17969 270048. 2808051
154092 372240• 6696.28 650319 2261919 18720 2955539 2724055
160000 405490• 6755917 669384 2396639 1965. 326870. 2624416
1669411 4482660 6836099 6797)0 2564540 2084• 367654• 2497928
166962 449230. 6838.95 679739 256816• 20879 368577. 2494e49
170400 471750• 6866.07 680411 2651250 21490 3901949 2429978
171 0 75 483486. 6911038 -	 6897S4 2693489 21019 4015040 2396.45
180 0 00 539386. 7034043 70-P255 2884860 23219 455750• 2248062
190900 608473. 7189004 71.779 3102019 24320 523458. 2094.17
200 0 00, 679099. 7355993 730291 3303689 2506• 593317• 1939039
210000 751361. 7534.45 740634 348986.', 2571. 665392. 1783997f,
w	 220900 825360. 7724.68 759965 36609509 2665. 739742. 1628962
230 900 901196. 7925.91 779224 381557• 2826. 816432+ 1472.64
290900 9789759 8138.65 78.411 3955049 3089. 8955220 1316.59
250000 10588060 8362.47 799534 4078840 34910 9771182. 1159.27
260x00 1140795. 8597.54 80.589 4186899 40669 1061177. 1001950
270.00 1225062• 8845922 810581 4279139 48498 1147887. b41960
280 0 00 131,1725. 9104048 82.514 435536. 5877. 1237294. 681986
290 000` 14009039 9375.85 83•385 4415479 71859 1329979. 519084
300 0 00 1492719. 9659929 840197 4459289 8811• 14245299 355.96
310 0 00 1587294. 9954030 84.953 44866u9 107939 1522527• 190019
320 0 00 1664749. 10261061 85•652 4497270 131719 16235620 22069
330000' 1785212. lOSel.13 869298 4491079 159660 17277249 - 147927
3Y0000 1888818• 10914.96 860890 4467779 1'92600 1835116. •319935
350+00 1995709. 11262.45 879439 4427069 230,199 1945850, •495953
340000 2106023. 11623.20 87.940 4368589 27489. 2060033• •674.73
370*00 2219900. 11997089 889393 4292030 324999 2177771. n856690
380900 2337488. 12387.92 880799 4197099 381b1• 22991820 •1042044
310900 2458952. 12793.86 890166 4083389 44568. 2424400• '1232084
400000 2584441. 13214,.48 899489 3950419 51776. 25535469 •1427.19
410000 2714121• 13652.21 899771 3797819 598030 2686753• -1625094



















20 0 62 7787987
32070 8031936
48927 8281959
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TABLE IIF (Continued)
A P OLLO SOYUZ TL5T PROJLCT
TYPICAL LAUNCH *INDOW CLOSINU
S-48 STA4E 'FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ----- EARTH FIXED
-----
EARTH FIXLO POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOR COMPONENTS ----
TIML, POSITION, VELOCITY PATH ANGLE X Y 1 DA UY 01
(SEC) 1FT) (FT/S) (DEG) (FT) (FT)- (FT) (FT/5) (FT/51 (FT/5)
430900 2986773• 14583.32' 90.222 3431569 786369 2965952. -ZOU920 1043.01 14402.33
4 40100 3130144. 15082.79 90.391 321681• 895d0. 31122aZe -2256961 1149913 14866666
450000 3278497. 15598.91 9im526- 298uU3• 1016440 3263343• -2480+36 1264.87 15348.41
460400 3432048. ► 6139.91 9.D9625 272u529 1149069 34193189 -2711.13 1389.10 15849683
4709OD 3591035. 16795.93 909689 243754. 1294b6. 3580414. -295U-U4 1522.34 16372.78
470925 35950820 16719.98 909691 243#4169 1298374 3584508. -2956.16 1525.7U 16385.70
isO•uo 3755277. 17209.63 90.797 2129929 1452929 3746416. -3203.97 1645999 1682b.45
490900 3924521• 17732.65 909876 1796489 162401• 39.17042• -3466.23 1777.14 17299954
r	 500000 4098983• 18278.17 90.921 1436419 ISUS634 402471• -3736.63 191696.4 17789920
41 5 10 . 00 4278844. 18847.87 909935 104d8b# ZOU767. 4272894. -4UJo025 2065.95 18298.74
5 20 9 UO' 44;64502• 19943.86 900920 63181• 2222169 4458520. "4326.59 2125.61 18829.86
530900 4656077. 217068.42 909876 187159 245317* 46495720 -4608.72 2396931 /9384950
5 40906 48539100 20.724.23 909803 -289379 27U1d19 4646299. -492490 2578058 19964.93
550soo 5058333. 21417911 909702- -79815. 2969339 50489800 -5254.59 2773964 20576.42
560ei1u 5269720• 22148.30 9	 .577 -134a9u. 325698, 5257936. -5603.28 2981.62 21219.34
5709Oo 5488443. 22919.85 917.427 -191938. 3566226 5473481. -5971931 3206.33 21894980
58000.0 5714917. 23739.00 9,0266 -253629, 389888. 5695958. -6367.24 3448998 22607.58
S9090,0 $949638. 24608.56 90.027 -3191939 4256500 5925796. -6766.13 3705.91 23368.08
590.64 5964893. 24665.84 9,0.009 -3236159 428018. 5940709. -6791.7U 3722.61 23416.31
-6000uo 6189390. 24689.6-1 900001 -38842,79 4630119 6159813. -7U49.b5 3745.78 23363934
600'9,64 6204672. 24689.57 90.001 `3929279 4654UD. 6174703. -7067.16 3746•8b 23357.89 -
Ft1(JM ► ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCIIY VECTOR AZ1MUTn LONGITUDE GEOCENTRIC GEODETIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE FIXED EARTH FIXLU (PUS.
	 E AST) DECLINATION LATITUDE
(,SEC) (FT) INM1 (FT/S") (DEG1 (DEG) (DEG) IDEG) (DEG)
143.00 193452* 369581 6631.41 459558 36lp423 .80.207 289955 29.118
144932 197491. 37x860 6620.71 45.567 369432 -809192 28.972 299135
147.72 207657. 41915.1 6554949 45.578 369462 -800155 299016 29.180
150972- 2164030 44o0l 6572.89 45.547 36.5113 -80122 29.055 290219
154992 228362. 4892ti3 6617.20 459465 369535 -80.075 29.110 29.274
160.00 242395. 539272 6675.25 45.356 360562 +80.018 29.178 29.31#2
166.48 259654.' 599865 - 67569G5 45.222 369599 ► 799943 19.266 290431
146.62 2600329 609015 6757.99 '15.219 36 6UO 0799941 299268 29.433
170 . 00 268728. :630506 6604.61 459148 369618
-799901 299315 298480
171.75 273162. 659332' 6829968 459111 369627 -791881 29.339 299504
180 .00 293395• 749083 6951977 44.916 369638 -79.7d1 299,156 29.621
190900" 316669• 849991 7105943 449707 369656 •799656 29.602 290766
200.00' 338670• 969229 7271937 q49526 3697U1 799528 299752 299918
310900 359417. 107*a09 7448989 449375 369775 '799395 2999U7 309073
220.00 378930• 119.743 7638.08 449258 369882 -799257"` 30.066 309233F	 230900 397234. 1329U41 7838.24 449171 379016 79.115 30.229 30.397Ln	 240.00 419351• 1440715 8049.88 449112 379175 178.967 30.398 30.566
2S0.00 430305. 1579776 8272.57 449077 379356 *789814 309571 30.740
360x00 4451199 1719297 8506.48 44*067 379S$8 "789656 309749 300918
270 . 00 458821• 1859119 875299.8 449078 379778 -789492 30.932 319102
280900 471429. 1999428' 9011902 440110 389016 "78.321 319120 319290
290.00 482970. 2149181 9281914 440163 389271 789143 31.313 319484
300.00 493468• 2299395 9563.32 449235 389542 "77 +959 319511 31.683
310.00 502950• 2459085 9857.03 44.326 389828 -77.767_ 31.715 319888
320900 511448. 2619.269 JU163001 449437 399129 •779.568 310925 320098
330*00 518990. 2779961 lu481.17 449565 399494 •779360 32.140 329314
340.00 525610• 2959183 1U813.61 44.712 399774 *779144 329361 32.535
350.00 531337. 3129954 11159968 44.876 409117 0769916 329588 32.763
360900 536199. 3319294 11518.97 450058 409474 "769684 329821 32.997
370x00 540236. 350x225 11892.17 459257 409845 -76039 339060 330237
380900 $43490. 3699767 12280.67 45.474 419230 -76.183 339306 339483
390900 546002. 3899946 12665.G5 459707 419627 •75.917 33.558 33.736
400.00 547811. 4109785 13104.05 45,1959 929038 - 759638 3398.17 33.995
410900 548971. 4320309 13540914 46.2LB 429464 v759348 34.082 39.261








APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH h1NDOw CLO51rou
S-4B STAuE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT ALTITUDE RANGE RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOk AZIMUTH LONGITUDE GLOCLNTRIC GEOULTIC
TIME VELOCITY SPACE F1XLD EARTH FIXLU (PUS.	 EAST) DLCLINATIUN LATITUDE
(SEC) (FT) (NM) (FTLS') (DEGI 10cG) (DEG) (DEG) IUEu)
430.GO 549545• 477.526 - 0467.83 46.81U -43.357 -74.716 34.634 34.815
440.00 549075. SU1.281 )4963.53 47.143 43.827 -74.393 34.921 35.102
450600 548178. 525.848 15479.82 47.4es5 44.312 -74.045 359216 35.397
M60•00 546925. $51.26U' 16018.96 47.847 44.813 -73.681 35.518 35.700
470.00 $45393. 577x556 16583.(.6 48.230 45.331 •73x298 35.427 d6•tj10
470 . 25 545352• S78.225 16597.06 48.249 45x3414 -73.288 35.835 .36•u18
480•u0 543556. 60,4.709 17u84.9z 48.612 45.831 -72.898 36.144 36.328
r	 490600 541378. 632x681' -176U6*66 49.413 46.347 •72.481 36.468 36.652
rn	 500.00 538935• 661•SU7 18149.64 49.434 466881 -72.045 36.799 36.983
510.00 536318. 691.225 18717.34 49.877 47.435 -71.59u 37.136 ,17.321
520•u0 533618. 721.875 19311.28 Sri. 343 48.,uI0 -71.114 37.480 37.666
530.30 530931• 753.502 19933.72 5o.8j3- its •bu 6 -70.616 37.831 38.u18
540 6 60 528361. 786.154 2u5B7.35 51.346 49.224 -711.095 38.190 38.377
550.00 526024• 619.883 21278.u0 S1.8d3 49.865 -696548 38.555 38.743
560800 524033• 854.751 22UU6.89 52.445 SU.528 -68.974 3d.928 39.116
570.OG 522518• 89u•818'' 22776.u5 53.4,39 51.222 -68.372 396308 39.497
580.00 521599. 928.155' 23592.75 53.665 51.946 *67.738 39.696 39.885
590.00 521383. 966.837 24459.81 54.313 526690 -67.071 4U.u91 40.!81
590664' 521409. 9696350 24516.94 54.355 52.738 -67.027 40.117 40.306
600600 521854. luu6.343 24539x13 896885 53.217 -66.3d0 4u.489 40.679
600 . 64 521884. 140•d62 24538.99 54.836 53.249 -66.336 40.514 40.704
i	 :!:	 .L	 :r..•r,..k+..- -...._..ter...
4
,..^„3-at. _.t» iC..fi^,.«:..	 .._, _a 2+t'<....5... ..:;,.
	 ._..	 w...	 z.^ :,»--•--...--Y..-.	 _u3 	 Lax. ..	 ,^..-.-... -...	 ...-._.....	 ^iA..__-.-.... ,.....-^..-.. ,....__-
	 rY .,'?^.^C.._...^-...-._. ,.




APOLLO SOYUT TEST 'PROJECT
TYPICAL LAUNCH NINDUw CLOSING
5-48 STAGE FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT, VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE VEHICLE ATTITUDE RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERRORTIME PITCH YAw ROLL PITCH YAM ROLL PITCH YAM ROLLISEC) IDEC) (DEG) (DEG) IJEG/S) 0 G/S) (DEG/S) IDEG1 ;DEG) (DEG)
143900 •63.756 •.060 •005 -8006 sOI7 •004 •4044 •6060 •005
144632- •63.810- .045 •078 -s064 4754 sul5 •6098 6045 •018





-6345 +0356166962 .63.628 is#3y9 •9356 w.0Q6
-*022 +.GU! 4085 69349 •9356
170-00 •63.653 •6406 •9471 woolu •9Uu9
-9U66 •061 •6406 ••472171675
-63.671 •.414' .*s96 .8011 •410U3 •059 90yj •*416 •6596180*00 •56.:945 •16794' *all 6960 8133 -e4y3
-1.9057 +6633 9038190.00 •S6.447 wl.143 w.604 -.06 •055 •002 9037 .9537 •6605200@00 •574434 •6596 .*768 .6131 •054 •4033 1;112 •*538 •6768210.00 •5B93sk 9119 ws473 w.'U89 #072 6059 9063 x9571
-947322Ue00 •59.437 #796 •064 "9097 •064 6055 ep95 •9570 1065230.00 •60.308 1.417 •630 •601 9060 e056 6060
-9573 6632240.00 +61.377 18991 .513 •x139 9054 •9032 4099 .9571 9517250.00 •62.321 2.533 *274 w.y92 4053
-9U23
.061 69576 •277260*00 "63.334 3.046 s030 ••108 6050 ••025 •080 •9579 9035270600 •64.614 3.523 .9254 w.107 9048 "#024 6053 •9585 •6251
280.00 •65.597 4sOo"t w•476 •slob 0047 •9023 9078 +9588 •.470
290.00 v66s729 4e462 •8715 ••111 .oils w#023 8076 "6593 •9709300000 •67.833 11.911
-*643 •0174 #043 *055 •066 •9599 •9637310900 •68e783 5.361 **059 "8106 9044 sU57 8076
-9608 •052320.00 •696894 56793 4507 +.109 0043 9057 s071 99614 651433U.00 •70.144 6.223 •547 **IOU 9044 •so112 •057 99624 655y3YOe00
-72.218 6*622 *089 •*145 *038
-8048 •113 we624 *1033640.00 •73.393 78046
..3117 "6115 *048 ••043 6027 •9627 -*344
360900 w74e393 70466 +6737 •6106 4040 *037 9027 "9627 we7341370900 w7S.47,3 7s963 •*215
-*709 9039 •052 4029 •*636 •9211,	 +I360900 •76*626 8.246 6306 w*137 •035 •05U 0062 ee64U 6315
3 90600 "776431 86623 6809 w.093 •042 -*037 "4000 •*661 solo40ye00 "78.801 9.032 •256 • #1J4 9037 +*057 •034 •9662 9262410*00
-79*975 96,402 w*313 •8118 9037 •eU57 9033 •*668 •93071120*00 +816147 9066 "•540 ".176 6036 8024 *029 -9677 •9536
__	 .:	 "._ _: x-:.-	 3 z-°
ti









_... -...	 ..^.r.	 _ ...	 _,	 - ...	 -	 ..---tom._ .•
T A 8l E	 13 F (Continued)
f APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJLCT
TYPICAL LAUNCH WINDOW CL051rv4
S n 4B STA4E FLIGHT DATA
FLIGHT VEHICLE ATTITUDE ANGLE - VEHICLE ATTITuwL RATE VEHICLE ATTITUDE ERROR
TIME PITCH YAW ROLL. PITCH YAO ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL
115EC) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (OEG/5) (DEG/S) (UEG/5) (UE(i) IDE(2) (OEt9)
430.00 +82.309 10.128 -*296
-9117 .036 0G25 903! -968S -0291
440000, 083.566 1U*1#66 -.p54 -0120 0u35 9025 .029 -0695 +9049
450900 -84.690 lu.834 .204 9.!101 rL36 •u26 •019 09704 9208
4600D0_
-85.845 11.180 9466 -,118 9034 .026 0023 00712 •471
470.00 -87.030 11.516 973.1 -0119 0034 .Uz7 9023 -9722 .737
470925 +87.059 11.524 0738 -0119 9034 9027 0023 •0722 9744
480000
-88.227 11 031 .940 -.1113 9021 -0041 •015 •07UY 09411
490.000
-89.334 120156 .529 -9IG6 +030 -OU41 0OU6 -0735 0531
SODe00
-90012 120503 0118 -0113 .U37
-.U1+1 0013 •9749 0122
510000 -91.5.46 12.875
-9292 9.118 0029 -•U41 0026 -9745 -0286
520900 -92.767 130194 -0655 -.118 99132 9023 9015 -0757 -9652
530900 -93+958 1a.119U -0418
-.122 9027 0024 9019 -9758 -9414
540'000
-95.192 13.745 -0178 +.124 0024 9024 9019 ••76! +0373
550060- +96.538 130896 0069 -0146 9016 0025 0038 -•766 01)78
56O0G0 -97.829 14.168 .310 .U46 9U23 -0014 ♦0 bud 9307
5 70.00 -100-235 14.693 0593 -0282 .024 0_U3u
-9OU4 -.765 9593
Sao 015U
-100.226 14.671 •781 +015




-00UO -9U57 -0127 -9772 9848
59L064
- 100.090 140613 0844 - . i701 +9OU4j +0457 -s 127 -x773 0611
600900
-100.091 140613 .304 000J •UU0 -.U58 -0125 -9773 0271
6097.64
-1009091 14.614 *267 .VuU vau0 -.u58 -9125 -.773 0234
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